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occurs# following# anterior# cruciate# ligament# injury.# As# quadriceps# weakness# accelerates# joint#
degeneration# and# leads# to# a# lower# quality# of# life,# identifying# therapies# capable# of# restoring#
strength#is#essential#to#preserving#longJterm#health.#With#the#above#in#mind,#aim#one#examined#
if#eccentric#crossJeducation,#whereby#the#uninvolved#limb#is#exercised,#is#capable#of#improving#
quadriceps# function# in# the# unexercised# limb.# It# was# found# that# exercising# with# eccentric#
contractions# resulted# in#mode#and#velocity# specific# strength#gains# in# the#unexercised# limb,#as#
well# as# a# trend# toward# improvement# in# quadriceps# neural# activity.# As# a# reduction# in# neural#
activity#of# the#quadriceps# (i.e.#quadriceps#activation# failure# [QAF])# is# thought# to#be#a#primary#
cause# of# weakness,# rehabilitation# programs# may# be# able# to# utilize# this# type# of# therapy# to#
enhance#neural#activity#and#quadriceps# strength.#Examining# the# role#of#QAF# further,#aim# two#
investigated#the#relationship#between#preJoperative#QAF#and#postJoperative#QAF#and#strength.#
It#was# found# that#preJoperative#QAF#was#positively# related# to# the# recovery#of#postJoperative#
QAF,#but#not#strength.#Hence,#therapies#that#target#preJoperative#QAF#should#help#to#improve#
the#recovery#of#neural#activity#postJreconstruction.#Further,#clinicians#should#continue#to#focus#
on# maximizing# strength# before# surgery.# Lastly,# aim# three# was# conducted# to# determine# the#
effectiveness# of# a# combined# neuromuscular# electrical# stimulation# (NMES)# and# eccentric#
exercise#intervention#to#improve#the#recovery#of#quadriceps#strength#and#knee#mechanics#postJ




NMES# alone.# Whereas# individuals# that# received# the# combined# NMES# and# eccentrics#
intervention#demonstrated#the#best#recovery#of#knee#mechanics.#Taken#together,#these#results#
indicate#that#eccentric#exercise#is#an#effective#therapy#to#improve#quadriceps#neural#activity#and#
strength,# though# a# longer# intervention# may# be# needed# to# positively# influence# movement.#








ACL# injuries# occur# in# the# United# States# annually# (Griffin# et# al.,# 2006)# at# an# average# cost# of#
$25,000#per#reconstruction#(Hootman#and#Albohm,#2012).#Though#ACL#reconstruction#restores#
static# knee# stability# and# rehabilitation# improves# functionality,# patients# often# return# back# to#




the# development# of# postJtraumatic# osteoarthritis# (OA)# (Tourville# et# al.,# 2014)# that# occurs# in#
more#than#50%#of#ACL#reconstructed#limbs#(Roos,#2005).#As#the#peak#age#for#ACL#rupture#is#16#
(Shea#et#al.,#2004),# it# is# likely# that#a#significant#number#of#20# to#30#year#old#adults#will# suffer#




Though# the# precise# mechanism(s)# of# quadriceps# weakness# associated# with# ACL# injury# and#
reconstruction# are# unknown,# there# is# evidence# to# suggest# that# quadriceps# activation# failure#
(QAF)# and# possibly# quadriceps#muscle# atrophy# are# primarily# responsible# for# strength# deficits#
(PalmieriJSmith# et# al.,# 2008;# Williams# et# al.,# 2005a).# QAF# is# the# inability# to# completely#
##
2#
volitionally# contract# the#muscle# due# to# alterations# in# neural# signaling# (Hopkins# and# Ingersoll,#
2000)# and# is# common# following# ACL# reconstruction# (Hart# et# al.,# 2010;# Ingersoll# et# al.,# 2008).#
Whereas#muscle#atrophy#that#occurs#following#ACL#reconstruction#is#thought#to#manifest#due#to#
alterations# in# selective# fiber# atrophy# (Lorentzon# et# al.,# 1989;# SnyderJMackler# et# al.,# 1993),#





With# the# above# in# mind,# this# dissertation# will# explore# therapies# aimed# at# improving# the#
recovery#of#quadriceps#strength#by#utilizing#interventions#that#have#been#theorized,#and#shown#
to,#improve#QAF#and#minimize#muscle#atrophy.#Further,#this#research#will#explore#the#impact#of#
preJoperative# QAF# on# postJoperative# outcomes# to# aid# in# the# design# of# future# preJoperative#
rehabilitative#protocols.#Ultimately,#the#purpose#of#this#dissertation#is#to#develop#and#test#novel#


















have# been# shown# to# successfully# improve# quadriceps# strength# in# healthy# (Hortobagyi# et# al.,#
1997;# Komi# et# al.,# 1978;# Seger# et# al.,# 1998)# and#pathological# populations# (Papandreou# et# al.,#
2013).#The#strength#gains#that#are#produced#in#the#unexercised#limb#are#thought#to#result#from#
alterations# in#neural#activity# (Carr#et#al.,#1994;#Zhou,#2000).#As#deficits# in#quadriceps#strength#
following# ACL# injury# are# hypothesized# to# occur,# in# part,# because# of# alterations# in# quadriceps#
activation# (Hopkins# and# Ingersoll,# 2000),# identifying# if# eccentric# crossJeducation# can# improve#










Hypothesis( 2C:(Greater# preJoperative# quadriceps# strength# will# be# positively# associated# with#
greater#postJoperative#quadriceps#strength.(
Significance( of( Aim( 2:( PreJoperative# rehabilitation# may# help# to# minimize# postJoperative#
quadriceps#strength#deficits.#There#is#evidence#to#suggest#that#greater#preJoperative#quadriceps#
strength# leads# to# a# better# recovery# of# strength# following# ACL# reconstruction# (de# Jong# et# al.,#




function# postJreconstruction.# Understanding# how# preJoperative# quadriceps# activation#




AIM(3:( To( determine( the( effectiveness( of( a( combined(neuromuscular( electrical( stimulation(
and(eccentric(exercise(intervention(to(improve(quadriceps(function(and(knee(mechanics(postV
ACL(reconstruction.(
Hypothesis(3A:(Participants#allocated# into# the#combined#neuromuscular#electrical# stimulation#
(NMES)#and#eccentric#exercise#group#will#demonstrate#significantly#greater#gains#in#quadriceps#
activation# and# strength# at# 12# weeks# postJACL# reconstruction# and# at# returnJtoJplay# when#




Hypothesis( 3C:( The# combined# NMES# and# eccentric# exercise# group# will# demonstrate# greater#





Significance( of( Aim( 3:(Although# data# exist# documenting# the# separate# effectiveness# of# NMES#
(Delitto#et#al.,#1988;#Fitzgerald#et#al.,#2003;#SnyderJMackler#et#al.,#1991;#WigerstadJLossing#et#
al.,# 1988)# and# eccentric# exercise# (Brasileiro# et# al.;# Gerber# et# al.,# 2007a,# b)# postJACL#
reconstruction,# there# is# no# data# in# the# published# literature# regarding# the# combined#
effectiveness#of#NMES#and#eccentric#exercise#to#improve#quadriceps#function.#Data#generated#
from# this# study# has# the# potential# to# improve# ACL# rehabilitation# techniques# by# establishing# if#
deficits# in#quadriceps# function#can#be#best# restored#by#using#a#combination#of# therapies# that#
have#been#shown#to# improve#quadriceps#activation#and#minimize#muscle#atrophy.#Further,#as#
QAF# has# been# implicated# as# an# important# underlying# factor# that# contributes# to# quadriceps#




to#translate#this#research#into#clinical#practice,# it# is#necessary#to#identify# if#gains# in#quadriceps#
strength#are#capable#of#improving#movement.#This#data#will#provide#clinicians#and#researchers#






aims# conducted# over# a# period# of# four# years# (2010J2014)# at# the# University# of# Michigan.#
Manuscripts# for# each# aim# have# been# either# accepted# or# submitted# for# publication# in# peerJ
reviewed#journals.#
The#literature#review#(Chapter(2)#provides#the#background#and#motivation#for#this#dissertation.#
Chapters( 3V6# were# conducted# to# test# novel# therapeutic# approaches# aimed# at# markedly#
improving# quadriceps# strength# and# to# determine# whether# quadriceps# activation# was# a#
mechanism#that#led#towards#improvements#in#quadriceps#strength.#With#this#purpose#in#mind,#
Chapter( 3( examined# the# effect# of# eccentric# crossJeducation# on# quadriceps# activation# and#
strength#in#the#unexercised#limb.#To#examine#this,#healthy#subjects#were#randomized#into#one#
of# two#groups,# an#eccentric#exercise#group#and#a# control# group.#Participants#allocated# to# the#
eccentric# exercise# group# exercised# their# dominant# limb# with# an# isokinetic# dynamometer# in#
eccentric# mode# three# times# a# week# for# eight# weeks.# Quadriceps# strength# and# activation#
measures# were# collected# at# preJ,# midJ# and# postJintervention# in# the# unexercised# limb# to#
determine# the# effect# of# eccentric# crossJeducation.# Chapter( 4( examined# the# effect# of# preJ
operative# QAF# on# postJoperative# quadriceps# activation# and# strength# in# ACL# reconstructed#
patients.#To#accomplish# this,#patients#were# tested#on# two#separate#occasions:#postJinjury#but#
prior# to# ACL# reconstruction,# and# postJACL# reconstruction# once# patients# had# been# cleared# by#
their#physician#to#return#to#activity.#Lastly,#Chapters(5(and(6#detail#a#clinical# intervention#that#
was# divided# into# two# parts# to# examine# the# effectiveness# of# a# combined#NMES# and# eccentric#
exercise#intervention#to#improve#quadriceps#function#(Part#I,#Chapter#5)#and#movement#during#a#
singleJlegged# landing# task# postJACL# reconstruction# (Part# II,# Chapter# 6).# To# test# this,# patients#
scheduled# for# ACL# reconstruction#were# placed# into# one# of# four# groups;# NMES# and# eccentric#
exercise#group,#NMESJonly#group,#eccentricJonly#group,#and#a#standard#of#care#group.#Patients#












ACL# injury,# 3)# ACL# reconstruction,# 4)# mechanisms# and# clinical# implications# of# quadriceps#
weakness#and#5)#current#rehabilitation#strategies#aimed#at#restoring#quadriceps#strength.#
2.1 Anterior(Cruciate(Ligament(
The#ACL#plays# an#essential# role# in#maintaining# knee# joint# stability# and# is# the#most# commonly#
injured#knee#ligament#during#sport#and#work#related#activities#(Beaty,#1999).#ACL#reconstruction#
is# performed# with# the# aim# of# maximizing# knee# stability# and# functional# capacity,# thereby#
facilitating#a#return#to#sport#and#promoting#longJterm#knee#joint#health.#However,#despite#the#
best# efforts# of# clinicians# and# researchers,# nearly# twoJthirds# of# ACL# reconstructed#patients# do#
not# return# back# to# activity# at# 12#months# postJreconstruction# (Ardern# et# al.,# 2010)# and#more#




The#ACL# is#a#bandJlike#structure#of#dense#connective# tissue# that# runs#anteriorly,#medially#and#












of# blood# vessels# located# in# the# proximal# femoral# attachment# than# the# distal# attachment#
(Duthon#et#al.,#2006).#













al.,# 1990).# The# greatest# stress# on# the# ACL# occurs# when# the# knee# is# near# extension,# and#
decreases#when#the#knee#moves#into#flexion#(Beynnon#et#al.,#1992a;#Woo#et#al.,#1991).#In#situ#
studies#have#shown#that#the#functional#bundles#of#the#ACL#resist#anterior#translation#differently,#
where# the# anteromedial# bundle# limits# anterior# translation# during# knee# flexion# and# the#






















afferent# signals# that# contributes# to#muscle# activity# about# the# knee# joint# (Beard# et# al.,# 1993;#
Dhaher#et#al.,#2003;#Johansson#et#al.,#1991;#Solomonow#et#al.,#1987).#
The#ACL#primarily#receives#neural#input#from#the#posterior#articular#nerve#(Duthon#et#al.,#2006;#






Mechanoreceptors# function# as# transducers# that# convert# mechanical# pressure# into# nervous#
signals# (Zimny#et# al.,# 1986).# In# the# knee,#mechanoreceptors# are# stimulated#by# tension# that# is#
developed#in#the#collagenous#fibers#in#response#to#joint#acceleration#and#deceleration,#direction#




that#respond#to#changes# in# intraJarticular#pressure#(Spencer#et#al.,#1984),#static# joint#position,#
direction#amplitude#and#velocity#of#the#joint#(Schutte#et#al.,#1987).#Pacinian#corpuscles#are#also#
low#threshold#mechanoreceptors#and#respond#rapidly#to#detect#vibration#(Zimny,#1988).#Golgi#
tendon# organs# are# large,# high# threshold,# slowly# adapting#mechanoreceptors# that# respond# to#




















ACL# injury# results# in#both# short# and# longJterm#disability.# In# the# shortJterm# there# is# pain,# loss#
time# from# work,# school,# sports# and# even# reduced# academic# performance# (Freedman# et# al.,#
1998;#Hewett#et#al.,#2006).#LongJterm#ACL#injury#leads#to#the#early#onset#of#OA#(Roos,#2005)#and#
reduced#quality# of# life# (Lohmander# et# al.,# 2004).#What’s#more,# it# has#been# reported# that# the#
average#length#of#time#between#ACL#reconstruction#to#total#knee#arthroplasty#is#approximately#
19#years#(Hoxie#et#al.,#2008).#Given#that#the#peak#age#of#ACL#injury#is#16#(Shea#et#al.,#2004),#it#is#
likely# that# a# significant# number# of# young# adults# will# encounter# substantial# knee# joint#
degeneration.# Thus,# developing# therapeutic# approaches# that# can# successfully# counter# the#
consequences#of#ACL#injury#is#imperative.#
2.1.6 Mechanisms)of)nonScontact)ACL)injury)
NonJcontact# ACL# injuries# account# for# nearly# 70%# of# all# ACL# injuries# (Griffin# et# al.,# 2000)# and#
occur#when#a#person,#him#or#herself,# generates# the# forces#and/or#moments#at# the#knee# that#
leads# to# excessive# loading# of# the# ACL# (Yu# and# Garrett,# 2007).# Although# the# nonJcontact# ACL#
injury# mechanism# has# been# investigated# using# a# variety# of# research# models# (prospective,#
retrospective,#observational,# in#vivo#and# in#vitro)#a#direct#determination#of#how# injury#occurs#
remains#elusive.#
In#general,#data#gathered#from#many#studies#(Boden#et#al.,#2000;#Cochrane#et#al.,#2007;#Hewett#
et# al.,# 2005;# McNair# et# al.,# 1990)# have# reported# that# a# common# characteristic# among# nonJ
contact# ACL# injuries# is# the# dynamic# knee# valgus# positioning# following# a# sudden# deceleration#
and/or#jump#landing.#Of#note,#one#prospective#investigation#has#reported#that# increased#knee#
valgus#during#a#jump#landing#task#is#predictive#of#ACL#injury#with#a#coefficient#of#determination#












quadriceps# contractions#when# the# knee# is# in# less# than#40#degrees#of# knee# flexion# (Draganich#
and#Vahey,#1990;#Durselen#et#al.,#1995;#Markolf#et#al.,#1990;#Markolf#et#al.,#2004).#Less#than#100#
N#of# hamstring# force# and# a# lack# of# coordination# between# the# quadriceps# and#hamstring# also#
seem# to# contribute# to#ACL# strain# (Draganich# and#Vahey,# 1990;# Li# et# al.,# 2004;#Markolf# et# al.,#
2004).#
In# summary,# the# risk# of# nonJcontact# ACL# injury# appears# to# be# the# greatest# when# the# ACL# is#
excessively# loaded# by# the# quadriceps# muscle# in# combination# with# insufficient# hamstring#
coordination# with# frontal# and/or# transverseJplane# loading# when# the# knee# is# near# extension#
(Shimokochi#and#Shultz,#2008).#
2.1.7 ACL)reconstruction)
While# the#collateral# ligaments#generally# respond#well# to#conservative# treatment# (Jones#et#al.,#
1986;#Reider#et#al.,#1994)#and#exhibit#strong#healing#potential#(Sandberg#et#al.,#1987),#the#ACL#
has#poor#intrinsic#healing#capability,#due#in#part#to#its#poor#vascular#supply#(Nau#et#al.,#2002).#As#
a#result,#surgical# reconstruction#of#the#ACL# is# the#most# frequent#mode#of#treatment#following#
injury# (Dye#et# al.,# 1998).# In# fact,# in# the#United# States#nearly#100,000#ACL# reconstructions# are#




Once# an# individual# decides# to# undergo# ACL# reconstruction# they# are# confronted# with# several#
different# graft# choices.# Over# the# years# many# different# grafts# have# been# tested,# including#
synthetic#ligaments,#allografts,#autografts#and#extraarticular#reconstruction#(Corry#et#al.,#1999).#
Today,#autografts#of# the#patellar# tendon#and#hamstring# tendon#are# the#most#commonly#used#
grafts# by# orthopedic# surgeons# (Beynnon# et# al.,# 2005).# Several# investigations# have# compared#
patellar#tendon#grafts#to#hamstring#grafts#to#determine#which#graft#type#is#superior#(Beynnon#et#
al.,#2002;#Carter#and#Edinger,#1999;#Ejerhed#et#al.,#2003;#Freedman#et#al.,#2003;#Jansson#et#al.,#
2003;# Lephart# et# al.,# 1993;# Shaieb# et# al.,# 2002),# and# at# this# point# it# appears# that# both# graph#
types#produce#similar#reJinjury#rates#(Aglietti#et#al.,#2004),#functional#results#(Gobbi#et#al.,#2004;#
Mohtadi#et#al.,#2011)#and#activity# levels#(Corry#et#al.,#1999;#Mohtadi#et#al.,#2011).#Despite#the#
fact# that# both# graft# types# produce# similar# functional# results,# some# clear# advantages# of# each#






after# surgery# (West#and#Harner,#2005),#while# the#soft# tissue#ends#of# the#hamstring#graft#heal#
between# 8J12# weeks# postJreconstruction# (Rodeo# et# al.,# 1993;# West# and# Harner,# 2005).# The#
primary# advantage# of# the# hamstring# graft# relates# to# less# longJterm# anterior# knee# joint# pain#
(Aune# et# al.,# 2001;# Freedman# et# al.,# 2003;# Jansson# et# al.,# 2003),# a# common# report# among#
individuals# that# have# patellar# tendon# grafts# (Jansson# et# al.,# 2003;# O'Brien# et# al.,# 1991).# In#
addition,#some#authors#report#that#because#the#quadriceps#extensor#mechanism#is#not#violated#
there#is#less#initial#quadriceps#atrophy#following#a#hamstring#graft,#allowing#for#a#quicker#return#
of# quadriceps# strength# (Huegel# and# Indelicato,# 1988;# Sachs# et# al.,# 1989).# In# contrast,# more#








Consequently,# following#ACL# injury,# the# restoration#of# quadriceps# strength# is# often# a#primary#
goal# of# rehabilitation.( Although# ACL# reconstruction# successfully# restores# static# knee# stability#
and#rehabilitation#improves#functionality,#patients#often#return#back#to#activity#with#diminished#
quadriceps# muscle# function# (Anderson# et# al.,# 2002;# Hiemstra# et# al.,# 2000;# Nakamura# et# al.,#
2002;#Nyland#et#al.,#2003;#SnyderJMackler#et#al.,#1994a;#Urbach#et#al.,#2001).#
Quadriceps# strength# deficits# lead# to# a# reduction# in# force# production# and# improper# force#
attenuation#throughout#the#knee#and#lower#extremity#(Hurwitz#et#al.,#1997;#Lewek#et#al.,#2002).#
Although# the# severity# of# quadriceps# weakness# appears# to# lessen# with# time,# the# literature#
consistently# indicates# that# strength#deficits# can#persist# for#years# following#ACL# reconstruction#










et# al.,# 2010;# Ingersoll# et# al.,# 2008).# Quadriceps# activation# failure# is# a# barrier# to# successful#
rehabilitation#because#it#only#allows#portions#of#the#quadriceps#muscle#to#be#volitionally#utilized#
during# exercise# (Hopkins# and# Ingersoll,# 2000).# During# the# first# few# months# after# injury# or#
surgery,# quadriceps# activation# failure# can# be# so# extensive# that# rehabilitation# protocols# are#
rendered#largely#ineffective#(Hurley#et#al.,#1994;#Keays#et#al.,#2000;#Rice#and#McNair,#2010;#Rossi#






following#ACL# injury#and#reconstruction# is#thought#to#result# from#disuse#of#the#muscle#and/or#
immobilization#of#the#knee#joint#(Appel,#1990;#Edgerton#et#al.,#2002).#Although#most#research#
has#established#a#weak#relationship#between#quadriceps#muscle#atrophy#and#strength#deficits,#a#
recent# study# conducted# by# Williams# et# al.# (Williams# et# al.,# 2005a)# has# shown# that# when#
quadriceps# atrophy# is# combined# with# activation# failure# they# account# for# more# than# 60%# of#
variance# in#quadriceps#weakness#postJACL# injury.#As#a# result,#quadriceps#muscle#atrophy#may#
play#a#role#in#reducing#quadriceps#strength.#
In# summary,# despite# the# reinstitution#of# static# stability# achieved# through#ACL# reconstruction,#
quadriceps# weakness# is# often# persistent# long# after# rehabilitation# concludes.# The# recovery# of#
quadriceps#strength#is#crucial#to#normal#knee#joint#function,#thus#restoring#strength#is#often#an#
essential#component#of#rehabilitation.#Collectively,#it#appears#that#quadriceps#activation#failure#
and# muscle# atrophy# are# both# underlying# mechanisms# that# may# contribute# to# quadriceps#
weakness.#
2.3 Quadriceps(activation(failure((
Quadriceps# activation# failure# is# hypothesized# to# result# from# reflex# activity# in# which# altered#
afferents#arising#from#an#injured#joint#lead#to#diminished#efferent#motor#drive#to#the#supporting#
musculature# (Hopkins# and# Ingersoll,# 2000).# The# diminished# ability# to# volitionally# contract# the#
quadriceps# muscle# following# ACL# injury# hinders# rehabilitation# by# preventing# strength# gains#
(Hurley,# 1997;#Hurley# et# al.,# 1994;#Hurley# et# al.,# 1992),# influences# alterations# in# knee# loading#
patterns# (Torry# et# al.,# 2000),# impairs# functional# performance# (Hurley# et# al.,# 1992),# and#
potentially#contributes#to#the#early#onset#of#OA#(Hopkins#and#Ingersoll,#2000;#Suter#and#Herzog,#
2000).#
Ultimately,# a# reduction# in# alpha#motoneuron# output# is# responsible# for# quadriceps# activation#





deficits# following# ACL# injury# and# reconstruction.# The# following# section#will# discuss# peripheral#




output# from# damaged# joint# receptors# may# alter# afferent# discharge# from# the# joint# that#
contribute#to#quadriceps#activation#failure.#
2.4.1 Swelling)
Swelling#has#been#shown#to#cause#significant#quadriceps#activation# failure.# In# fact,#as# little#as#
10mL#of#fluid#has#been#shown#to#cause#notable#quadriceps#inhibition#(de#Andrade#et#al.,#1965;#
Torry#et#al.,#2000;#Young#et#al.,#1987).#This#is#particularly#troubling#in#an#ACL#population,#where#





force# output# (Jensen# and#Graf,# 1993;#McNair# et# al.,# 1996;#Wood# et# al.,# 1988)# are# commonly#
reported.#It# is#thought#that#fluid#in#swollen#knee#joints#causes#a#rise#in#intraJarticular#pressure#
and#the#discharge#of#group# II#articular#afferents# from#the#knee,#which# in#turn#causes#a#strong#
inhibitory# effect# on# the# quadriceps#muscle# (Rice# and#McNair,# 2010).# Alternatively,# in# an# ACL#
injured#population,#Lynch#et#al.#(Lynch#et#al.,#2012)#has#recently#shown#that#knee#effusion#does#






were# tested#on#an#average#of#27#days#postJACL# injury.#Lynch#and#colleagues#suggest# that# the#




Pain# can# also# result# in# quadriceps# activation# failure# and# is# thought# to# occur# as# a# protective#
mechanism#in#an#effort#to#immobilize#the#joint#following#injury#(Eriksson,#1981).#Specifically,#an#
increase#in#the#afferent#discharge#of#free#nerve#endings,#which#increases#pain#signaling#to#the#




et# al.,# 1985)# following# experimental# knee# effusions.# However,# it# should# be# noted,# that# the#
relationship# between# pain# and# quadriceps# activation# failure# is# inconsistent# in# the# literature.#
Although# some# authors# have# reported# that# pain# contributes# to# quadriceps# activation# failure#
(Doxey#and#Eisenman,#1987;#Eriksson,#1981),#other#investigations#have#reported#that#pain#is#not#
associated# with# quadriceps# inhibition# (Davies# et# al.,# 1984;# Stokes# and# Young,# 1984;# Young,#
1993;# Young# et# al.,# 1987).# Knee# effusion# models# provide# the# best# evidence# that# quadriceps#
activation# failure# can# occur# in# the# absence# of# pain# (de# Andrade# et# al.,# 1965;# Hopkins,# 2001;#
Hopkins,#2006;#Hopkins#et#al.,#2002;#Iles#et#al.,#1990;#PalmieriJSmith#et#al.,#2007;#Spencer#et#al.,#




and# the# loss# and/or# change# in# sensory# output# from# the# ACL# may# contribute# to# quadriceps#
activation# failure# (Young,# 1993).# Sensory# receptor# regeneration# following# ACL# injury# remains#











Following# ACL# injury,# the# central# nervous# system# is# thought# to# contribute# to# quadriceps#
activation# failure#by# reducing# the#excitability# of# the#quadriceps# alpha#motorneuron#pool# that#
leads# to# decreased# quadriceps# force# production.# The# following# section# will# discuss# possible#
central#mechanisms#leading#to#quadriceps#activation#failure.#
2.5.1 PreSsynaptic)inhibition)
PreJsynaptic# inhibition# may# cause# quadriceps# activation# failure# by# preventing# a# release# of#
neurotransmitters# that# are# necessary# for# muscle# contractions# (Gardner,# 1948).# Specifically,#
inhibitory#interneurons#cause#a#release#of#gammaJaminobutyric#acid#(GABA)#neurotransmitters,#
which# cause# primary# afferent# depolarization# and# an# influx# of# chlorine# that# reduces# the#
amplitude#of#the#preJsynaptic#action#potential#(Redman,#1998).#A#reduction#in#the#amplitude#of#





et# al.,# 1984).# Although# the# precise#mechanism#of# preJsynaptic# inhibition# is# not# known,# it# has#








the# Ia# afferents# arising# from# the# homonymous#muscle# spindle# that# simultaneously# cause# the#
agonist#muscle#to#contract#and#inhibits#the#antagonist#muscle#(Tanaka,#1974).#
The#mechanism(s)#of#reciprocal# inhibition#within#the#quadriceps#muscle# is#currently#unknown.#
Some# investigators# postulate# that# a# change# in# afferent# information# arising# from# the# injured#
knee#may#activate#the#Ia#inhibitory#interneuron#of#the#quadriceps#muscle,#possibly#contributing#
to#activation#failure#(Palmieri#et#al.,#2003).#Although#no#direct#evidence#of#reciprocal#inhibition#
exists# following# knee# injury,# evidence# of# reciprocal# inhibition# has# been# found# in# individuals#
suffering#from#chronic#ankle#instability#(Sedory#et#al.,#2007).#Specifically,#Sedory#et#al.#(Sedory#et#
al.,#2007)#have#indicated#that#hamstring#inhibition#leads#to#quadriceps#facilitation.#More#work#is#
needed# to# identify# the#presence#and#extent#of# reciprocal# inhibition# in# the#quadriceps#muscle#
postJACL#injury.#
2.5.3 Recurrent)inhibition)




Ellaway# and#Murphy,# 1981;#Noth,# 1983)# and#with# Ia# inhibitory# interneurons# (Gustafsson# and#
Lindstrom,# 1973;# Hultborn# et# al.,# 1976;# Hultborn# et# al.,# 1968,# 1971;# Hultborn# et# al.,# 1979;#
Lindstrom,# 1973),# allowing# simultaneous# inhibitory# stimuli# to# be# projected# to# synergistic#
muscles#(Renshaw,#1941).#
Experimental# knee# effusion# models# have# provided# evidence# of# recurrent# inhibition# in# the#




firing# rate#and#amount#of#efferent#drive# to#alpha#motoneurons# that# innervate# the#quadriceps#
muscle#(Windhorst,#1996).#
2.5.4 NonSReciprocal)inhibition)
NonJreciprocal# inhibition# is#a#neural#process#wherein# Ib# interneurons# receive#excitatory# input#
from# Ib#afferents#originating# from#Golgi# tendon#organs.#The# Ib#afferent# fiber#arising# from#the#
homonymous# muscle# bifurcates# in# the# spinal# cord# where# one# branch# prevents# the#
homonymous# muscle# from# contracting,# and# the# other# branch# innervates# an# excitatory#
interneuron#that#synapses#on#the#antagonist#muscle.#Thus,#the#homonymous#muscle#is#inhibited#
and#the#antagonist# is#able# to#contract#allowing# the#opposing#muscle#groups# to#work# together#
(Rice#and#McNair,#2010).#
Iles#et#al.# (Iles#et#al.,# 1990)#have# found#evidence#of#nonJreciprocal# inhibition# in#knee#effusion#






afferent# signaling# caused# by# joint# effusion# (Harrison# and# Jankowska,# 1985;# Lundberg# et# al.,#
1978a).#
2.5.5 Flexion)reflex)
The# flexion# reflex# is# a# polysynaptic# pathway# that# generally# results# in# flexor# facilitation# and#
extensor# inhibition# (Lundberg# et# al.,# 1978b).# Thus,# some# researchers# have# suggested# that# an#
enhanced# flexion# reflex# following# knee# injury# may# also# partially# contribute# to# quadriceps#





2008;# You# et# al.,# 2003).# In# particular,# it# is# thought# that# the# interneurons# responsible# for# the#
flexor# reflex#are#primarily# located# in# the# lamina#V#of# the#dorsal#horn,#and# likely# receive# input#
from# articular# receptors# (Millan,# 1999;# Schomburg,# 1990).# Following# knee# injury,# it# has# been#
hypothesized#that#a#greater#discharge#of#afferent#signaling#may#cause#alterations#in#interneuron#
activity#(Neugebauer#and#Schaible,#1990).#
Investigators# have# found# that# a# reduction# in# the# flexion# reflex# threshold# in# individuals# with#







the# primary#muscle# spindles.# Gamma#motorneurons# function# to# regulate# the# function# of# the#




Researchers# have# proposed# that# a# potential# neural# mechanism# of# gamma# loop# dysfunction#
following#ACL#injury#is#the#result#of#a#loss#of#excitatory#feedback#from#ACL#mechanoreceptors#to#














However,#more# recent# evidence# (Heroux# and#Tremblay,# 2006)#has# suggested# that# changes# in#
the#primary#motor#cortex#occur#on#the#side#projecting#to#the#ACLJinjured#limb#only.#Specifically,#








The# second# major# mechanism# thought# to# contribute# to# quadriceps# weakness# is# quadriceps#
muscle# atrophy# (PalmieriJSmith# et# al.,# 2008),# a# decrease# in# the# size# of# the#muscle,# which# is#
thought# to# occur# following# disuse# and# immobilization# of# the# knee# joint# (Appel,# 1990).#
Quadriceps#atrophy#is#often#apparent#following#ACL#reconstruction#and#has#been#suggested#to#
contribute# to# strength# deficits# (Konishi# et# al.,# 2007;# SnyderJMackler# et# al.,# 1993).# Although#
muscle#atrophy#has#been#suggested#to#contribute#to#strength#deficits#following#ACL#injury,#the#
literature#supporting#this#notion#is#inconclusive.#Recent#data#published#by#Konishi#et#al.#(Konishi#
et# al.,# 2007)# demonstrated# that# quadriceps# muscle# volume# and# strength# per# unit# of# muscle#
volume# was# significantly# lower# in# the# ACL# reconstructed# leg# than# that# of# healthy# controls,#
supporting#the#idea#that#muscle#atrophy#negatively#affects#strength#following#injury.#Further,#it#







Although# neither# quadriceps# atrophy# nor# quadriceps# activation# failure# can# fully# account# for#
strength# deficits# independently# (Stokes# and# Young,# 1984),# recent# work# suggests# that# when#
quadriceps#muscle# atrophy# is# combined#with# quadriceps# activation# failure# it# can# account# for#
approximately#60J85%#of#the#variance#in#quadriceps#strength#(Mizner#et#al.,#2005;#Williams#et#
al.,# 2005a).# Interestingly,# quadriceps# activation# accounted# for# nearly# twice# that# of# muscle#





Although# it# appears# that# quadriceps# activation# deficits# have# a# greater# impact# on# quadriceps#
strength# loss#(Lorentzon#et#al.,#1989;#Mizner#et#al.,#2005),#quadriceps#atrophy# is#an# important#
factor#that#likely#contributes#to#quadriceps#weakness,#however#more#work#is#needed#to#better#
understand#the#impact#of#quadriceps#atrophy#on#strength#deficits#postJACL#injury.#Ultimately,#a#
reduction# in# muscle# size# is# responsible# for# quadriceps# atrophy,# although# like# quadriceps#
activation,# the# precise#mechanism(s)# is# unknown.# Several#mechanisms# of# quadriceps# atrophy#
are# proposed# to# contribute# to# quadriceps# strength# deficits# following# ACL# injury# and#
reconstruction.#
2.6.1 Alterations)in)muscle)architecture)
Following#periods#of# disuse,# a# decrease# in#muscle# size# has# been# found# to#be# associated#with#
alterations# in#muscle# fascicle# length# and# pennation# angle# (Kawakami# et# al.,# 2000;# Narici# and#
Cerretelli,#1998).#Reductions#in#muscle#fascicle#length#and#pennation#angle#are#thought#to#occur#
as# a# result# of# a# loss#of#muscle# sarcomeres# (de#Boer#et# al.,# 2008),#which#are# the#basic#unit# of#




believed# to# interrupt# the# lengthJtension# relationship# of# the#muscle# fascicle,#which# ultimately#
results# in# reduced# muscle# force# production# (Gordon# et# al.,# 1966).# The# reduction# in# the#
pennation#angle#of#muscle#is#thought#to#occur#from#a#loss#of#sarcomeres#in#parallel#(Gans#and#
Bock,# 1965).# Thus,# alterations# in#muscle# fascicle# length# and# pennation# angle# that# occur# as# a#








and# have# been# reported# in# the# literature# following# ACL# injury# and# reconstruction# (Edstrom,#
1970;# Lopresti# et# al.,# 1988;# Lorentzon#et# al.,# 1989).#Although# the# results# in# the# literature# are#
inconsistent,# there# is# evidence# to# suggest# that# both# Type# I# and# Type# II# atrophy# may# occur.#
Researchers# (Edstrom,#1970)#have# found#predominantly#Type# I#atrophy#of# the#vastus# lateralis#
following# ACL# rupture,#while# others# (Lopresti# et# al.,# 1988)# have# found# predominantly# Type# II#
atrophy#following#ACL#reconstruction,#whereas#others#have#found#no#consistent#morphological#
changes# (Lorentzon#et#al.,#1989;#Nakamura#et#al.,#1986).#Previous#authors# (SnyderJMackler#et#
al.,# 1993)# has# suggested# that# selective# Type# IIb# fiber# atrophy# may# occur# following# ACL#
reconstruction,#although#alterations# in#muscle#morphology#were#not#directly#measured#in#this#
investigation.# Future# studies# are# warranted# to# determine# the# effect# of# selective# fiber# type#
atrophy#associated#with#quadriceps#strength#deficits#following#ACL#injury.#
2.6.3 Reduced)neural)input)
Another# potential# contributing# factor# to# quadriceps# atrophy# following# ACL# injury# is# the#




failure#can# result# in#muscle# fiber#disuse,#which#can#ultimately# lead# to#atrophy#of# the#affected#
tissue.# The# mechanisms# leading# to# muscle# activation# failure,# as# described# in# the# previous#
section,# can# therefore# contribute# to#muscle# atrophy# as#well.# Also# as# stated# previously,# other#
investigations# have# found# that# following# injury,# muscle# activation# deficits# explain# a# greater#
amount#of#the#variance#seen#in#muscle#weakness#when#compared#to#muscle#atrophy#(Mizner#et#








2002;# SnyderJMackler# et# al.,# 1991).# Previous# authors# (SnyderJMackler# et# al.,# 1991)#has# found#
that# knee# motion# during# walking# was# directly# and# significantly# correlated# with# quadriceps#
strength# following# ACL# reconstruction.#Moreover,# these# investigators# (SnyderJMackler# et# al.,#
1991)# have# found# that# patients# with# stronger# quadriceps# walked# with# more# normal# sagittal#
plane# knee# joint# excursions# than# those# that# had# less# quadriceps# strength.# Work# by# others#
(Lewek#et#al.,#2002)#has# further# illustrated#this# relationship#reporting#that#knee#flexion#angles#
and#moments#of#a#strongJACL#reconstructed#group#to#be# indistinguishable#from#a#nonJinjured#
group,# while# a# weakJACL# reconstructed# group# displayed# smaller# knee# flexion# angles# and#
reduced#knee#flexion#moments#during#walking#and#jogging#activities.#Furthermore,#quadriceps#
strength# and# selfJreport# function# accounted# for# approximately# 60%# of# the# variance# in# ACL#
reconstructed#subjects’#knee#moments#at#peak#knee#flexion#during#activity#(Lewek#et#al.,#2002).#





Quadriceps# weakness# is# associated# with# lower# performanceJbased#measures,# even# after# the#
contributions# of# graft# type,# meniscal# injury,# knee# pain# and# knee# symptoms# are# taken# into#






To#successfully# restore#quadriceps#strength#and#promote# longJterm#knee# joint#health,# several#
rehabilitation# objectives# have# been# identified# following# ACL# reconstruction.# Although# the#
progression# of# each# ACL# rehabilitation# protocol# depends# on# surgical# procedures# and#
concomitant# injuries,# clinicians# can# universally# agree# that# the# following# items# are# essential#
components#of#ACL#rehabilitation;#1)#control#of#postJoperative#pain#and#swelling,#2)#protection#
of# healing# graft,# 3)# restoration# of# full# range# of# motion,# 4)# strengthening# of# lower# extremity#
muscles# that# stabilize# the# knee,# 5)# improve# neuromuscular# control# and# 6)# progression# to#
functional# activities# (Myer# et# al.,# 2006;# Shelbourne# and# Wilckens,# 1990).# Advances# in# ACL#
reconstruction# and# rehabilitation# have# allowed# clinicians# to# achieve# most# of# the# aboveJ
mentioned#goals,#as#most#individuals#have#successfully#controlled#postJoperative#pain#(Reuben#
et#al.,#1998;#Shelbourne#et#al.,#1994;#Williams#et#al.,#2006;#Williams#et#al.,#2004;#Williams#et#al.,#
2003)# and# swelling# (Ohkoshi# et# al.,# 1999;# Shelbourne# et# al.,# 1994),# restored# knee# range# of#
motion# (Biggs# et# al.,# 2009;# Shelbourne# and# Klotz,# 2006)# and# are# capable# of# performing#
functional# activities# (Chmielewski# et# al.,# 2008;# Keays# et# al.,# 2007;#Myer# et# al.,# 2006).#Despite#
these# successes,# an# optimal# rehabilitation# protocol# that# is# capable# of# restoring# preJinjury#
quadriceps#strength#has#not#been#identified.#




factor# that# contributes# to# strength# deficits# and# that# alterations# in# neural# activity# should# be#
addressed# before# engaging# in# exercise# (Hopkins# and# Ingersoll,# 2000;# Hopkins# et# al.,# 2002;#
PalmieriJSmith# et# al.,# 2008).# It# is# important# to# note# that# traditional# rehabilitation# has# not#
focused#on#improving#quadriceps#activation#before#muscle#strengthening#(Hurley#et#al.,#1994).#It#
has# been# suggested# that# clinicians# should# first# restore# quadriceps# activation.# Once# volitional#
activation# is# improved,#a#more#optimal#neural#environment#should#allow#strength#gains# to#be#
realized#(Hopkins#and#Ingersoll,#2000;#PalmieriJSmith#et#al.,#2008).#
The# following# section#will# discuss# current# therapies# aimed# at# removing# quadriceps# activation#




In# patients#with# knee# effusions,# aspiration# of# fluid# from# the# knee# appears# to# be# an# effective#
treatment# to# improve# quadriceps# activation# (Fahrer# et# al.,# 1988;# Stokes# and# Young,# 1984).#
Following#meniscectomy,#an#aspiration#of# fluid# from#the#knee# three# to# five#days#postJsurgery#
has# been# found# to# reduce# quadriceps# activation# failure# (Stokes# and# Young,# 1984).# The#
aspiration# of# fluid# in# individuals# with# chronic# knee# inflammation# has# also# been# reported# to#
















alternative# to# local#anesthetics,# though#the#effectiveness#of# topical#anesthetics#on#quadriceps#
activation#has#not#been#established.#
2.9.3 Cryotherapy)
In# addition# to# reducing# pain# and# inflammation,# cryotherapy# may# also# temporarily# improve#
quadriceps# activation.# The# application# of# cold# to# the# knee# is# thought# to# reduce# quadriceps#






groups,# which# suggest# that# cryotherapy# and# TENS# did# not# influence# changes# in# quadriceps#
activation# and# strength# postJACL# injury# (Hart# et# al.,# 2012).# In# contrast,# Pietrosimone# et# al.#
(2009)# have# reported# in# patients# with# tibiofemoral# OA# that# a# 20Jminute# application# of# ice#
applied#to#the#knee#joint#improved#quadriceps#activation.#
Evidence# in# support# of# cryotherapy# has# also# been# revealed# by# Hopkins# (2002)# where# the#
application# of# ice# to# the# knee# joint# was# capable# of# reversing# a# decline# in# quadriceps# alpha#
motoneuron# excitability# observed# following# an# experimental# joint# effusion.# This# investigator#
also#reported#that#30#minutes#of#cryotherapy#was#capable#of#negating#reductions#in#quadriceps#
peak# torque,# power# and# EMG# that# were# caused# by# the# knee# joint# effusion,# and# that# these#
effects#lasted#up#to#60#minutes#after#the#ice#was#removed#(Hopkins#et#al.,#2002).#In#a#separate#
study,# Hopkins# (2006)# noted# that# cryotherapy# is# also# capable# of# negating# alterations# in#
##
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movement# observed# after# knee# joint# effusion.# Collectively,# these# studies# suggest# that#
cryotherapy#may#be#a#good#method#of# improving#quadriceps#activation#and#may#also#help# to#
minimize# functional# deficits.# However,# it# should# be# noted# that# the# results# derived# from# the#
Hopkins#studies#(2006;#2002)#were#observed#in#knee#effusion#models.#Thus,#it#remains#unknown#
how# these# results# apply# to# actual# injury,# where# in# addition# to# knee# effusion,# pain# and#
inflammation#are#also#present.#
2.9.4 Trancutaneous)electrical)nerve)stimulation)
Trancutaneous# electrical# nerve# stimulation# (TENS)# is# a# therapeutic# modality# that# works# by#
stimulating# cutaneous# nerves# that# send# excitatory# afferent# stimuli# to# the# spinal# cord#
(Pietrosimone#et#al.,#2008).#These#afferent#stimuli#are#thought#to#override#the#inhibitory#signals#
that# arise# from# an# injured# or# distended# joint# (Hart# et# al.,# 2012;# Hopkins# et# al.,# 2002).#
Researchers# have# suggested# that# TENS# may# work# through# several# different# mechanisms# to#
improve#quadriceps#activation# (Hopkins#et#al.,#2002).#More#specifically,# it#has#been#suggested#
that#TENS#may#cause#an#inhibition#of#the#Ib#inhibitory#interneurons#(Hopkins#et#al.,#2002),#which#






marginal# improvements# in# quadriceps#muscle# activity#were# found# after# the# administration#of#
highJintensity#TENS#(Arvidsson#and#Eriksson,#1986).#Similarly,#in#patients#with#tibiofemoral#OA,#
Pietrosimone# et# al.# (2009)# found# that# a# single# 45Jminute# treatment# of# TENS# significantly#
improved#quadriceps#activation.#Despite# these#noted# improvements,#Hart# et# al.# (2012)# found#
that#TENS#did#not#significantly#improve#quadriceps#activation#and#strength#better#than#exercise#
or# application# of# cryotherapy# postJACL# injury.# Further,# earlier# work# by# Pietrosimone# and#
colleagues# (2006)# found# that# TENS# and# quadriceps# strengthening# did# not# alter# sagittal# plane#
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knee# mechanics# during# gait# in# participants# with# tibiofemoral# OA.# Future# investigations# are#
needed#to#clarify#the#therapeutic#effectiveness#of#TENS#following#ACL#reconstruction.#
The#effects#of#TENS#have#also#been#studied#by#Hopkins#(2002)#using#knee#effusion#models.#The#
investigator# reported# that#during# the#30Jminute# treatment#of# TENS#postJeffusion,# quadriceps#






neuromuscular# electrical# stimulation# (NMES)# is# a# clinical# modality# that# “overrides”# muscle#
activation# failure# by# directly# stimulating# the# inhibited# alpha# motorneurons,# resulting# in# an#
involuntary# contraction# of# the# inhibited# muscle.# Because# NMES# exogenously# stimulates# the#
muscle,# large# diameter,# Type# II# muscle# fibers# are# thought# to# be# selectively# recruited# (Lake,#
1992).#This#results# in#a#greater#potential# for#muscle#force#production,#as#Type# II#muscle#fibers#
are#utilized#to#produce#higher#force#(BinderJMacleod#et#al.,#1995;#Trimble#and#Enoka,#1991).#In#
addition,#NMES#has#been#thought#to#limit#muscle#atrophy#(Stevens#et#al.,#2004).#
In# ACL# reconstructed# individuals,# NMES# has# been# found# to# be# more# effective# than# exercise#
alone# at# improving# quadriceps# activation# (Kim# et# al.,# 2010;# PalmieriJSmith# et# al.,# 2008).#
Specifically,# SnyderJMackler# and# colleagues# (1991)# reported# that# four# weeks# of# exercise#
(initiated#during# the# third#postoperative#week)# combined#with#NMES# treatments#delivered#at#
the#patient’s#maximal#tolerance#level#resulted#in#quadriceps#strength#that#averaged#70%#of#the#
uninvolved# side# as# compared# to# 47%# in# the# group# treated# with# volitional# exerciseJonly.#
Consistent# with# these# findings,# Delitto# et# al.# (1988)# WigerstadJLossing# et# al.# (1988)# and#
Fitzgerald# et# al.# (2003)# have# all# reported# that# NMES# in# combination# with# exercise# results# in#





Sisk# et# al.# (1987)#Draper# et# al.# (1991)# and#PaternostroJSluga# et# al.# (1999)# have# reported# that#
NMES#does#not#provide#any#additional#benefit#to#quadriceps#strength#than#traditional#exercise.#
However,#these#articles#selfJreport#methodological#flaws,#such#as#high#preJoperative#strength#in#
the# treatment# groups# and# variability# in# NMES# parameters# utilized# across# trials# (PaternostroJ




Despite# the# fact# that# NMES# appears# to# positively# influence# quadriceps# function# immediately#
following# ACL# reconstruction,# the# lasting# effectiveness# of# NMES# is# not# known.# In# patients#
following#total#knee#arthroplasty,#Stevens#et#al.#(2004)#demonstrated#that#highJintensity#NMES#
is# capable# of# immediately# improving# quadriceps# strength# and# activation,# and# that# these#
strength# and# activation# gains# lasted# for# up# to# six# months# postJsurgery.# Hence,# in# order# to#
determine# the# lasting# effectiveness# of# NMES,# more# work# is# needed# that# tracks# ACL#
reconstructed#patients# longitudinally,# similar# to# the#data# gathered#by# Stevens# and# colleagues#
(2004).#
In#addition#to#improving#quadriceps#strength#and#activation,#NMES#can#also#positively#influence#
movement# (Fitzgerald# et# al.,# 2003;# SnyderJMackler# et# al.,# 1991)# and# patient# selfJreported#
function# (Fitzgerald# et# al.,# 2003).# SnyderJMackler# and# colleagues# (1991)# have# reported# that#
patients# that# received# highJintensity# NMES# displayed# more# normal# knee# flexionJexcursions#
during# walking,# and# walked# with# a# faster# cadence# and# more# velocity# as# compared# to# an#
exerciseJonly#group.#Similarly,#Fitzgerald#and#colleagues#(2003)#found#that#a#greater#proportion#










gathered# from#eight# randomized# controlled# trials,# authors# concluded# that#NMES#delivered# at#
the#patient’s#maximal# tolerance# level#with#phase#durations#between#300J400#microseconds# is#
the#most#beneficial.#Further,#duty#cycles#with# the# longest# ‘off’# times# (between#10J15#seconds#
on,# 50# seconds# off)# demonstrated# the# strongest# effect# sizes,# despite# the# fact# that# these#
interventions# where# the# shortest# in# treatment# duration# (4J6# weeks,# total# of# 12J15# NMES#
treatment#sessions).(Kim#et#al.,#2010)#Additionally,#NMES#delivered#with#the#knee#in#midJrange#
flexion# (near# 60°# of# flexion)# is# more# effective# than# NMES# delivered# with# the# knee# in# full#
extension# (Fitzgerald#et# al.,# 2003;# SnyderJMackler#et# al.,# 1994b;# SnyderJMackler#et# al.,# 1991).#
One# of# the# shortcomings# of# current# NMES# protocols# is# that# the# majority# of# studies# utilize#
stimulus#intensity#reported#as#“maximal#tolerable#intensity”.#Data#gathered#by#SnyderJMackler#
et# al.# (1994b)# suggests# that# at# minimum# to# achieve# benefits# in# quadriceps# function,# the#
threshold# for# treatment# intensity# needs# to# be# set# at# 10%# of# the# patient’s# contralateral#
quadriceps# strength.# The# intensity# of# NMES# treatments# that# produce# the# most# beneficial#
outcomes#remains#unknown.#
In# summary,# NMES# appears# to# be# a# promising# intervention# to# improve# quadriceps# function#
postJACL# reconstruction.# Additionally,# improvements# achieved# via# NMES# also# appear# to#
translate#into#improved#movement#and#functional#outcomes.#
2.9.6 Transcranial)magnetic)stimulation)
Transcranial# magnetic# stimulation# (TMS)# is# a# therapy# capable# of# stimulating# areas# on# the#
primary# motor# cortex# that# cause# an# excitatory# contraction# in# the# periphery# (Rossini,# 1994).#
Specifically,#TMS#uses#a#powerful#handheld#magnet#that# is#capable#of#creating#magnetic#fields#
that#depolarize#superficial#neurons,#which#in#turn,#create#electrical#current#in#the#brain#(George#
et# al.,# 2003).# In# patients# approximately# two#weeks# postJtotal# knee# arthroplasty,# Urbach# and#
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colleagues# (2005)# have# found# that# TMS# improves# quadriceps# activation# when# it# is# applied#
during#a#maximal# voluntary# isometric# contraction.#These# investigators#have#also#noted# that#a#
trend# towards# improvements# in# quadriceps# activation# and# peak# torque# persisted# up# to# 60#
minutes# following# the# delivery# of# three# single# pulses# of# TMS# (Urbach# et# al.,# 2005).# Based# on#





stimuli# while# they# are# performing# volitional# muscle# contractions# in# an# attempt# to# help#
encourage# a# greater# awareness# of# volitional#muscle# control# (Levitt# et# al.,# 1995;# Yilmaz# et# al.,#
2010).# Researchers# hypothesize# that# biofeedback# can# improve# volitional# muscle# control# by#
enhancing#motor#unit# recruitment# (Croce,#1986)#as#well#as#optimizing# firing#rates#of#cortically#
generated#mechanisms#(Levitt#et#al.,#1995;#Lucca#and#Recchiuti,#1983).#












these# findings,# a# recent# system# review# reports# that# EMG# biofeedback# improves# quadriceps#
##
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strength#better# than#exercise#alone# in#patients#with#anterior#knee#pain#and#OA# (Lepley#et#al.,#
2012).# Hence,# the# application# of# EMG# biofeedback# may# be# an# effective# therapy# to# improve#
quadriceps#strength#postJACL#reconstruction.#
2.9.8 CrossSEducation)
CrossJeducation# is# the#ability# for#exercise#of#one# limb# to#cause#an# increase# in# strength#of# the#
contralateral#unexercised# limb# (Scripture,#1900)#and#may#be#an#alternative#approach# to#early#
eccentric# exercise# of# the# involved# limb# to# improve# quadriceps# activation.# Protocols# utilizing#
crossJeducation#have#been#shown#to#successfully# improve#quadriceps#strength# in#the# limbs#of#
healthy#uninjured#subjects#(Hortobagyi#et#al.,#1997;#Komi#et#al.,#1978;#Seger#et#al.,#1998)#and#in#
individuals#postJACL#reconstruction#(Papandreou#et#al.,#2013).#Though#the#exact#mechanism#of#
crossJeducation# has# yet# to# be# identified,# the# strength# gains# that# are# produced# in# the#
unexercised# limb#are# thought# to#occur#as#a# result#of#alterations# in#neural#activity# (Carr#et#al.,#
1994;# Zhou,# 2000).# As# alterations# in# neural# activity# are# believed# to# contribute# to# deficits# in#
quadriceps# strength# following# injury,# determining# whether# crossJeducation# causes# gains# in#
quadriceps# strength# by# improving# volitional# muscle# activation# could# help# researchers# to#
continue#to#develop#targeted#interventions#for#populations#with#quadriceps#dysfunction.#
At# present,# there# is# limited# evidence# to# show# that# gains# in# quadriceps# strength# in# the#
unexercised# limbs# of# healthy# individuals# can# be# improved# through# an# eccentric# exercise#
protocol# (Hortobagyi#et#al.,#1997;#Seger#et#al.,#1998)#and#there# is#no#peer#reviewed# literature#
documenting#the#effectiveness#of#eccentric#exercise#on#volitional#quadriceps#muscle#activation#




crossJeducation#may#cause#neuromuscular# improvements# in# the#unexercised#knee# that# led# to#
strength# gains.# Understanding# if# greater# quadriceps# strength# can# be# achieved# through#
improvements# in# activation# with# an# eccentric# crossJeducation# protocol,# can# help# to# identify#
##
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alterative# rehabilitation# protocols# for# populations# where# eccentric# exercise# with# the# injured#





progressive# strength# gains.# Given# that# the# ACL# is# the# primary# restraint# to# anterior# tibial#
translation,#exercises#that#induce#anterior#shear#forces#can#be#harmful#to#the#healing#graft.#For#
this#reason#it#has#been#suggested#that#closed#kinetic#chain#(CKC#[i.e.#weightJbearing])#exercises#
are# safer# than# open# kinetic# chain# (OKC# [i.e.# nonJweight# bearing])# exercises,# because# CKC#
exercises# are# thought# to# decrease# the# likelihood# of# harmful# stresses# being# placed# on# the#
reconstructed# knee.# Specifically,# OKC# exercises# have# been# proposed# to# increase# the# anterior#
shear#forces#at#the#knee#to#a#greater#extent#than#CKC#exercises#(Bynum#et#al.,#1995;#Henning#et#
al.,# 1985).# Due# to# the# potential# for# injury,# clinicians# often#wait# to# incorporate#OKC# exercises#
until# the# late# phases# of# ACL# rehabilitation# (~3# to# 4# months# postJreconstruction).# While# the#
clinical#rationale#for#waiting#to#incorporate#OKC#is#reasonable,#OKC#may#help#to#strengthening#
the# weak# quadriceps# muscle# beyond# that# of# CKC# exercises.# Studies# have# shown# that# the#
incorporation#of#OKC#quadriceps#exercises#can# led#to#significantly#greater#quadriceps#strength#
when# combined#with# CKC# exercises# in# ACL# reconstructed# individuals# (Mikkelsen# et# al.,# 2000)#
and# when# compared# to# strengthening# with# CKC# exercisesJonly# in# ACL# deficient# individuals#
(Tagesson#et#al.,#2008).#Further,#Perry#and#colleagues#(2005)#have#shown#that#the#initiation#of#
OKC#chain#exercise#at#eight#weeks#postJACL#reconstruction#did#not# induce#greater#knee#laxity.#




are# likely# not# clinically# significant# (Fleming# et# al.,# 2005).# In# spite# of# these# findings,# other#
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investigators# have# found# that# OKC# exercises# do# increase# anterior# knee# laxity# (Bynum# et# al.,#
1995),#and#that#there#is#no#clinical#difference#in#quadriceps#strength#gains#achieved#with#OKC#as#
compared#to#CKC#exercises#(Lobb#et#al.,#2012).#





muscle#while# the#muscle# lengthens# (LaStayo# et# al.,# 2003).# As# such,# the# potential# to# improve#
muscle# strength# by# overloading# the# tissue# is# greater# with# eccentric# strengthening# than# with#
concentric# strengthening# (Enoka,# 1996;# LaStayo# et# al.,# 2003).# Traditionally# the# application# of#
early#postJoperative#highJintensity#eccentric# resistance#training#to#the#ACL#reconstructed# limb#
has#been#contraindicated,#as#there#is#potential#for#injury#to#the#ACL#graft,#articular#cartilage,#or#
surrounding#soft# tissue#structures# (Wilk#et#al.,#2003).#However,# recent#evidence#suggests# that#
the# application# of# early# progressive,# highJforce# eccentric# resistance# exercises# to# the# involved#
limb#can#be#used#to#safely#increase#muscle#volume#(Brasileiro#et#al.,#2011;#Gerber#et#al.,#2007a,#
2009),# strength# (Gerber# et# al.,# 2007b,# 2009),# muscle# activity# (Brasileiro# et# al.,# 2011),# and#








al.,# 2009).# Eccentric# strengthening# programs# initiated# approximately# nine# months# postJ
reconstruction# also# seem# to# positively# influence# quadriceps# strength# (Brasileiro# et# al.,# 2011;#
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increase# quadriceps# muscle# volume# (Brasileiro# et# al.,# 2011;# Gerber# et# al.,# 2007a,# 2009),#
quadriceps#muscle# activity# (Brasileiro# et# al.,# 2011)# and# functional# performance# (Coury# et# al.,#
2006;#Gerber#et#al.,#2007a).#Gerber#and#colleagues#have#reported#that#eccentric#exercise#results#
in#a#23%#increase#in#quadriceps#muscle#volume#following#a#12Jweek#intervention#(2007a)#and#is#
capable# of# increasing# quadriceps# muscle# volume# by# more# than# 50%# at# one# year# postJACL#
reconstruction# (2009).# Similarly,# Brasileiro# et# al.# (2011)# found# significant# improvements# in#
quadriceps#muscle#volume#after#only# six#weeks#of#eccentric#exercise.#These# investigators#also#
noted# a# strong# correlation# existed# between# improvements# in# quadriceps#muscle# volume# and#
gains# in# quadriceps# strength# and# EMG# activity# (Brasileiro# et# al.,# 2011).# In# addition,#
improvements# in#quadriceps#strength#achieved#via#eccentric#exercise#also#appear#to#positively#
influence#knee#function.#Coury#et#al.#(2006)#found#a#significant# increase#in#knee#flexion#angles#
during#walking# following#an#eccentric# intervention,#where#knee# flexion#angles# improved# from#
51°# at# baseline# to# 58°# postJintervention.# Further,#Gerber# et# al.# (2007a)# have# shown# that# hop#
distance#was# significantly# better# in# the# eccentric# exercise# group# as# compared# to# the# control#
group.# Collectively,# these# results# suggest# that# in# addition# to# positively# influence# quadriceps#
muscle# strength,# eccentric# exercise# is# also# capable# of# improving# quadriceps# muscle# mass,#
activity#and#functional#performance.#
The# devices# utilized# to# deliver# the# eccentric# interventions,# the# time# interval# between# ACL#
reconstruction#to#initiation#of#eccentric#exercise,#and#the#intensity#of#training#are#all#important#
protocol# considerations# that# vary# across# the# literature.# Interventions# that# have# utilized# an#
isokinetic# dynamometer# have# initiated# treatment# approximately# nine# months# postJACL#
reconstruction#(Brasileiro#et#al.,#2011;#Coury#et#al.,#2006),# likely#due#to#the#OKC#nature#of#the#
device.# In# contrast,# interventions# that# have# utilized# an# eccentric# ergometer# have# initiated#
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have# utilized# an# isokinetic# dynamometer# where# participants# used# maximal# effort# while#
performing# three#sets#of# ten#eccentric#contractions#at#30°/second#twice#a#week# for#12#weeks#
(Brasileiro#et#al.,#2011;#Coury#et#al.,#2006).#Future#investigations#will#need#to#consider#tracking#
the# doseJresponse# of# eccentric# exercise# on# quadriceps# strength# to# allow# for# more# discrete#
clinical#recommendations.#
2.11 Summary(of(literature(review(




the# result# of# muscle# atrophy,# which# may# be# caused# alterations# in# muscle# architecture# and#
possibly#reduce#neural#input#following#injury.#Traditional#ACL#rehabilitation#approaches#do#not#














education# training,# whereby# the# uninvolved# limb# is# exercised,# is# an# alternative# that# may#
improve#quadriceps#strength#and#activation#in#the#unexercised#limb.#Objective:#Determine#the#
effect#of#eccentric#exercise#on#quadriceps#strength#and#activation#gains#in#the#unexercised#limb.#
Patients( or( Other( Participants:# Eighteen# healthy# individuals# were# randomly# assigned# to# an#
eccentric# training# (EX)# or# a# control# (CNTRL)# group.# Intervention(s):(Quadriceps# strength# and#
activation# measures# were# collected# at# preJ,# midJ# and# postJintervention.# EX# participants#
exercised#their#dominant# limb#with#a#dynamometer# in#eccentric#mode#at#60°/sec,#three#times#
per#week#for#eight#weeks.#Main(Outcome(Measure(s):#Quadriceps#strength#was#quantified#at#
30# and#60°/sec# in# concentric# and#eccentric#modes.#Quadriceps# activation#was# assessed#using#
the# burst# superimposition# technique# and# quantified# via# the# central# activation# ratio.# 2x3#
repeated# measures# ANOVA# was# used# to# detect# the# effects# of# group# and# testing# session# on#
quadriceps# strength# and# activation.# Where# appropriate,# post) hoc# Bonferroni# multiple#




in#concentric#strength# (P>0.05).#An#overall# trend#towards#greater#quadriceps#activation# in# the#
unexercised#knee#was#detected#between#preJtoJpost#intervention#(P=0.063)#with#the#EX#group#
demonstrating# a# strong# effect# (Cohen’s# d=# 0.83).# CNTRL# strength# did# not# change# (P>0.05).#
Conclusions:(Exercising#with# eccentric# actions# resulted# in#mode# and# velocity# specific# gains# in#
quadriceps#strength#in#the#unexercised#limb.#A#trend#towards#greater#quadriceps#activation#in#
the#unexercised#knee#was#detected#suggesting# that# strength#gains#may#have#occurred#due# to#
enhanced#neural#activity.#Rehabilitation#programs#may#be#able#to#utilize#this#type#of#therapy#to#
improve# quadriceps# strength.# Key( words:( crossJeducation# training,# knee,# quadriceps,#
rehabilitation#
3.2 Introduction(
The# quadriceps#muscle# group# plays# a# pivotal# role# in# dynamic# stabilization# of# the# knee# joint.#
Consequently,# following# injury,# the# restoration#of# quadriceps# function# is# often# central# to# any#
knee#rehabilitation#protocol.#However,#despite#the#best#efforts#of#clinicians#and#researchers#to#
improve#rehabilitative#techniques#quadriceps#weakness#often#persists# long#after#rehabilitation#
concludes# (McLeod# et# al.,# 2012;# Meier# et# al.,# 2008;# PalmieriJSmith# et# al.,# 2008).# Given# the#




LaStayo# et# al.,# 2003).# Yet,# the# application# of# early# eccentric# resistance# to# the# injured# and/or#
surgical# limb# is# often# contraindicated,# as# there# is# potential# for# injury# to# the# graft,# articular#
cartilage# or# surrounding# soft# tissue# structures# (Wilk# et# al.,# 2003).# Although# there# is# some#







the# involved# limb# that# could#potentially# improve#quadriceps# function#postJknee# injury.#CrossJ
education# is# the# ability# for# exercise# of# one# limb# to# cause# an# increase# in# strength# of# the#
contralateral#unexercised#limb#(Scripture,#1900).#Protocols#utilizing#crossJeducation#have#been#
shown#to#successfully# improve#quadriceps#strength# in# the# limbs#of#healthy#uninjured#subjects#
(Hortobagyi#et#al.,#1997;#Komi#et#al.,#1978;#Seger#et#al.,#1998).#Although#the#exact#mechanism#of#
cross# education# has# yet# to# be# identified,# the# strength# gains# that# are# produced# in# the#
unexercised# limb#are# thought# to#occur#as#a# result#of#alterations# in#neural#activity# (Carr#et#al.,#
1994;#Zhou,#2000).#Because#deficits#in#quadriceps#strength#following#injury#are#hypothesized#to#





et# al.,# 1997;# Seger# et# al.,# 1998)# and# we# are# unaware# of# any# evidence# that# documents# the#
effectiveness# of# a# singleJlegged# eccentric# exercise# protocol# on# volitional# quadriceps# muscle#
activation#in#the#unexercised#leg.#Recent#evidence#has#shown#that#eccentric#exercise#in#the#ACL#
limb#at#nine#months#postJreconstruction#improves#quadriceps#muscle#activity#(Brasileiro#et#al.,#
2011)# warranting# further# questioning# as# to# whether# or# not# eccentric# training# results# in#
neuromuscular# gains# of# the# unexercised# limb# following# crossJeducation# training.# Further,# if#
greater#quadriceps#strength#and#muscle#activation#can#be#achieved#with#an#eccentric# training#
protocol# in# the# unexercised# limb# of# healthy# individuals,# future# investigations#may# be# able# to#
incorporate# this# training# protocol# to# populations# where# eccentric# exercise# may# be#
contraindicated# in# the# injured# limb# (e.g.#meniscal# injury/repair,# acute# quadriceps# injury,# ACL,#
total# knee# arthroplasty).# Therefore,# the# primary# purpose# of# this# study#was# to# determine# the#
crossJeducation# benefits# of# a# singleJlegged# eccentric# exercise# program#on# quadriceps#muscle#
strength#and#activation#of#the#unexercised#limb#in#a#healthy#population.#A#secondary#objective#





To# ensure# exposure# to# the# equipment# and# testing# protocol# did# not# cause# a# learningJeffect,#
three# subjects# that#met# study# inclusion# and#exclusion# criteria# underwent#pilot# testing#on# the#
nonJdominant# limb.# Pilot# subjects# participated# in# eight# testing# sessions# in# which# quadriceps#
strength# and# activation# was# assessed# in# the# nonJdominant# limb.# No# change# in# quadriceps#




Eighteen# healthy# individuals# were# randomly# assigned# into# one# of# two# groups,# an# eccentric#
training# group# (EX)# and# a# control# (CNTRL)# group.# No# significant# differences# in# subject#
demographics# and# activity# levels# existed# between# groups# prior# to# enrollment# (Table# 3.1).#







Group# Participants# Sex# Age#(yrs)# Height#(m)# Mass#(kg)#
PreJintervention#
Activity#Level#
# # # # # # Tegner# Marx#
EX# N=9# 4F/5M# 23.3±2.4# 1.73±0.1# 70.6±14.3# 5.67±1.1# 8.89±3.9#








to# kick# a# soccer# ball# (Jacobs# et# al.,# 2005).# Participants# in# the# EX# group# also# had# quadriceps#
strength# and# activation# measured# in# the# nonJdominant/unexercised# limb# once# a# week,#
following#the#last#training#session#of#that#week.)
Training)protocol)
Subjects# that#were# randomized# into# the# EX# group#were# required# to# report# for# three# training#
sessions#per#week,#for#a#total#of#24#training#sessions.#Participants#began#each#training#session#by#
performing# a# warmJup# series# of# ten# concentric# isokinetic# knee# actions# in# an# isokinetic#
dynamometer#(HUMAC#NORM,#Computer#Sports#Medicine,#Inc.,#Stoughton,#MA,#USA)#with#the#
dominant#limb#at#60#deg/sec.#Following#the#warmJup#trial,#all#EX#subjects#performed#four#sets#






In#order# to#assess#quadriceps# strength,#participants#were#positioned#with# their#hips# flexed# to#
90°,# their# back# supported,# and# their# testing# leg# and# torso# strapped# securely# in# an# isokinetic#
dynamometer.#Participants#were#asked#to#perform#three#concentric#knee#actions#at#a#speed#of#
30#deg/sec# to# serve#as# a#warmJup#and# to# familiarize#participants#with# the# testing#procedure.#
Following# the# warmJup,# each# participant# performed# three#maximal# concentric# and# eccentric#
trials# at# 30# and# 60#deg/sec#with# twoJminutes# of# rest# between# each# trial.# The#order# in#which#
limbs# were# tested# was# counterbalanced.# The# average# torque# across# the# three# trials# was#
normalized#to#body#weight#(Nm/kg)#and#used#for#statistical#analysis.)
Quadriceps)Activation)Measurements)
Quadriceps# activation# was# quantified# using# the# central# activation# ratio# assessed# via# the#
superimposed#burst#(SIB)#technique#(SnyderJMackler#et#al.,#1994a).#SIB#testing#was#initiated#by#












al.,# 1994a)# once# the# maximal# knee# extension# torque# was# reached# and# then# subsequently#
dropped# by# 1# Nm.# The# automatic# delivery# of# the# stimulus# was# chosen# instead# of# doing# it#
manually# because# it# has# been# shown# to# reduce# measurement# error# by# improving# stimulus#







of# the# quadriceps#was# determined#using# the# central# activation# ratio# (CAR)# formula# (Equation#

















weekly.# Subjects# that# were# allocated# to# the# EX# group# completed# the# scales# during# the# last#
training#session#of#each#week.#Subjects#allocated#to#the#CNTRL#group#were#contacted#by#email#
weekly# and#provided#an#electronic# copy#of# the# scales# to# complete#and# return# to# the#primary#
investigator.# The# Marx# (2001)# activity# scale# was# selected# because# it# takes# into# account# the#


















session# on# quadriceps# strength# and# activation# measurements.# Activity# levels# were# also#
monitored#within# the# 2x3# repeated#measures#ANOVA# to# ensure# participant’s# activity# did# not#
change#over#the#course#of#the#intervention.#To#detect#the#dose#of#eccentric#exercise#necessary#
to#elicit#sustained#gains#in#quadriceps#strength#and#activation#in#the#unexercised#knee,#paired#tJ
tests# were# utilized# within# the# EX# group.# Where# appropriate,# post) hoc# Bonferroni# multiple#











(t16=J0.277,# P=0.786);# mass# (t16=J0.634,# P=0.535);# or# preJintervention# activity# levels# (Tegner:#
# 49#












(F2,32=3.417,# P=0.045),#wherein# the# EX# group#demonstrated# greater# strength# in# the# exercised#
limb# as# compared# to# the# unexercised# limb# at# the# midJ# (F1,8=30.211,# P=0.001)# and# postJ
intervention#time#point#(F1,8=16.186,#P=0.004,#Table#3.2).#No#difference#in#eccentric#quadriceps#
strength#at#30#deg/sec#was#found#in#the#CNTRL#group#(P>0.05).#Additionally,#no#other#significant#




between# the# preJtoJmidJintervention# and# preJtoJpostJintervention# time# points.# Greater#
eccentric# strength#was# found#within# the#unexercised# limb#at#30#deg/sec#between# the#preJtoJ
mid#intervention#time#point#(F1,8=5.374,#P=0.049,#Table#3.2)#and#at#30#and#60#deg/sec#between#
the# preJtoJpost# intervention# testing# session# (30# deg/sec:# F1,8=8.218,# P=0.021;# 60# deg/sec:#





found# to# have# consistently# stronger# eccentric# quadriceps# strength# in# the# unexercised# limb,#




limb# for# participants# in# the# EX# group# between# the# preJtoJmidJintervention# and# preJtoJpostJ
intervention# time# points.# Specifically,# EX# subjects# demonstrated# greater# eccentric# strength# in#
the# exercised# limb# at# 30# and# 60# deg/sec# (PreJtoJMid:# 30# deg/sec:# F1,8=13.379,# P=0.006;# 60#
deg/sec:# F1,8=25.090,# P=0.001;# PreJtoJPost:# 30# deg/sec:# F1,8=17.230,# P=0.003;# 60# deg/sec:#
F1,8=19.452,#P=0.002,#Table#3.2).#Large#effect#sizes#and#confidence# intervals# that#did#not#cross#
zero# were# associated# with# gains# in# eccentric# strength# at# 30# and# 60# deg/sec# (Table# 3.5).# No#
change# in# quadriceps# strength# was# observed# in# the# CNTRL# group# (P>0.05,# Table# 3.2).#
Additionally,#no#significant#differences#were#noted#in#the#EX#group#for#concentric#strength#over#





























E!30! 2.23±0.5! 3.48±1.3ac! 3.85±1.4ac! 2.17±0.7! 2.82±1.1a! 3.27±1.3a!
C!30! 2.08±0.5! 2.48±0.7! 2.66±0.9! 1.85±0.6! 2.22±0.8! 2.45±0.8!
E!60! 2.15±0.6! 3.58±1.1b! 3.86±1.3a! 2.26±0.7! 3.00±1.3! 3.31±1.3a!
C!60! 1.58±0.5! 2.18±0.7! 2.22±0.9! 1.51±0.6! 1.93±0.8! 2.26±0.8!
CNTRL!
E!30! 2.72±0.7! 2.80±0.7! 2.98±0.6! 2.76±0.6! 2.77±0.5! 2.58±0.5!
C!30! 2.33±0.5! 2.39±0.4! 2.51±0.5! 2.25±0.4! 2.22±0.5! 2.35±0.5!
E!60! 2.76±0.7! 2.91±0.6! 3.02±0.7! 2.91±0.6! 2.88±0.5! 2.84±0.5!
























2.17±0.7! 2.28±0.7! 2.43±0.8! 2.84±1.1! 2.82±1.1! 3.17±1.2*! 3.33±1.4*! 3.36±1.2**! 3.27±1.3*!
60!
deg/sec!





















EX! 0.91±0.04! 0.93±0.05! 0.93±0.07! 0.92±0.05! 0.95±0.01! 0.95±0.01!
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deficits! immediately!post7injury!(i.e.!ACL! injury),!whereby!eccentric!exercise!with!the! involved!
limb!would! be! contraindicated.!Our! findings! indicate! that! eccentric! training! leads! to! gains! in!
eccentric! quadriceps! strength! in! the! exercised! and!unexercised! limbs!of! healthy!participants.!
Further,!we!noted!a!trend!toward!greater!quadriceps!muscle!activation!in!the!unexercised!limb.!
Quadriceps+Activation+Unexercised+Limb!
Our! results! indicate! that! a! single7legged! eccentric! exercise! protocol! will! improve! eccentric!
quadriceps! strength! in! the! unexercised! limb,! and! may! also! lead! to! gains! in! quadriceps!
activation.!Given! that! the! underlying!mechanism!of! cross7education! is! hypothesized! to! occur!
because!of!alterations!in!neural!activity!(Carr!et!al.,!1994;!Zhou,!2000),!we!had!anticipated!that!
tracking! the! CAR! of! EX! participants! would! provide! evidence! of! a! change! in! neural! activity.!
Although!we!did!not! find!a! statistically! significant! change! in!quadriceps!activation,! an!overall!
trend! towards! greater!quadriceps!activation!was! found! (P=0.063;!Cohen’s!d! =! 0.83;! 95%!CI=7
0.13,! 1.80,! Table! 3.5),! with! the! EX! group! demonstrating! higher! quadriceps! activation! in! the!
unexercised!limb!at!the!post7intervention!time!point!as!compared!to!pre7intervention!and!the!
CNTRL!group!(Table!3.4).!Though!the!p!value! is!close!to!p<.05!and!the!effect!size! is! large! it! is!
important! to!note! that! the!confidence! interval!around! the!effect! size!crosses!zero!suggesting!








Exercising!with! eccentric! actions! resulted! in! specific! eccentric! gains! in!quadriceps! strength! in!
the!unexercised!limb.!Previous!authors!(Hortobagyi!et!al.,!1997;!Seger!et!al.,!1998)!have!found!






at! 60! deg/sec.! While! Seger! et! al.! (1998)! found! eccentric! quadriceps! strength! gains! of! 15%!
versus! 10%! with! concentric! actions! at! 90! deg/sec.! Our! data! showed! a! similar! trend! at! 30!
deg/sec,!where!EX!participants!had!eccentric!quadriceps!strength!gains!of!51%!versus!32%!with!
concentric! strength.! Interestingly! at! 60! deg/sec,! our! EX! participants! demonstrated! a! greater!
change!in!quadriceps!strength!with!concentric!actions!at!a!percent!increase!of!49%!versus!46%!
gain!in!eccentric!strength.!However,!the!overall!increase!in!concentric!quadriceps!strength!at!60!
deg/sec! over! time! was! not! found! to! be! statistically! significant! (P=0.071)! with! the! mean!
difference! between! the! pre7to7post7intervention! time! points! demonstrating! that! there!was! a!
small! increase! in! concentric!quadriceps! strength! (mean!difference!at!60!deg/sec:! concentric=!




quadriceps! strength! at! 60! deg/sec! appeared! to! emerge! in! our! EX! group.! Given! that! our! EX!
participants! trained! at! 60! deg/sec,! it! is! possible! that! velocity7specific! gains! in! quadriceps!
strength! occurred! in! the! unexercised! limb.! Evidence! of! cross7education! training! producing!




In! order! to! provide! clinicians! with! recommendations! for! the! dose! of! eccentric! exercise!
necessary!to!elicit!gains!in!quadriceps!strength!in!the!unexercised!knee,!we!measured!the!non7
exercised! limb! at! the! end! of! each! week.! Our! results! indicate! that! EX! subjects! produced!
consistently! stronger! eccentric! actions,! compared! to! their! pre7intervention! strength,! at!week!
five! through! the!end!of! the!eight7week! intervention.!Based!on! these! results,!we! recommend!
that! clinicians! implementing! a! cross7exercise! eccentric! protocol! have! participants! train! three!
times!per!week! for!at! least! five!weeks! (Table!3.3).!To!our!knowledge!this! is! the! first!study!to!





Similar! to! the! unexercised! limb,! a! mode! and! speed7specific! response! to! eccentric! strength!
training! was! also! found! in! the! exercised! leg! of! EX! participants.! The! increase! in! quadriceps!
torque! production! in! the! exercised! limb! during! eccentric! actions! is! similar! to! the!magnitude!
that!has!been!previously! reported! in! studies!with! comparable! training! intensities! (376! sets!of!
10712!repetitions),!velocities!(60790!deg/sec)!and!durations!(10712!weeks)!(Higbie!et!al.,!1996;!
Hortobagyi! et! al.,! 1997;! Seger! et! al.,! 1998).! At! a! velocity! of! 30! deg/sec,! the! average! torque!
produce!by!EX!participants!increased!by!approximately!60%!with!eccentric!actions!versus!27%!
with!concentric!actions.!Similar!results!were!also!produced!at!speeds!of!60!deg/sec,!where!EX!
participants! increased! their! eccentric! torque! by! 80%! versus! 40%!with! concentric! actions.! EX!





No!change! in!quadriceps!activation!was!found! in!the!exercised! limb!of!EX!participants.!Again,!
the!most!reasonable!explanation!for!this!is!that!the!lack!of!detection!in!neural!changes!was!due!
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to! an! inadequate!measurement! technique! (CAR)! in! a! healthy! population,! with! no! deficits! in!
voluntary!activation!at!pre7intervention.!However,! it! should!be!noted!that! limb!differences! in!
the!CAR!appeared!to!change!over!time!with!little!to!no!change!in!the!exercised!limb!(P=0.632)!
versus! marginal! improvements! in! the! unexercised! limb! (P=0.063,! Table! 3.4).! Because! that!
relationship! between! the! CAR! and! strength! is! curvilinear! (Stackhouse! et! al.,! 2000),! and! the!
greatest! strength! gains! were! achieved! in! the! exercised! limb,! we! had! expected! that!
improvements! in! the! CAR! would! be! greatest! in! the! exercised! limb.! It! is! possible! that!
improvements! in! the! exercised! limb! CAR! were! not! found! because! the! CAR!measurement! is!
taken! during! an! isometric! contraction.!Due! to! the! fact! that! the! greatest! quadriceps! strength!
gains!achieved!in!our!EX!participants!were!mode!and!velocity!specific,! it! is!possible!that!these!
strength!gains!did!not!transfer!to!the!isometric!contraction.!Hence,!EMG!may!have!been!a!more!
appropriate! measurement! technique,! as! this! has! previously! been! shown! to! detect!

















could! not! detect! if! changes! in! quadriceps! strength! were! related! to! gains! in! muscle! mass.!
Knowing!if!quadriceps!muscle!volume!increased!following!eccentric!exercise!could!have!helped!
to!explain!if!different!mechanisms!were!at!work!in!the!exercised!versus!the!unexercised!limbs.!
It! seems! reasonable! to! suggest! that! gains! in! quadriceps! strength! in! the! exercised! limb! could!
have! been! the! result! of! greater!muscle!mass,!while! improvements! in! the! unexercised! limb’s!
strength! where! more! likely! due! to! neural! adaptations.! Future! investigations,! with! magnetic!
resonance! imaging! capability! should! consider! using! this! measure.! Second,! our! participants!
exercised!using!only!isokinetics,!which!resulted!in!specific!mode!and!velocity!strength!gains.!It!is!
unclear! if! isotonic! exercise,! which! requires! only! basic! resistance! equipment,! is! capable! of!





achieved! with! isotonic! cross7education! training.! Thus,! our! results! cannot! be! generalized! to!
isotonic!exercise!protocols.!Third,!calculation!of!the!effect!size!and!confidence!interval!for!the!
quadriceps! activation!measure! in! the! unexercised! limbs! of! EX! participants! revealed! a! strong!
effect! size!with!a!wide! confidence! interval! that! crossed! zero.!We! interpret! this! to!mean! that!
beyond!utilizing!other!measurement! techniques! such!as!EMG,!a! larger! sample! size!may!have!
been!able!to!detect!a!change!in!quadriceps!activation.!It!is!important!to!note!that!our!sample!
size! was! similar! to! other! investigations! examining! cross7education! training! in! healthy!
participants!(Hortobagyi!et!al.,!1997;!Komi!et!al.,!1978;!Seger!et!al.,!1998).!Lastly,!although!this!
study!was!not!powered! to! consider! sex!as!an! independent! variable,! it! is!possible! that!neural!






essential! to! reducing! the! consequence! of! persistent! quadriceps!weakness.! Because! the! long7
term! safety! and! effectiveness! of! early! eccentric! exercise! on! the! involved! limb! are! unknown,!
alternative! rehabilitative! techniques! that! are! capable! of! improving! quadriceps! strength! are!
needed.! Our! results! indicate! that! a! five7week! single7legged! eccentric! exercise! protocol! is!
capable! of! successfully! improving! quadriceps! strength! in! the! unexercised! limb! of! healthy!
individuals!and!may!also!produce!some!modest!improvements!in!quadriceps!activation.!Based!
on! this! investigation,! we! suggest! that! populations! with! quadriceps! activation! and! strength!
deficits! may! benefit! from! cross7education! training.! Furthermore,! it! appears! indicated! to!
exercise!the!uninvolved!limb!three!times!per!week!(4!sets!of!10!repetitions)!for!five!weeks!to!





This! investigation! is! the! first! to! provide! insight! into! the! neuromuscular! response! of! the!
unexercised! quadriceps! muscle! to! eccentric! cross7education! training! using! volitional! muscle!
activation! testing.! In! addition,! this! study! is! unique! because! it! is! the! first! to! determine! the!
dosage!of!eccentric!cross7education!training!necessary!to!elicit!changes!in!quadriceps!strength!
of! the! unexercised! limb.! Based! on! the! results! of! our! study,!we! concluded! that! training!with!
eccentric!actions!resulted!in!both!mode!and!speed!specific!gains!in!quadriceps!strength!in!the!
exercised! and! unexercised! limbs! of! healthy! participants.! We! also! found! that! five7weeks! of!
eccentric! cross7exercise! lead! to! consistently! stronger! eccentric! quadriceps! strength! in! the!
unexercised! limb.!A! trend! towards!greater!volitional!quadriceps!activation! in! the!unexercised!





A! manuscript! based! on! the! research! presented! in! this! chapter! has! been! submitted! for!
publication:!




Quadriceps! activation! failure! (QAF)! is! considered! to! contribute! to! the! weakness! that! lingers!
following! anterior! cruciate! ligament! (ACL)! reconstruction.! Importantly,! the! impact! of! pre7
operative!QAF!on!post7operative!quadriceps!function!is!unknown.!Accordingly,!the!purpose!of!
this! study!was! to! investigate! the! relationship!between!pre7operative!QAF!and!post7operative!




was! assessed! using! the! burst! superimposition! technique! and! quantified! using! the! central!
activation! ratio.! Quadriceps! strength! was! assessed! using! the! peak! knee! extension! torque!
produced! during! isokinetic! testing.! Multiple! linear! regressions! were! utilized! to! detect! the!
relationships! between! pre7operative! activation! and! post7operative! strength! and! activation.!
Concomitant! meniscal! injury! was! entered! as! a! covariate! in! each! model.! Pre7operative!
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quadriceps! activation! was! associated! with! post7operative! activation! (R2=0.383,P<0.001),! not!
strength! (R2=0.008,P=0.805).!Concomitant!meniscus!surgery!did!not!affect! these!relationships!
(P>0.05).! Individuals! with! better! pre7operative! quadriceps! activation! demonstrated! greater!




The! restoration! of! quadriceps! strength! following! anterior! cruciate! ligament! (ACL)!
reconstruction!is!an!essential!component!of!rehabilitation.!Although!clinicians!and!researchers!
continue!to!make!strides!towards!improving!ACL!rehabilitation!protocols,!patients!often!return!
to! activity! with! diminished! quadriceps! strength! (Palmieri7Smith! et! al.,! 2008).! Lingering!
quadriceps!weakness!is! linked!to!reduced!physical!function!(Lewek!et!al.,!2002;!Schmitt!et!al.,!
2012)!and!quality!of!life!(Lohmander!et!al.,!2004),!increases!the!risk!of!re7injury!(Paterno!et!al.,!
2010;! Schmitt! et! al.,! 2012)! and! contributes! to! the! development! and! progression! of! post7
traumatic! osteoarthritis! (Tourville! et! al.,! 2014).! Given! that! the! failure! to! restore! quadriceps!
strength! has! deleterious! consequences! to! the! knee,! it! is! critical! to! develop! rehabilitative!
approaches!capable!of!maximizing!quadriceps!strength!deficits!following!ACL!reconstruction.!
Quadriceps!activation!failure!(QAF),!the!inability!to!completely!contract!the!quadriceps!muscle!
due! to! altered! neural! signaling! (Hart! et! al.,! 2010;! Hopkins! and! Ingersoll,! 2000),! has! been!
identified! as! a! mechanism! contributing! to! the! lingering! strength! deficits! following! ACL!
reconstruction!(Palmieri7Smith!and!Thomas,!2009).!The!changes! in!neural!signaling!associated!
with!QAF! reduce! alpha!motoneuron! recruitment! and/or! firing! rate,! allowing!only! portions!of!
the! quadriceps! to! be! volitionally! utilized! during! exercise! (Hopkins! and! Ingersoll,! 2000).!
Clinically,! rehabilitation! professionals! see! QAF!manifest! as! quadriceps! weakness! (Hart! et! al.,!
2010).!Although!QAF!is!believed!to!be!a!protective!mechanism!following!knee!injury!(Hopkins!
and! Ingersoll,! 2000),! the! inability! to! achieve! complete! muscle! activation! during! strength!





outcomes! post7operatively! (de! Jong! et! al.,! 2007;! Eitzen! et! al.,! 2009;! Logerstedt! et! al.,! 2013;!
Shelbourne!and!Johnson,!2004).!Given!that!QAF!is!a!component!of!strength!(Stackhouse!et!al.,!
2000),!it!seems!plausible!that!better!pre7operative!quadriceps!activation!may!also!contribute!to!
a! better! recovery! of! quadriceps! strength! and! function! following! ACL! reconstruction.!
Understanding! the! factors! that! contribute! to! the! best! recovery! of! post7operative! quadriceps!
function!can!help!clinicians!and!researchers!design!more!effective!rehabilitation!interventions.!
Thus,!in!order!to!direct!care!and!improve!rehabilitative!techniques,!the!primary!purpose!of!this!








any! concomitant! meniscal! damage! that! required! surgical! intervention! (Table! 4.1).! Informed!







! ! ! ! ! Time!to!Test!(months)! !




























The! details! of! the! post/operative! rehabilitation! protocol! can! be! found! in! Appendix! B.! All!
participants! completed! standard! post/operative! rehabilitation! at! one! orthopedic! outpatient!
clinic.!The!rehabilitation!protocol!consisted!of!two!to!three!physical!therapy!appointments!per!
week!beginning!during!the!first!post/operative!week!and!concluding!approximately!six!months!
post/surgery.! The!program!emphasized! full! knee!extension! range!of!motion! immediately! and!




All! participants! were! tested! on! two! separate! occasions:! post/ACL! injury! but! prior! to! ACL/
reconstruction,! and! post/ACL! reconstruction! once! patients! had! been! cleared! by! their!
orthopedic! surgeon! to! return! back! to! activity! (Table! 4.1).! To! be! cleared! for! activity! all!
participants!were!required!to!complete!a!basic!three/week!agility!program!(Appendix!C)!and!a!









(SIB)! technique! (Park! and! Hopkins,! 2013;! Snyder/Mackler! et! al.,! 1994a).! To! record! the! joint!
torque! produced! during! SIB! testing,! patients! were! positioned! in! an! isokinetic! dynamometer!
(Biodex!System!3,!Biodex!Medical!Systems,!Shirley,!NY,!USA)!with!their!hips!flexed!to!90°,!their!
back! supported,! and! their! ACL! limb! and! torso! strapped! securely! into! the! dynamometer.! SIB!
testing!was!initiated!by!asking!participants!to!perform!a!minimum!of!three!maximal!voluntary!
isometric! contractions! (MVICs),!while! their!ACL! limb!was! flexed! to!90°!and!with! two!minutes!
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time! torque!output!were! also!provided! to!help! facilitate!maximal! effort.!Once!maximal! knee!
extension! torque!was! achieved,! participants!were! asked! to! perform! an! additional!MVIC! and!
maintain!this!contraction!for!approximately!five!seconds.!A!custom!written!LabVIEW!(LabVIEW!
version!8.5,!National!Instruments,!Austin,!TX,!USA)!program!was!set!to!deliver!a!supramaximal!
electrical! stimulus! (100! pulses! per! second,! 600!microsecond! pulse! duration,! 100!millisecond!
phase! duration,! and! 130! volts)! to! the! quadriceps! via! a! Grass! S88! Dual! Output! Square! Pulse!
Stimulator! (S88,! Grass! Technologies,! West! Warrick,! RI,! USA)! with! an! SIU8T! Transformer!
Stimulus!Isolation!Unit!(SIU8T,!Grass!Technologies,!West!Warrick,!RI,!USA)!attached.!The!stimuli!





determined! using! the! CAR! formula! (Equation! 4.1).! The! participant’s! peak! torque! generated!
immediately! prior! to! the! delivery! of! the! electrical! stimulus! was! divided! by! the! peak! torque!















To! assess! quadriceps! strength,! participants! were! positioned! in! the! isokinetic! dynamometer!
using! the! same! methods! described! above.! To! collect! isokinetic! strength,! participants! were!














post/operative! activation,! 4)! pre/operative! and! post/operative! isokinetic! strength.! Due! to!
inclusion! of! participants! with! concomitant! meniscus! injury! and! subsequent! repair,! meniscal!
surgery! was! entered! as! a! covariate! in! each! of! the! regression!models! to! detect! if! additional!





















isokinetic! or! isometric! strength! (Isokinetic:! R2=0.008,! P=0.805! [bQAF=0.077,! PQAF=0.582,!




activation! (R2=0.383,! P<0.001! [bQAF=0.612,! PQAF<0.001],! Figure! 4.2).! Concomitant! meniscal!




Quadriceps! strength! prior! to! ACL! reconstruction! was! positively! related! to! post/operative!
strength!(R2=0.114,!P=0.046![bStrength=0.334,!PStrength=0.014],!Figure!4.3).!Concomitant!meniscal!
surgery!did!not!affect! this! relationship! (bMeniscus=0.056,!PMeniscus=0.671).! It!was!also! found!that!
quadriceps! strength! and! the! quadriceps! index! did! not! differ! between! the! pre/and! post/























Pre/operative! 94.01±5.8! 1.78±0.6! 73.64±30.7!





The! primary! purpose! of! this! investigation! was! to! determine! the! relationship! between! pre/
operative!quadriceps!QAF!and!post/operative!quadriceps!activation!and!strength!following!ACL!
reconstruction.!Examining!the!relationship!between!these!variables!could!help!to!advance!pre/
operative! rehabilitation! protocols! by! identifying! critical! factors! responsible! for! helping! to!
improve! the! recovery! of! quadriceps! function! following!ACL! reconstruction.! It!was! found! that!
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ACL! patients! with! better! pre/operative! quadriceps! activation! and! strength! recovered!




Relationship' between' Pre>operative' Quadriceps' Activation' and' Post>operative' Quadriceps'
Strength'
Our! results! indicate! that! pre/operative! quadriceps! activation! is! not! associated! with! post/
operative!strength!(Figure!4.1).!Thus,!it!seems!pre/operative!rehabilitation!programs!that!focus!
on!utilizing! interventions! to! improve!QAF!may!not!positively!affect!post/operative!quadriceps!
strength.! Given! that! previous! research! had! established! a! relationship! between! quadriceps!
activation!and!strength!in!healthy!(Stackhouse!et!al.,!2000)!and!ACL!injured!individuals!(Lynch!
et! al.,! 2012),! we! had! anticipated! that! pre/operative! quadriceps! activation! would! affect! the!
recovery! of! strength.! It! is! possible! that! the! failure! to! establish! a! relationship! between! pre/
operative!activation!and!post/operative!strength! resulted! from!a!change! in!mediators!of!QAF!
from! the! pre/operative! to! post/operative! time! point.! The! current! literature! indicates! that!
several!triggers!of!QAF,!such!as!pain,!effusion,!or!altered!afferent!input!from!the!damaged!ACL,!
are! likely!present!and!contribute! in! combination! to! strength!deficits! following!ACL! injury!and!
reconstruction! (Hart! et! al.,! 2010;! Palmieri/Smith! and! Thomas,! 2009;! Rice! and!McNair,! 2010).!
Moreover,! the! central! mechanisms! that! may! mediate! QAF! such! as! descending! cortical!
inhibition,! pre/synaptic! inhibition,! Ib! inhibition,! and/or! recurrent! inhibition! may! have! also!
varied! between! the! two! time! points.! Hence,! it! is! possible! that! pre/operative! QAF! may! be!
triggered!and!mediated!by!different!factors!than!post/operative!QAF,!which!may!have!affected!
strength! differently! at! each! time! point! and! limited! the! potential! relationship! between! pre/
operative!QAF!and!post/operative!strength.!Further!complicating!this!relationship!is!the!trauma!
induced! by! surgical! reconstruction! of! the! ligament! as!well! as! concomitant! injury/subsequent!
repair,!which!may! increase! the!magnitude!of!QAF! from!the!pre/! to!post/operative! time!point!
(Eitzen! et! al.,! 2009).! Given! that! our! participants! demonstrated! significantly! more! QAF! post/
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operatively!compared!to!pre/operative! (Table!4.2),!our!data!supports!this! theory!that!surgery!
may! induce! a! higher! level! of!QAF.!Ultimately,! it! is! unknown!what! triggers! and!mechanism(s)!
contribute!to!QAF!in!ACL!deficient!and!reconstruction!patients!and!requires!further!research.!
In! addition! to! the! potential! alterations! in! mediators! of! QAF! that! may! have! affected! this!










differ! between! the! pre/! to! post/operative! time! point,! despite! the! fact! that! our! participants!
demonstrated! significantly! more! QAF! after! reconstruction! than! before! (Table! 4.2).! Though!
previous! authors! have! found! QAF! and! strength! to! be! related! post/ACL! injury! (Lynch! et! al.,!
2012),! others! have! found! a! lack! of! a! relationship! between! the! two! following! reconstruction!
(Krishnan! and! Williams,! 2011).! Thus,! other! factors,! such! as! muscle! atrophy! or! possibly!
alterations!in!muscle!architecture,!may!have!affected!post/operative!strength.!Recent!work!by!
Krishnan!and!Williams!(2011)!supports!the!idea!that!quadriceps!atrophy!is!a!major!contributor!
to! weakness! following! ACL! reconstruction! and! found! that! in! individuals! 2/15! years! post/ACL!
reconstruction!quadriceps!atrophy!is!a!more!significant!contributor!than!QAF!to!post/operative!
strength!deficits.!Again,!similar!to!our!theory!about!mediators!of!QAF,!it!is!possible!that!atrophy!




Relationship' between' Pre>operative' Quadriceps' Activation' and' Post>operative' Quadriceps'
Activation'
Pre/operative!quadriceps!activation!was!positively!related!to!post/operative!activation!(Figure!
4.2),! however! concomitant! meniscal! surgery! was! not! found! to! be! a! factor! that! significantly!
affected! this! relationship.! Thus,! individuals! with! better! pre/operative! quadriceps! activation!
demonstrated!greater!volitional!muscle!activation!following!ACL!reconstruction,!independent!of!
concomitant! meniscal! surgery.! To! our! knowledge! this! is! the! first! study! to! analyze! this!
relationship.! Previous! investigations! have! found! that! patients! with! greater! pre/operative!
quadriceps!strength!have!greater!strength!post/operatively!(de!Jong!et!al.,!2007;!Eitzen!et!al.,!
2009;!Shelbourne!and!Johnson,!2004).!Therefore,!it!seems!reasonable!that!voluntary!activation!
of! the! quadriceps! muscle! follows! this! same! trend.! As! quadriceps! activation! is! thought! to!
represent!the!proportion!of!the!muscle!one!can!contract!voluntarily,!it!could!be!expected!that!
having! a! greater! portion!of! the!muscle! available!prior! to! surgery!would!be!beneficial! for! the!
restoration! of! activation! post/surgery.! Though! our! research! suggests! that! pre/operative!
activation!is!not!related!to!post/operative!muscle!strength,!previous!investigators!have!shown!
that! alterations! in! quadriceps! EMG! activity! post/ACL! reconstruction! are! related! to! gait!
(Bulgheroni! et! al.,! 1997).! Thus,! it! seems! that! volitional!muscle! activation! post/reconstruction!
may!be!an!important!component!of!post/operative!knee!function.!The!next!step!for!researchers!
and! clinicians! is! to! understand! the! affect! that! post/operative! quadriceps! activation! has! on!
functional!outcomes!such!as! functional!performance!and!knee!mechanics,!which! is! important!
to!developing!more!effective!rehabilitation!protocols.!
Relationship' between' Pre>operative' Quadriceps' Strength' and' Post>operative' Quadriceps'
Strength'
Our!results!indicate!that!pre/operative!quadriceps!strength!is!positively!related!to!the!recovery!
of! post/operative! strength,! independent! of! concomitant! meniscal! surgery! (Figure! 4.3).! This!
finding! is! in! agreement!with! previous!work! by! Eitzen! et! al.! (2009),! Shelbourne! and! Johnson!
(2004),! and!de! Jong!et!al.! (2007).! These! investigators!utilized! isokinetic! strength!measures!at!






Thus,! individuals!with! greater! strength! post/ACL! injury,! but! prior! to! ACL/reconstruction,!may!
not! experience! as! much! early! post/operative! muscle! weakness! and! may! be! able! to! regain!
strength!better! in! the!ACL! limb! than! those!with! less!pre/operative! strength.!Despite! the! fact!
that!our!patients!were!capable!of!regaining!their!pre/operative!strength,!it!is!important!to!note!
that! the! quadriceps! index,! which! is! an! indicator! of! the! strength! of! the! involved! limb! as!











can! help! to! advance! pre/operative! rehabilitation! protocols! by! identifying! critical! factors!
responsible! for! helping! to! improve! the! recovery! of! quadriceps! function! following! ACL!
reconstruction.!Based!on!our!results,!it!is!recommended!that!rehabilitation!programs!continue!
to!focus!on!maximizing!strength!prior!to!ACL!reconstruction!to! improve!the!recovery!of!post/
operative!quadriceps! strength.! Furthermore! it!was! found! that!pre/operative!QAF! is!positively!
related!to!post/operative!activation.!Thus,!therapies!that!target!QAF!prior!to!ACL!reconstruction!





A! manuscript! based! on! the! research! presented! in! this! chapter! has! been! submitted! for!
publication:!





Objective:) To! evaluate! the! effectiveness! of! a! combined! neuromuscular! electrical! stimulation!
(NMES)! and! eccentric! exercise! intervention! to! improve! the! recovery! of! quadriceps! activation!
and!strength!following!anterior!cruciate!ligament!(ACL)!reconstruction.)
Background:! NMES! has! been! shown! to! reduce! quadriceps! activation! failure! (QAF),! and!





of! care)! and! ten! healthy! controls! participated.! Groups! N&E! and! N/only! received! the! NMES!
protocol! 2x! per! week! for! the! first! six! weeks! post/reconstruction.! Groups! N&E! and! E/only!
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received!the!eccentric!exercise!protocol!2x!per!week!beginning!six!weeks!post/reconstruction.!
Quadriceps! activation!was! assessed! via! the! superimposed!burst! technique!and!quantified! via!
the!central!activation!ratio.!Quadriceps!strength!was!assessed!via!maximal!voluntary! isomeric!
contractions! (Nm/kg).! Data! was! gathered! on! three! occasions:! pre/operative,! 12/weeks/post/
surgery!and!at!return/to/play.!








Quadriceps! weakness! is! common! following! anterior! cruciate! ligament! (ACL)! reconstruction.!
Despite! aggressive! rehabilitation! programs! directed! at! improving! quadriceps! function,! a!
universally! effective! treatment! approach! to! reverse! this! muscle! weakness! has! yet! to! be!
identified! (Palmieri/Smith! et! al.,! 2008).! Quadriceps!weakness! that! accompanies! ACL! injury! is!
related! to! reduced! functional! performance! (Keays! et! al.,! 2003;! Schmitt! et! al.,! 2012),! the!
potential!for!re/injury!(Hurley!et!al.,!1992;!Schmitt!et!al.,!2012),!and!the!development!of!post/
traumatic!osteoarthritis!(Tourville!et!al.,!2014).!Given!the!short/and!long/term!consequences!of!
quadriceps! weakness,! it! is! critical! that! rehabilitation! approaches! capable! of! reinstituting!
complete!quadriceps!strength!are!developed.!
Although!the!precise!mechanism(s)!of!quadriceps!weakness!are!unknown,!there!is!evidence!to!
suggest! that! quadriceps! activation! failure! (QAF)! and!muscle! atrophy! contribute! to! persistent!





alpha! motorneuron! recruitment! and/or! firing! rate! (Hopkins! and! Ingersoll,! 2000).! If! left!




due! to!alterations! in!muscle!architecture! (Kawakami!et!al.,!2000;!Narici!and!Cerretelli,!1998),!
selective! fiber! atrophy! (Edstrom,!1970;! Lopresti! et! al.,! 1988;! Lorentzon!et! al.,! 1989),! or! even!
neural! deficits! such! as!QAF! (Palmieri/Smith! et! al.,! 2008).! Together,! QAF! and!muscle! atrophy!








individuals,! NMES! has! been! found! to! be! more! effective! than! exercise! alone! at! improving!
quadriceps!activation!(Kim!et!al.,!2010).!
Eccentric! exercise,! whereby! the! muscle! is! lengthened! and! an! external! force! exceeds! that!
produced! by! the! muscle,! has! been! shown! to! be! more! effective! than! traditional! concentric!
strengthening!at!minimizing!muscle!atrophy!and!improving!muscle!force!production!(LaStayo!et!
al.,! 2003).! Though! the!application!of!early!post/operative!eccentric! resistance!exercise! to! the!
ACL!reconstructed!limb!has!traditionally!been!contraindicated,!as!there!is!potential!for!injury!to!
the! graft,! articular! cartilage,! or! surrounding! soft! tissue! structure! (Wilk! et! al.,! 2003),! recent!
evidence! has! shown! that! the! application! of! early! eccentrics! to! the! ACL! limb! can! be! used! to!
safely! increase! quadriceps! muscle! volume! (Brasileiro! et! al.,! 2011;! Gerber! et! al.,! 2007a)! and!
strength!(Gerber!et!al.,!2007b,!2009).!
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As! NMES! and! eccentric! exercise! have! been! shown! to! successfully! improve! two! critical!
components!of!quadriceps!weakness,!it!seems!plausible,!that!a!rehabilitation!protocol!utilizing!
both!of! these! therapies!will! be! effective! at! reinstituting! quadriceps! strength.! ! Therefore,! the!
goal!of!the!current!study!was!to!determine!if!the!combination!of!NMES!and!eccentric!exercise!
would! be! effective! at! improving! quadriceps! muscle! strength! in! patients! following! ACL!
reconstruction.! We! hypothesized! that! the! greatest! improvements! in! quadriceps! muscle!
strength!would!be!achieved!in!patients!receiving!the!combined!intervention,!when!compared!to!






(Table!5.1).!Potential!participants!were!excluded! if! they:!had!a!previous!history!of! surgery! to!
either!knee,!suffered!a!previous!ACL!injury,!or!had!a!known!heart!condition.!Pregnant!females!
were! also! excluded.! Surgical! reports! were! obtained! to! report! any! concomitant! meniscal!
damage! that! required! surgical! intervention! (Table! 5.1).! In! addition! to! the! ACL! patients,! 10!
healthy!controls!were!enrolled!in!this!investigation!for!purposes!of!comparing!the!effectiveness!
of! these! interventions! to! healthy! quadriceps! strength! and! activation! data.! Informed! consent!






! ! ! ! ! !
Pre'operative!
Quadriceps!Function! Surgery!Details! Time'to'Test!(days)!















N&E! 8! 3f/5m! 23.2±6.3! 1.45±0.6! 77.8±16.5! 2.73±0.8! 95.78±3.5! PT=7!STG=1!
ACL'only=7!
Meniscal!Repair=1! 73.25±54.4! 85.87±3.4! 208.50±26.3!





E'only! 8! 3f/5m! 23.2±5.4! 1.75±0.1! 77.7±10.4! 2.89±1.1! 95.95±4.5! PT=6!STG=2!
ACL'only=6!
Meniscal!Repair=2! 94.10±84.7! 83.50±4.3! 228.80±39.4!





Healthy! 10! 3f/7m! 23.5±3.4! 1.73±0.1! 71.7±9.9! '! '! '! '! '! '! '!












This! study!utilized!a!parallel! longitudinal!design,!wherein!ACL!patients!were!placed! into! their!
respective!treatment!groups.!Figure!5.1!illustrates!the!participation!groups!as!well!as!the!study!




protocol.! At! six! weeks! postCoperative,! the! N&E! and! eccentric! (EConly)! groups! began! the!
eccentric!strengthening!program.!Patients!in!the!standard!of!care!(STND)!group!did!not!receive!











standard! of! care! (STND)! group! did! not! receive! either! intervention.! Quadriceps! strength! and!
activation!measurements!were!collected!again!at!12Cweeks!postCsurgery!as!well!as! returnCtoC
play.! Healthy! participants! participated! in! only! one! testing! session! (returnCtoCplay)! where!
quadriceps!activation!and!strength!were!measured.'







The! NMES! intervention! was! initiated! immediately! postCsurgery! at! the! first! physical! therapy!
appointment! (average! 6.5±2.9! days! postCsurgery! to! start! of! NMES).! The! eccentric! exercise!
intervention!was!delayed!until!each!patient!was!at!least!six!weeks!postCreconstruction!(average!
42.5±3.4!days!postCsurgery! to! start! of! eccentrics).! This!was!done! to! ensure! each!patient! had!
adequate!postCoperative!time!to!have!managed!his!or!her!pain,!effusion,!knee!range!of!motion!
and!quadriceps!function,!before!the!initiation!of!high!intensity!eccentric!exercise.!Additionally,!






Patients! placed! into! groups! N&E! and! NConly! received! the! NMES! intervention! two! times! per!
week!for!six!weeks!following!ACL!reconstruction!(Figure!5.2,!A).!Patients!in!the!STND!and!EConly!








(Fitzgerald! et! al.,! 2003).! Patients! were! encouraged! to! tolerate! the! stimulus! at! maximal!
tolerance! level! and! to! relax! while! the! NMES! was! delivered! in! order! to! avoid! voluntary!
quadriceps!contraction!and!hamstring!coCcontraction!(Appendix!D).!Ten!isometric!contractions!
lasting! 10! seconds! each! were! elicited! during! each! session.! This! postCoperative! protocol! has!















to! train! at! an! intensity! equal! to! 60%! of! their! oneCrepetition! maximum,! consistent! with!
published!data! indicating!that! load! intensities!of!at! least!60%!of!the!oneCrepetition!maximum!





supported,! and! their! testing! leg! and! torso! strapped! securely! into! the!dynamometer.!At! each!
testing!session,!patients!performed!three!knee!extension!maximal!voluntary! isometric! (MVIC)!
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trials! with! the! knee! flexed! to! 90°.! The!maximal! knee! extension! torque! produced! across! the!
three!isometric!trials!was!normalized!to!body!weight!and!used!for!statistical!analysis.!
To!quantify!quadriceps!activation!the!superimposed!burst!technique!was!utilized,!wherein!the!
peak! torque! recorded! from! the! MVIC! trials! was! inputted! into! a! custom! written! LabVIEW!
(LabVIEW!version!8.5,!National!Instruments,!Austin,!TX,!USA)!program!that!was!set!to!deliver!a!
supramaximal!electrical!stimulus!(100!pulses/sec,!600μsec!pulse!duration,!10!pulse!titanic!train,!

































following! variables;! time! between! sessions! (postCinjury! to! preCoperative! test,! postCsurgery! to!
12Cweek! test! and! postCsurgery! to! returnCtoCplay! test),! preCoperative! quadriceps! activation,!
strength,!and!subject!demographics!using!oneCway!analyses!of!variances!(ANOVA).!
To!detect! the! immediate!and!prolonged!effectiveness!of! interventions!between!ACL!patients,!
percent! change! scores! (Equation! 5.3)!were! calculated! for! quadriceps! strength! and! activation!
between! the! 1)! preCoperative! and! 12Cweek! postCsurgery! time! points! (PreCtoC12wks),! and!
between! the! 2)! preCoperative! and! RTP! (PreCtoCRTP)! time! points.! The! percent! change! scores!
were! then! subsequently! analyzed! using! oneCway! ANOVAs!with! post' hoc! independent! tCtests!
where!appropriate.!To!determine! if! gains! in!quadriceps!activation!were!a!mechanism! leading!




compared! to! Healthy! controls! utilizing! independent! tCtests.! Lastly,! standardized! effect! sizes!
(Equation!5.2)!and!95%!confidence! intervals! (95%CI)!were! calculated! to!determine! if! gains! in!
quadriceps!function!that!were!detected!between!groups!were!clinically!meaningful.!Effect!sizes!
were! interpreted! using! the! guidelines! described! by! Cohen! (1977),! with! values! less! than! 0.5!
interpreted!as!weak;!values!ranging!from!0.5C0.79!interpreted!as!moderate!and!values!greater!
than! 0.8! interpreted! as! strong.! The! αClevel!was! set! a! priori! at! P≤0.05! for! all! tests.! Statistical!























No! significant! differences! in! participant! gender! (F4,45=0.467,! P=0.759),! age! (F4,45=2.107,!
P=0.097),! height! (F4,45=1.876,! P=0.133),! or! mass! (F4,45=0.396,! P=0.811)! were! found! between!
groups.!Furthermore,!no!difference!in!preCoperative!quadriceps!function!(Strength:!F3,35=0.125,!
P=0.945;! QAF:! F35=0.600,! P=0.619),! time! between! injury! and! surgery! (F3,35=1.91,! P=0.329)! or!











N&E! demonstrated! a! trend! towards! improved! quadriceps! activation! (t16=C2.265,! P=0.097,!
d=0.84,! 95%CI=C0.13,! 1.81)! that! was! found! to! be! clinically! meaningful,! but! not! statistically!






to! 12Cweek! postCsurgery! time! points! (F3,35=3.621,! P=0.023)! and! between! groups! at! the! preC
operative! to!RTP! time!points! (F3,35=3.745,! P=0.021,! Table! 5.3).! FollowCup! independent! tCtests!
and!effect!sizes!calculations! revealed! that!group!N&E!demonstrated!significantly!greater,!and!
strongCclinically! meaningful! gains! in! quadriceps! strength! at! all! postCoperative! time! points! as!
compared! to! NConly! group! (PreCop! to! 12wks:! t16=C2.218,! P=0.041,! d=1.05,! 95%CI=0.06,! 2.04;!
PreCop! to! RTP:! t16=C2.265,! P=0.038,! d=1.07,! 95%CI=0.08,! 2.07)! and! STND! (PreCop! to! 12wks:!
t16=2.968,! P=0.009,! d=1.41,! 95%CI=0.37,! 2.45;! PreCop! to! RTP:! t16=2.409,! P=0.028,! d=1.14,!
95%CI=0.14,! 2.14).! No! difference! in! quadriceps! strength! was! detected! between! groups! N&E!
and! EConly! (PreCop! to! 12wks:! t14=1.092,! P=0.293,! d=0.51,! 95%CI=C0.45,! 1.54;! PreCop! to! RTP:!
t14=1.015,! P=0.327,! d=0.51,! 95%CI=C0.49,! 1.50).! EConly!was! statistically! and! clinically! stronger!
than!STND!and!at!RTP!(PreCop!to!12wks:!t16=C1.830,!P=0.086,!d=0.87,!95%CI=C0.10,!1.84;!PreCop!
to!RTP:!t16=C2.381,!P=0.030,!d=1.13,!95%CI=0.13,!2.13),!while!a!trend!towards!greater!strength!
in! the! EConly! group! was! detected! when! compared! to! NConly! at! RTP! (PreCop! to! 12wks:! t16=C
0.968,!P=0.347,!d=0.46,!95%CI=C0.48,!1.40;!PreCop!to!RTP:!t16=C2.052,!P=0.057,!d=0.97,!95%CI=C
0.01,!1.96).!Lastly,!no!differences!in!strength!were!detected!between!groups!NConly!and!STND!







Group! Pre;operative! 12;weeks! RTP! Pre;to;12wks! Pre;to;RTP!
N&E! 95.78±3.5! 94.84±4.2! 97.61±2.8! ;1.19±6.4! 1.62±3.9b!
N;only! 97.43±3.0! 91.43±8.4! 91.83±4.6! ;7.22±8.3! ;3.47±7.3!
E;only! 95.95±4.5! 95.02±3.8! 98.11±1.2! ;1.22±7.8! 2.61±4.1a!
STND! 94.92±5.3! 91.76±6.4! 91.83±9.0! ;3.60±4.2! ;3.25±5.0!








Group! Pre;operative! 12;weeks! RTP! Pre;to;12wks! Pre;to;RTP!
N&E! 2.73±0.8! 2.35±0.6! 2.94±0.6! ;8.77±27.4a! 15.97±39.4a!
N;only! 2.69±0.6! 1.79±0.3! 2.15±0.6! ;31.36±15.2! ;17.45±22.5!
E;only! 2.89±1.1! 2.10±0.6! 2.85±0.9! ;22.60±23.3! 1.05±13.0b!
STND! 2.67±0.6! 1.59±0.5! 2.16±0.6! ;39.49±16.1! ;18.35±19.8!







The! change! in! ACL! patient’s! quadriceps! activation! from! Pre<to<12wks! (R2=0.146,! b=0.382,!
P=0.021,! Figure! 5.3)! and! from! Pre<to<RTP! (R2=0.125,! b=0.353,! P=0.035,! Figure! 5.4)! was!
significantly!related!to!improvements!in!quadriceps!strength.!
!









groups! N&E! (Strength:! t16=<0.599,! P=0.557,! d=0.29,! 95%CI=<0.65,! 1.22,! Table! 5.2;! QAF:!
t16=0.747,! P=0.466,! d=0.36,! 95%CI=<0.58,! 1.29,! Table! 5.3)! and! E<only! (Strength:! t16=<0.720,!
P=0.482,! d=0.34,! 95%CI=<0.59,! 1.28;! QAF:! t16=1.376,! P=0.188,! d=0.66,! 95%CI=<0.29,! 1.61)! at!
RTP.! At! RTP,! group! N<only! demonstrated! significant,! strong<clinically! meaningful! strength!
deficits! and!QAF!as! compared! to!Healthy! (Strength:! t18=<2.923,!P=0.009,!d=1.32,!95%CI=0.35,!
2.29;! QAF:! t18=<2.780,! P=0.012,! d=1.24,! 95%CI=0.28,! 2.20).!Whereas! Healthy!was! statistically!






improve! the! recovery! of! quadriceps! strength.! It! was! found! that! individuals! receiving! the!
combined!NMES!and!eccentric!exercise!intervention!recovered!quadriceps!strength!better!than!
individuals! that! received! just! the! NMES! therapy! or! the! standard! of! care! following! ACL!
reconstruction.! It! was! also! found! that! eccentric! exercise! was! capable! of! producing! similar!
strength! gains! to! the! combined! intervention.! Importantly,! when! compared! to! healthy!






knowledge,! this! is! the! first! study! to! directly! compare! these! two! treatments.!Our! data! are! in!
agreement! with! previous! research! performed! by! Brasileiro! and! colleagues! (2011)! wherein!
improvements! in! quadriceps! activation,! measured! via! EMG,! was! found! after! six! weeks! of!
eccentric!exercise!post<ACL!reconstruction.!Importantly,!Brasileiro!et!al.!(2011)!also!found!that!
improved! quadriceps! muscle! activity! strongly! correlated! with! gains! in! quadriceps! strength,!
which!also!corroborates! the! findings!of!our!work.!As! such,!eccentric!exercise! seems! to!be!an!
effective!therapy!that!is!capable!of!combating!QAF,!which!aids!in!the!restoration!of!quadriceps!
strength,!better!than!NMES!alone!post<ACL!reconstruction.!
Our! measure! of! quadriceps! activation,! assessed! via! the! superimposed! burst! technique,!




measure! alpha! motorneuron! pool! excitability.! As! such,! the! means! by! which! an! individual’s!
volitional!activation! improved!post<eccentrics! is!not!entirely!clear.! It! is!possible!that!eccentric!
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exercise! is! capable! of! improving! quadriceps! activation! through! the! selective! recruitment! of!
Type! II! muscle! fibers.! Evidence! in! healthy! individuals! has! shown! that! eccentric! contractions!
have!a!greater!effect!on!Type!II!muscle!fibers!than!concentric!strengthening!(Hortobagyi!et!al.,!
1996).!Given!that!Type!II!fibers!are!the!type!of!muscle!fibers!thought!to!be!selectively!inhibited!
post<ACL! reconstruction! (Lopresti!et!al.,!1988;!Snyder<Mackler!et!al.,!1993),! it! seems!possible!
that! eccentrics! may! improve! an! individual’s! capability! to! volitionally! recruit! the! inhibited!
portions!of! the!quadriceps,! resulting! in! improved!quadriceps!activation!and!greater!capability!
for! force! production.! In! addition! to! this! proposed! explanation,! eccentric! training! has! been!
shown!to!produce!faster!neural!adaptations!from!strength!training!(Hortobagyi!et!al.,!1996),!as!
well! as! increased! cortical! (Fang! et! al.,! 2001),! and! EMG! activity! of! the! quadriceps! muscle!
(Linnamo!et!al.,!2000).!Ultimately!our!work!helps!to!provide!preliminary!data,!and!future!work!
should! aim! to!understand! the!mechanism(s)! by!which!eccentric! exercise! improves!QAF!post<
reconstruction.!
Our!results! illustrate! that! the!NMES<only! therapy!produced!a!change! in!quadriceps!activation!
that!was!similar!to!the!STND!group!(Table!5.2).!Given!that!previous!research!has!shown!NMES!
to! be! more! effective! than! exercise! alone! at! improving! QAF! (Fitzgerald! et! al.,! 2003;! Snyder<
Mackler! et! al.,! 1991;! Wigerstad<Lossing! et! al.,! 1988),! we! had! expected! NMES! patients! to!
perform! better! than! those! receiving! the! standard! of! care! post<reconstruction.! Furthermore,!
due!to!the!fact!that!our!NMES!intervention!was!based!on!protocols!that!have!previously!been!
shown!to!improve!quadriceps!function!in!ACL!reconstructed!individuals!(Fitzgerald!et!al.,!2003;!
Snyder<Mackler! et! al.,! 1991)! and! that! all! our! patients! were! able! to! receive! this! therapy! at!




does! not! provide! any! additional! benefits! to! quadriceps! function! above! traditional! exercise!
(Draper!and!Ballard,!1991;!Paternostro<Sluga!et!al.,!1999).!Previous!work!by!Palmieri<Smith!et!
al.! (2010)! in! women! with! mild<to<moderate! knee! osteoarthritis! found! that! NMES! did! not!
improve! quadriceps! activation! or! strength,! and! theorized! that! NMES! may! not! have! been!
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beneficial! due! to! the! lack! of! pre<intervention! QAF! exhibited! in! their! study! population.! In!
relation!to!our!patients,!though!the!pre<operative!level!of!quadriceps!activation!was!relatively!
high! (Table! 5.1),! no! baseline! differences! existed! between! treatment! groups.! Furthermore,! it!
seems! reasonable! to! assume! that! at! the! time! when! the! NMES! therapy! was! administered!
(immediately!post<reconstruction),!a!significant!magnitude!of!QAF!was!likely!present.!As!such,!
we! feel! the!most! likely!explanation! is! that! the!equipment!utilized! to!deliver! the! intervention,!
the! Intelect! Legend! XT! (Chattanooga! Medical! Supply,! Chattanooga,! TN),! was! not! powerful!





of! producing! significantly! more! stimulus! output! then! the! device! we! used.! For! instance,! at!
maximal! output! (100! milliamps),! our! equipment! was! only! capable! of! generating! a! training!
intensity!of!~44%!of!the!MVIC!on!the!ACL!reconstructed!limb!(Appendix!D).!In!contrast,!others!
have! found! that! the!VersaStim! is! capable!of! generating! contractions!up! to!~70%!of! the!non<
injured!limb!(Snyder<Mackler!et!al.,!1994b).!As!such,!we!feel!the!difference!in!device!is!likely!the!






Another! factor! that! needs! consideration! is! the! post<operative! graft! site! pain! associated!with!
patellar! tendon!ACL!reconstruction.! In!our!cohort,!seventeen!of! the!18!patients!that!received!





and! limited! the! stimulus! intensity.! Others! (Fitzgerald! et! al.,! 2003)! have! delivered! NMES!
interventions!post<patellar!tendon!autograft!ACL!reconstruction,!however!their!treatment!was!
delivered! in! full! knee! extension.! In! contrast,! a! treatment! angle! of! 60°! of! knee! flexion! was!
utilized!in!this!investigation,!which!was!used!to!track!stimulus!intensity,!but!likely!induced!more!
anterior!knee!pain!as!compared!to!full!knee!extension.!!
Going! forward,! future! investigations! need! to! take! the! device! and! patient! population! into!
consideration.! Identifying! if! other! clinical!units! are! capable!of! generating! the! same! results! as!
the! VersaStim! 380! and! Empi! 300! PV! seems! critical! to! determining! if! results! from! research<
intensive! clinical! settings! are! capable! of! being! replicated! in! the! typical! clinic.! Another!









(Table!5.3).!Taken! together,! these! results! suggest! that!eccentrics!are!an!effective! therapeutic!
approach!to!combating!post<operative!quadriceps!strength!deficits.!Importantly,!this!finding!is!
in! agreement! with! previous! research! conducted! in! ACL! reconstructed! populations! wherein!
eccentrics!was! found! to! be! a! superior! strength! training!method! as! compared! to! concentrics!
(Gerber! et! al.,! 2007b,! 2009),! and! can! last! up! to! one! year! post<surgery! (Gerber! et! al.,! 2009).!
From!a!clinical!perspective,!this!is!a!significant!finding,!as!quadriceps!weakness!accelerates!joint!
degeneration! (Tourville! et! al.,! 2014),! leads! to! reduce! knee! function! (Lewek! et! al.,! 2002)! and!
quality!of! life! (Logerstedt!et!al.,!2013)!post<ACL! reconstruction.!Hence,! interventions! that!are!
capable! of! restoring! pre<operative! quadriceps! strength,! such! as! the! eccentric! therapeutic!
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alterations! in! muscle! architecture! and! volume! were! not! measured! in! our! study,! previous!
authors! have! found! significant! improvements! in! quadriceps! muscle! volume! post<ACL!
reconstruction.! Specifically,! eccentric! exercise! increased! quadriceps! muscle! volume! by! 23%!
immediately! following! a! 12<week! intervention! (Gerber! et! al.,! 2007a),! and! was! capable! of!
increasing!quadriceps!muscle!volume!by!more!than!50%!at!one!year!post<surgery!(Gerber!et!al.,!
2009).! Other! morphological! changes! that! may! have! aided! in! the! restoration! of! quadriceps!
strength! included! improvements! in! muscle! architecture,! such! as! a! change! in! the! angle! of!
pennation,!fiber!length!and!possible!sarcomeres!adaptations!(Lieber!and!Friden,!2000).!In!rats,!
eccentric!exercise!has!been!shown!to!increase!the!number!of!sarcomeres!in!a!series!(Butterfield!
et! al.,! 2005),! as! well! as! decrease! myostatin! levels! (Ochi! et! al.).! Myostatin! is! a! protein! that!
inhibits! muscle! growth,! and! has! recently! been! found! to! be! elevated! in! human! quadriceps!
muscle! following! ACL! reconstruction! (Mendias! et! al.,! 2013).! This! study! helps! to! provide!
preliminary! evidence! of! therapies! that! positively! affect! quadriceps! strength,! and! moving!
forward,! it! is! important! that! more! comprehensive! evaluations! of! both! neurological! and!
morphological!characteristics!of!muscle!post<ACL!reconstruction!are!completed.!
Limitations,




that! may! have! affected! the! recovery! of! quadriceps! function.! Data! emerging! from! our! lab!
indicates! that! concomitant! meniscal! surgeries! (meniscectomy! or! meniscal! repair)! does! not!
affect! the! post<operative! recovery! of! quadriceps! strength! or! activation! (Lepley! et! al.,! In!
Review).!However,!it!is!unclear!whether!or!not!graft!type!influences!post<operative!quadriceps!
strength,! as! the! current! literature! reports! inconsistent! results.! Thus,! future! investigations!
should!continue!to!take!graft!type!into!consideration.!Lastly,!going!forward,!it!is!ideal!for!these!
treatments! to! be! evaluated! using! a! randomized! control! trial.! Although! no! pre<operative!
differences! in! quadriceps! function! were! detected,! suggesting! our! study! did! not! suffer! from!
selection! bias,! to! determine! the! true! clinical! effect,! larger! sample! sizes! and! patient!
randomization!is!needed.!
Clinical,Recommendations,
Based! on! these! results,! our! recommendation! is! that! clinicians! consider! utilizing! eccentric!
exercise! as! a!means! to! improve! quadriceps! activation! and! strength! post<ACL! reconstruction.!
From! a! patient! perspective,! the! utilization! of! eccentrics! post<reconstruction! to! improve!




and!may! reduce!patient! compliance.!With! that,! it! is! important! for! therapists! to! consider! the!
devices! and! time! in!which! they! decide! to! initiate! the! eccentric<strengthening! program! post<
reconstruction.!Our!work!utilized!a!closed!kinetic!chain!device.!This!afforded!us! the!ability! to!
initiate!an!early!post<operative!intervention!given!that!the!potential!for!strain!on!the!ACL!graft!
was! reduced! as! compared! to! an! isokinetic! dynamometer.! In! addition! to! these! factors,! the!
intensity! of! the! treatment! and! dose! is! another! important! clinical! consideration.! Our! work!
indicates! that! 6<weeks! of! eccentric! strengthening! (12! treatments! in! total)! is! adequate! to!





Eccentric! exercise! post<ACL! reconstruction! was! found! to! positively! improve! quadriceps!
activation!and!strength.!Changes!in!quadriceps!activation!were!positively!related!to!changes!in!
quadriceps! strength,! suggesting! that! by! removing! QAF,! quadriceps! strength! should! improve.!
NMES!was!not!found!to!improve!QAF!or!strength!post<reconstruction.!The!inability!of!NMES!to!
improve! quadriceps! muscle! function! may! be! the! result! of! an! inability! to! generate! powerful!
muscle! contractions!due! to!device! limitations,! safety! concerns! for!graft! site! safety,! and!post<
operative!pain.!Importantly,!when!compared!to!healthy!individuals,!patients!that!were!exposed!
to! eccentric! exercise! were! capable! of! restoring! healthy! levels! of! quadriceps! activation! and!















Background:! The! authors! previously! reported! that! an! eccentrically<based! rehabilitation!
protocol! post<anterior! cruciate! ligament! (ACL)! reconstruction! induced! greater! quadriceps!
muscle!activation!and!strength!than!a!NMES!intervention.!
Methods' and' Measures:! Thirty<six! individuals! post<injury! were! placed! into! four! treatment!
groups!(N&E,!NMES!and!eccentrics;!E<only,!eccentrics!only;!N<only,!NMES<only;!STND,!standard!
of!care)!and!ten!Healthy!controls!participated.!N&E!received!the!NMES!and!eccentric!protocol!






Results:! Compared! to!Healthy,! reduced! sagittal! plane! knee! limb! symmetry!was! found! for!N<
only,! E<only! and! STND! for! knee! extension! moment! (P<0.05).! No! difference! was! detected!
between! Healthy! and! N&E! (P>0.60).! No! difference! between! groups! was! detected! for! knee!
flexion! angle! limb! symmetry! (P>0.05).!Greater! knee! flexion! angles! and!moments!over! stance!
were!related!to!quadriceps!strength.!
Conclusion:!N&E!was! found! to! restore! sagittal!plane!knee! limb! symmetry!better! than! the!N<




The! restoration! of! quadriceps! muscle! strength! following! anterior! cruciate! ligament! (ACL)!
reconstruction! is! a!major! challenge! for! patients! and! rehabilitation! specialists.! Often,! despite!




2012).! Accordingly,! rehabilitation! approaches! that! target,! and! combat,! quadriceps! weakness!
may! be! able! to! reduce! the! biomechanical! alterations! that! are! associated! with! the! lingering!
strength!deficits.!
Previous! work! has! found! that! quadriceps! strength! post<ACL! reconstruction! is! significantly!
related!to!alterations!in!sagittal!plane!knee!motion!(Lewek!et!al.,!2002;!Snyder<Mackler!et!al.,!
1991).! Specifically,! patients! that! exhibited! greater! post<operative! quadriceps! strength!
demonstrated! movement! patterns! that! were! indistinguishable! from! non<injured! individuals!
(Lewek!et!al.,!2002)!and!their!non<injured!limb!(Snyder<Mackler!et!al.,!1991).!Wherein!patients!
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with! quadriceps! strength! deficits! displayed! reduced! knee! flexion! angles! (Lewek! et! al.,! 2002;!
Snyder<Mackler!et!al.,!1991)!and!extension!moments!during!activity!(Lewek!et!al.,!2002).!Thus,!
it!seems!that!if!clinicians!can!identify!and!implement!therapeutic!interventions!that!are!capable!
of! improving! the! recovery!of!quadriceps! strength,! they! can!positively! influence! sagittal!plane!
knee!mechanics,!which!should!help!to!improve!functional!performance!and!possibly!reduce!the!
occurrence!of!re<injury!(Oberländer!et!al.,!2013).!
In! our! own! work,! we! have! previously! demonstrated! that! the! application! of! a! combined!
neuromuscular! electrical! stimulation! (NMES)! and! eccentric! exercise! intervention! is! one! such!
therapeutic!approach!that!can! induce!significant!and!clinically!meaningful!gains! in!quadriceps!
strength! post<ACL! reconstruction! (Chapter! 5).! This! 12<week! post<operative! combined! NMES!
and! eccentric! exercise! intervention! (6! weeks! of! NMES! and! followed! by! 6! week! of! eccentric!
exercise)! was! compared! to! the! standard! of! care! post<ACL! reconstruction,! and! the! separate!
application! of! just! the! NMES! or! eccentric! exercise! therapy.! In! general,! it! was! found! that!
eccentric! exercise! was! likely! the! driving! factor! behind! strength! gains,! as! patients! that! were!




The! purpose! of! this! study!was! to! evaluate! the! effects! of! our! combined!NMES! and! eccentric!
exercise! intervention! on! knee! mechanics! post<ACL! reconstruction! during! a! dynamic! landing!
task.! We! hypothesized! that! compared! with! the! standard! of! care! and! the! NMES<only!
intervention;!an!eccentrically<based!rehabilitation!program!would!result! in!a!greater!measure!
of!sagittal!plane!knee!limb!symmetry,!wherein!these!patients!would!demonstrate!knee!flexion!
angles! and!moments! that!more! closely! resemble! their! contralateral! non<injured! limb! during!





This! study! sample! consisted! of! the! same! patients! and! participants! that! participated! in! our!
previous!study!(Chapter!5,!Table!6.1).!Potential!patients!were!excluded!if!they:!had!a!previous!
history! of! surgery! to! either! knee,! suffered! a! previous! ACL! injury,! or! had! a! known! heart!
condition.!Pregnant! females!were!also!excluded.!Surgical! reports!were!obtained!to!detail!any!
concomitant!meniscal!damage!that!required!surgical!intervention!(Table!6.1).!Informed!consent!







! ! ! ! ! ! Surgery!Details! !
Group! N! Gender! Age!(yrs)! Height!(m)! Mass!(kg)! Graft! Meniscus! TimeBtoBReturnBtoBPlay!(days)!
N&E! 8! 3f/5m! 23.2±6.3! 1.45±0.6! 77.8±16.5! PT=7!STG=1!
ACLBonly=7!
Meniscal!Repair=1! 208.50±26.3!





EBonly! 8! 3f/5m! 23.2±5.4! 1.75±0.1! 77.7±10.4! PT=6!STG=2!
ACLBonly=6!
Meniscal!Repair=2! 228.80±39.4!





Healthy! 10! 3f/7m! 23.5±3.4! 1.73±0.1! 71.7±9.9! B! B! B!











Figure!6.1! illustrates! the! study! timeline.!The!details!of!our! intervention!have!been!previously!






study!protocol!and!underwent! the! standard!ACL! rehabilitation!protocol! that! is!utilized!at!our!
institution.! At! return! to! play,!motion! capture! and! quadriceps! strength! data!was! collected! to!
assess! potential! differences! in! knee! mechanics! and! strength! between! groups.! Healthy!






into! one! of! four! groups.! All! ACL! patients! and! healthy! individuals! participated! in! one! testing!
session! at! returnFtoFplay,! wherein! quadriceps! strength! and! knee!mechanics! were!measured.!
The! faded! colors! represent! the! intervention! that! was! previously! described! in! Chapter! 5.!
Patients! in! the! combined!NMES!and!eccentric! group! (N&E)! received! the!NMES!and!eccentric!




B).! The! NMES! and! eccentric! treatments! were! considered! to! be! adjunct! treatment(s)! to! the!
overall!postFoperative!treatment!plan.!Thus,!we!did!not!strictly!control!the!basic!rehabilitation!
protocol!that!is!utilized!at!our!institution.!





flexed! to! 60°! and! their! back! supported! (SnyderFMackler! et! al.,! 1991).! Stimulating! electrodes!
were!placed!over!the!vastus!lateralis!proximally!and!the!vastus!medialis!distally!and!the!Intelect!
Legend! XT! (Chattanooga! Medical! Supply,! Chattanooga,! TN)! was! set! to! deliver! a! 2500! Hz!
alternating! current,! modulated! at! 75! bursts! per! second,! with! a! rampFup! time! of! 2! seconds,!
followed! by! a! 50Fsecond! rest! period! (Fitzgerald! et! al.,! 2003;! SnyderFMackler! et! al.,! 1991).!
Patients!were!encouraged!tolerate!the!stimulus!at!maximal!tolerance! level!and!to!relax!while!
the!NMES!was!delivered!in!order!to!avoid!voluntary!quadriceps!contraction!and!hamstring!coF
contraction.! Ten! isometric! contractions! lasting! 10! seconds! each! were! elicited! during! each!






patients! were! positioned! in! a! BLAST!™! Leg! Press! (BLAST!! Leg! Press! version! 1.2,! Bio! Logic!
Engineering!Inc.,!Dexter,!MI,!USA)!with!their!ACLFreconstructed!knee!range!of!motion!limited!to!
approximately! 20! to! 60°! of! knee! flexion! (Gerber! et! al.,! 2007b).! Once! correctly! positioned,!
patients!performed!a!warmFup! trial.! Following! the!warmFup,! patients! completed! four! sets!of!
ten! eccentric! contractions! with! two!minutes! rest! in! between! each! set.! During! the! eccentric!
contractions,! patients! were! encouraged! to! train! at! an! intensity! equal! to! 60%! of! their! oneF
repetition!maximum,!consistent!with!published!data!indicating!that! load!intensities!of!at! least!
60%!of!the!oneFrepetition!maximum!are!adequate!to!induce!strength!(Dwyer!and!Davis,!2008).!




System!3,!Biodex!Medical! Systems,! Shirley,!NY,!USA)!with! their!hips! flexed! to!90°,! their!back!
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supported,! and! their! testing! leg! and! torso! strapped! securely! into! the! dynamometer.! Once!
correctly! positioned,! patients! performed! three! maximal! knee! extension! maximal! voluntary!
isometric! (MVIC)! trials! with! the! knee! flexed! to! 90°.! The! maximal! knee! extension! torque!
produced!across!the!three!isometric!trials!with!the!ACL!reconstructed!limb!was!then!normalized!
to! body! weight.! The! contralateral,! nonFinjured! limb! quadriceps! strength! was! also! evaluated!
using! the! same! protocol! to! quantify! the! recovery! of! quadriceps! strength! in! the! ACL!
reconstruction!limb.!For!statistical!analysis,!the!quadriceps!index!(QI)!was!utilized!(Chmielewski!













All! patients! underwent! motion! analysis! testing! during! a! dynamic! singleFlegged! landing! task.!
ThreeFdimensional!biomechanical!data!were!collected!for!the!knee!joint!complex!using!a!Vicon!
system!(Vicon,!Oxford!Metrics,!London,!England)!sampling!at!240!Hz!synchronized!with!analog!
data!sampling!at!1200!Hz.!The! landing! task! required!patients! to!perform!a!singleFleg! forward!
hop!onto!a! force!plate!with!the!ACL!reconstructed! limb!or!contralateral! limb,!which!was!preF
determined!prior!to!the!trial!(OR!6F7;!Advanced!Medical!Technology,!Inc,!Watertown,!MA).!The!
distance! to! hop! was! determined! by! each! participant’s! leg! length,! defined! as! the! tip! of! the!
greater! trochanter! to! the! tip! of! the! lateral! malleolus! (Webster! et! al.,! 2004).! Trials! were!
collected! until! at! least! three! successful! trials! were! achieved! on! the! reconstructed! and! nonF







iliac! crest,! greater! trochanter,! distal! thigh,! medial! and! lateral! femoral! epicondyles,! tibial!
tuberosity,!distal!shank,! lateral!shank,!medial!and! lateral!malleoli,!calcaneus,!dorsal!navicular,!





were! subsequently!processed!within! the! respective! subject’s!Visual3D!model! to! solve! for! the!
generalized!coordinates!of!each!frame.!Rotations!were!calculated!utilizing!the!Cardan!rotation!
sequence! (Cole! et! al.,! 1993)! and! were! expressed! relative! to! each! subject’s! neutral! static!
position!(McLean!et!al.,!2007).!ThreeFdimensional!ground!reaction!force!data!was!sampled!and!
synchronized! with! the! kinematic! data! and! both! were! filtered! using! a! fourthForder,! zeroFlag,!
lowFpass!Butterworth! filter! at! 12!Hz! cutFoff! frequency! (Myer! et! al.,! 2007).! Filtered! kinematic!
and!ground!reaction!force!data!were!then!submitted!to!a!standard!inverse!dynamics!approach!
within!Visual3D!(Willson!and!Davis,!2008).!Segmental!inertial!properties!were!defined!based!on!
the! previous!work! of! Dempster! (1959).! The! intersegmental!moments! at! the! knee! joint!were!
expressed!as!flexionFextension,!adductionFabduction,!and!internalFexternal!rotational!moments!
with! respect! to! the! Cardan! axes! of! the! local! joint! coordinate! system! (McLean! et! al.,! 2007;!
McLean! et! al.,! 2005).! Kinetic! outputs!were! normalized! to! subject! body! height! and!mass! and!
represented!as!internal!moments!(Chmielewski!et!al.,!2001),!wherein!a!positive!knee!extensor!




and! fell!below!10!N! (Borotikar!et!al.,!2008;!McLean!et!al.,!2007)!and! toeFoff!equating! to!250!
msec! postFinitial! contact! (Deneweth! et! al.,! 2010).! Ensemble! averages!were! calculated! across!
stance! for!all! rotations!and!moments! (McLean!et!al.,!2004a).!From!these!ensemble!averages,!
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landing! task,! the! area! under! the! curve! derivatives! (angle! and! moment)! for! the! ACL!
reconstructed!limb!was!normalized!to!the!contralateral!nonFinjured!limb!(right!limb!normalized!
to!left! limb!for!healthy!participants)!utilizing!the!limb!symmetry!index!for!knee!mechanics!(de!
Jong!et!al.,!2007)! (Equation!6.3).! In! this!way,!each!participant’s!healthy!nonFinjured! limb!was!
used!as!their!own!control.!Though!there!are!inherent!issues!with!utilizing!the!healthy!limb!as!a!
control! postFACL! injury! and! reconstruction! as! potential! contralateral! quadriceps! strength!



















To! determine! the! effectiveness! of! the! interventions! to! improve! limb! symmetry! of! knee!
mechanics,!the!limb!symmetry!indices!for!knee!flexion!angle!and!moments!were!analyzed!using!
oneFway! analyses! of! variances! (ANOVAs)! with! post+ hoc! Bonferroni! multiple! correction!
procedures!where! appropriate.! To! determine! if! differences! in! the! limb! symmetry! index! that!
were! found! to! be! statistically! significant!were! clinically!meaningful,! standardized! effect! sizes!
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(Equation! 6.4)! and! 95%! confidence! intervals! (95%CI)! were! calculated.! Effect! sizes! were!
interpreted! using! the! guidelines! described! by! Cohen! (1977),! with! values! less! than! 0.5!
interpreted!as!weak;!values!ranging!from!0.5F0.79!interpreted!as!moderate!and!values!greater!
than!0.8!interpreted!as!strong.!Lastly,!to!examine!the!relationship!between!quadriceps!strength!
and! knee! mechanics,! multiple! linear! regressions! were! utilized! to! evaluate! the! relationship!











Significant! differences! between! groups!were! observed,! indicating! the! limb! symmetry! indices!
differed! between! groups! for! the! area! under! the! curve! for! knee! flexion! angles! and!moments!
(Angle:!F4,45=2.615,!P=0.049;!Moment:!F4,45=5.292,!P=0.002).!Specifically,!compared!to!Healthy!
individuals,! groups! NFonly! (P=0.020,! d=1.75,! 95%CI=0.72,! 2.78),! EFonly! (P=0.004,! d=1.95,!
95%CI=0.83,! 3.09)! and! STND! (P=0.005,! d=1.97,! 95%CI=0.90,! 3.04)! demonstrated! significantly!
lower,! and! clinically! meaningful,! reduced! limb! symmetry! for! knee! extension! moments.! This!
reduced! limb! symmetry! was! driven! by! small! knee! extension! moments! with! the! ACL!
reconstructed!limb!(Table!6.2,!Figure!6.2).!Group!N&E!observationally!displayed!reduced!knee!
extension!moments!with! their! ACL! reconstructed! limb! that!were! clinically!meaningful! (Table!
6.2,!d=1.61,!95%CI=0.55,!2.69),!but!not!statistically!different! from!Healthy!controls! (P=0.060).!
Furthermore,! though! an! overall!main! effect! of! limb! symmetry!was! detected! for! knee! flexion!
angles,! only! the! NFonly! group! tended! to! demonstrate! lower! limb! symmetry! as! compared! to!
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Index!Group! ACL! Healthy! ACL! Healthy!
N&E! 33.26±9.7! 50.80±11.1! 66.72±19.0! N1362.59±256.7! N1509.59±302.3! 92.38±21.1!
NNonly! 33.40±17.2! 50.03±10.2! 64.22±19.0*! N1039.21±374.5! N1412.18±363.6! 73.38±18.0!
ENonly! 21.98±11.2! 41.64±13.9! 55.35±24.1*! N1260.83±500.3! N1499.86±469.1! 83.74±23.3!
STND! 27.59±9.9! 46.94±9.6! 58.75±20.1*! N1238.67±215.9! N1601.55±161.9! 78.10±15.9!














































This! study!was!conducted! to!determine! the!effectiveness!of!a! combined!NMES!and!eccentric!
exercise!intervention!to!restore!limb!symmetry,!and!to!analyze!the!relationship!between!limb!
symmetry!and!quadriceps!strength.!It!was!found!that!compared!to!healthy!individuals,!patients!
that! received! the! NMESDonly,! eccentricDonly,! or! standard! of! care! interventions! displayed! a!
significantly! lower! limb! symmetry! index! (i.e.! greater! bilateral! difference)! in! knee! extension!
moment! during! a! singleDlegged! landing! task.! Though! not! statistically! significant,! a! clinically!
meaningful! trend! towards! reduced! limb! symmetry! index! was! found! between! the! combined!
intervention!(N&E)!and!healthy!individuals!for!knee!extension!moment.!Knee!flexion!angles!did!
not! appear! to! be! as! affected! as! knee! extension! moment! postDACL! reconstruction,! as! no!
significant! group! differences! were! identified.! Lastly,! quadriceps! strength! was! found! to! be!
significantly! related! to! limb! symmetry! for! sagittal! plane! mechanics,! suggesting! that! if!
quadriceps!strength!is!improved,!sagittal!plane!biomechanics!will!be!positively!affected.!Taken!
together,!these!results!suggest!that!our!combined!NMES!and!eccentric!exercise!intervention!is!
more! effective! than! standard! of! care! or! the! separate! application! of! NMES! and! eccentrics!
exercise! therapies,! which! is! in! agreement! with! our! previous! work! (Chapter! 5).! However,!
differences! in! knee!mechanics! as! assessed! by! the! limb! symmetry! index! still! existed! to! some!
extent!in!the!ACL!limb,!despite!the!success!of!the!combined!intervention!(N&E),!which!indicates!






This! difference!was! driven!by! reduced! knee! extension!moments!with! the! reconstructed! limb!
(Table!6.2).! The! combined!group! (N&E)!observationally!displayed! reduced! limb! symmetry! for!
















et! al.! (2006)! is! the! only! other! study! to! have! examined! alterations! in! knee! kinematics! postD
reconstruction!after!the!application!of!an!eccentric!exercise!intervention.!In!this!cohort!(Coury!
et! al.,! 2006),! it! was! observed! that! knee! flexion! improved! from! baseline! (pre:! 51°! post:! 58°)!
during! level!ground!walking! (5.0!km/h)! following!a!12Dweek!eccentric!exercise! intervention! in!
five! male! individuals! that! were! approximately! nine! months! postDsurgery.! Though! this! is! a!
relatively! small! sample! (Coury! et! al.,! 2006),! and! there! is! limited! data! on! this! topic,! we! had!
anticipated!that!our!patients!would!respond!similarly.!From!a!clinical!standpoint,!given!that!the!
main! function! of! the! quadriceps! muscle! is! eccentric! actions,! we! had! anticipated! that!
participants!who!trained!eccentrically!would!be!better!able! to!utilize! their!quadriceps!muscle!
during!activity!and!would!therefore!demonstrate!sagittal!plane!knee!movement!more!similar!to!
their! nonDinjured! limb.! Although! it! is! not! entirely! clear! as! to! why! the! eccentricDonly! group!
demonstrated! reduced! limb! symmetry! for! knee! extension! moment! as! compared! to! the!
combined! group! (N&E),! there! are! a! couple! of! plausible! explanations.! One! possibility! is! that!
exposure!to!the!eccentric!exercise!treatment!did!not!transfer!to!a!more!efficient!utilization!of!
eccentric!muscle!actions!during!the!hopping!task.!In!other!words,!there!may!have!been!a!lack!of!
a! transfer! or! motorDlearning! effect.! Similar! to! our! work,! others! have! found! that! strength!
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training!alone!is!not!sufficient!to!alter!lower!extremity!jump!landing!mechanics!(Herman!et!al.,!
2008).! Specifically,! it! is! thought! that! in! addition! to! muscle! strengthening,! rehabilitation!
programs!should! include!a!neuromuscular! component! to!positively! influence! lower!extremity!
mechanics! (Myer! et! al.,! 2005).! Thus,! it! seems! plausible! that! the! combination! of! NMES! and!
eccentric! exercise!may! have! been!more! effective,! as! a! variety! of!modalities! that! are! able! to!
target!both! the!strength!as!well!as! the!neural! components!of!muscle!may!have!been!able! to!
better! augment!movement,! and!promote!utilization! of! the! quadriceps!muscle! during! activity!
(Herman!et!al.,!2008).!Another!possibility! is!that!there!was!a!psychological!component!to!this!
singleDlegged!hopping!activity,! and! that! individuals!placed! into! the!eccentricDonly!group!were!
simply!not!as!comfortable!performing! this!activity!as!others,!despite! the! fact! that! they!had!a!
similar!quadriceps! strength! index! to! group!N&E! (Table!6.3).! This! potential! fear!of! reDinjury! is!
common! postDACL! reconstruction! (Langford! et! al.,! 2009)! and! is! associated! with! reduced!
function! (Chmielewski! et! al.,! 2008).! As! such,! this! potential! psychological! factor! could! have!
resulted! in! the! eccentric! group! utilizing! less! quadriceps! function,! resulting! in! a! lower! knee!




Interestingly,!no!significant!difference!was! found! in! the! limb!symmetry! index! for!knee! flexion!




identified.!To!accomplish! this!movement!pattern,! it! is!possible! that!our!ACL!participants!may!
have!adopted!a!forward!trunk!lean!during!landing.!In!this!scenario,!by!leaning!the!body’s!center!
of!mass!anteriorly,!the!ground!reaction!force!would!have!been!repositioned!closer!to!the!knee!
joint! complex,! resulting! in! a! smaller! moment! arm! and! a! consequent! reduction! in! the! knee!
extension! moment! (Winter,! 2005).! This! alteration! in! trunk! flexion,! leading! to! reduced! knee!









Individuals! with! less! sideDtoDside! strength! deficits! were! able! to! demonstrate! movement!
patterns!that!more!closely!resemble!their!nonDinjured!limb.!This!result!supports!our!hypothesis,!
and! is! in! agreement! with! previous! literature! (Lewek! et! al.,! 2002;! Oberländer! et! al.,! 2013;!
SnyderDMackler!et!al.,! 1991),! indicating! that!alterations! in!knee!mechanics!are! in!part!due! to!
residual!muscle!weakness.!Similar!to!our!work,!Oberländer!and!colleagues!(2013)!found!that!at!
12Dmonths! postDreconstruction,! deficits! in! quadriceps! strength! assessed! via! MVIC! were!
significantly! correlated! with! reduced! knee! extension! moments! during! their! singleDlegged!
hopping!task.!This!relationship!has!also!been!corroborated!by!Lewek!et!al.!(2002)!and!SnyderD
Mackler! et! al.! (1991).! Specifically,! Lewek! et! al.! (2002)! found! that! patients! with! a! greater!
recovery! of! quadriceps! strength! postDreconstruction! were! able! to! produce! knee! extension!
moments!and!angles! that!were! indistinguishable! from!healthy!controls!and!were!significantly!




knee! joint! moments! and! angles! can! be! explained! by! quadriceps! strength.! As! such,! though!









the!nonDinjured! limb!postDACL! injury! (Hiemstra! et! al.,! 2007),! this! data! analysis! technique!has!
previously!been!employed!by!several!studies!investigating!the!motion!of!the!ACL!deficient!(Li!et!
al.,!2006)!and!reconstructed!knees!(Deneweth!et!al.,!2010;!Oberländer!et!al.,!2013;!Papannagari!




can!only! speculate! that!our!ACL!patients!may!have!utilized!a! forward! trunk! lean! to!maintain!
knee!flexion!angles!with!a!concurrent!reduced!knee!extension!moment.!Third,!this!investigation!
utilized! a!mixed! cohort! of! patients,! including! two! graft! types! and! patients! that! underwent! a!
variety!of!concomitant!meniscal!procedures!(Table!6.1).!Due!to!the!small!group!sample!size,!this!
investigation!was!not!adequately!powered!to!analyze!these!potential!covariates!as!factors!that!
may! have! altered! sagittal! plane! knee! mechanics.! In! our! own! work,! we! have! found! that!
concomitant!meniscectomy! and/or!meniscal! repair! does! lead! to! greater! quadriceps! strength!
deficits!than!isolated!ACL!reconstruction!(Lepley!et!al.,!In!Review).!Furthermore,!at!this!point!in!







asymmetries! and! strength! deficits! are! thought! to! increase! the! risk! of! contralateral! and!
ipsilateral!limb!injury!(Paterno!et!al.,!2010;!Schmitt!et!al.,!2012).!It!is!therefore!concerning!that!
the! combined! ACL! patients! (N&E)! were! the! only! group! that! displayed! knee! mechanic! limb!
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symmetry! indices! that! were! comparable! to! healthy! individuals.! Though! the! N&E! group!
outcomes!were!superior!to!the!standard!of!care!and!isolated!NMES!and!eccentric!therapies,!our!
combined! group! (N&E)! still! displayed! alterations! in! knee! mechanics! (Limb! symmetry! index:!
Moment=66%,! Angle=92%),! and! also! quadriceps! strength! deficits! (QI=85%)! below! what! is!
deemed! healthy! (QI>90%).! Based! on! these! results,! a! longer! eccentric! intervention! postD
reconstruction!may! be! beneficial,! as! this! therapy!was! found! to! be! the! driving! factor! behind!
strength!gains! in!our!previous!work!(Chapter!5).!Additionally!of!the!ACL!patients! in!our!study,!








limb! symmetry! better! than! the! separate! application! of! NMES,! eccentric! exercise! or! the!








The! overarching! goal! of! this! dissertation! was! to! develop! novel! rehabilitation! approaches!
capable!of!markedly!improving!the!recovery!of!quadriceps!strength!postDreconstruction!and!to!
gain!a!more!detailed!understanding!of!the!effect!of!QAF!on!postDoperative!quadriceps!function.!
With!more! than!50%!of!ACL! reconstructed! limbs! suffering! from! joint!degeneration!within!10!
years!of!injury,!and!the!occurrence!of!ACL!injury!continually!increasing,!these!data!are!essential!
to! improving! quality! of! life! and! preserving! longDterm! knee! joint! health.!With! this! purpose! in!
mind,!the!specific!aims!of!this!dissertation!were!developed!to!illuminate!our!understanding!of!
therapies! and! rehabilitation! approaches! capable! of! improving! knee! function! postD
reconstruction.!Furthermore,!this!dissertation!was!developed!so!that!data!emerging!from!this!
work! could! immediately! inform! clinical! decisionDmaking! and! be! transitioned! into! clinical!
practice.!As!such,!a!primary!strength!of!this!dissertation!is!the!clinical!applicability!of!this!work.!
Below!is!a!brief!summary!of!each!study,!key!outcomes!and!clinical! implications,!which!clearly!




determined! in! the!unexercised! limb.! This! study! represented! the! first! investigation! to!provide!
insight! into! the! neuromuscular! response! of! the! unexercised! quadriceps! muscle! to! eccentric!
crossDeducation! training! using! volitional! muscle! activation! testing.! Moreover,! this! study! is!
unique! because! it! is! the! first! to! determine! the! dose! of! eccentric! exercise! necessary! to! elicit!
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quadriceps!strength!and!activation!gains!in!the!unexercised!knee.!The!key!outcomes!from!this!
study! was! that! eccentric! exercise! resulted! in! both! mode! and! velocity! specific! gains! in!
quadriceps! strength! in! the!exercised!and!unexercised! limb!of!healthy!participants.! Further,! it!
was!also!found!that!fiveDweeks!of!eccentric!crossDeducation!training!was!sufficient!to!improve!
quadriceps! strength! in! the! unexercised! limb.! A! trend! towards! greater! quadriceps! volitional!
activation!(less!QAF)!was!also!detected!in!the!unexercised!limb,!suggesting!that!strength!gains!
likely! occurred! due! to! enhanced! neural! activity! of! the! quadriceps! muscle.! From! a! clinical!
perspective!these!data! indicate!that!eccentric!crossDeducation!may!be!an!effective!therapy!to!
improve!quadriceps!activation!and!strength!deficits.!Though!future!work!needs!to!be!done!to!
either! confirm! or! refute! these! data,! based! on! our! results,! it! is! recommend! that! clinicians!
consider! utilizing! this! type! of! therapy! immediately! following! ACL! reconstruction! to! improve!
quadriceps!function!and!then!transition!to!eccentric!exercise!with!the! involved!limb!once!it! is!
clinically!appropriate.!
Examining! the! role! of!QAF! further,& Chapter& 4! investigated! the! relationship! between! preDand!
postDoperative!quadriceps! activation! and! strength.! This! investigation!was!undertaken! to!help!
design!more!effective!preDoperative!rehabilitation!interventions!by!identifying!the!factors!that!
contribute! to! the!best! recovery!of!quadriceps! function!postDreconstruction.! It!was! found!that!
preDoperative!activation!was!positively!related!to!postDoperative!activation,!and!preDoperative!
strength! was! positively! related! to! postDoperative! strength.! No! relationship! between! preDand!
postDoperative!quadriceps! activation! and! strength!was! identified.! This! is! first! investigation! to!
examine! the! effect! between! preDand! postDoperative! quadriceps! activation,! and! our! results!




reconstruction! itself,!as!deficits! in!quadriceps!neural!activity!were!for!the!most!part,! resolved!
prior!to!surgery.!Knowing!that!there!are!chronic!adaptations!in!quadriceps!neural!activity!that!
do! not! resolve! with! traditional! rehabilitation! is! a! valuable! clinical! point.! This! information! is!
especially!important!as!chronic!QAF!is!hypothesized!to!be!a!mechanism!of!postDtraumatic!OA.!
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Based! on! these! outcomes,! it! is! recommended! that! rehabilitation! programs! prior! to! ACL!
reconstruction! continue! to! focus! on! maximizing! strength! to! improve! the! postDoperative!
recovery! of! strength.! Additionally! it! is! recommended! that! clinicians! employ! therapies! that!
target! and! reduce! QAF! prior! to! ACL! reconstruction! to! improve! the! volitional! recovery! of!




Chapters& 5& and& 6! detail! a! novel! clinical! investigation! that! was! conducted! to! determine! the!
effectiveness!of!a!combined!NMES!and!eccentric!exercise!intervention!to!improve!the!recovery!
of! quadriceps! strength! (Chapter! 5)! and! knee!mechanics! (Chapter! 6)! postDACL! reconstruction.!
Though! this! was! a! preliminary! investigation,! this! is! the! first! study! to! employ! a! combined!
therapeutic! approach! to! combat! quadriceps! weakness! by! utilizing! therapies! that! have! been!
shown!to!remove!QAF!and!minimize!muscle!atrophy.!In!Chapter&5,!it!was!found!that!eccentric!






combined!NMES!and!eccentric!exercise! intervention!was! found!to! restore!sagittal!plane!knee!
mechanic! limb!symmetry!better! than! the!separate!application!of!NMES,!eccentric!exercise!or!
the! standard!of! care.!Moreover,! it!was! found! that! greater! knee! flexion! angles! and!moments!
over!stance!were!positively!related!to!quadriceps!strength.!Taken!together,!these!data!suggest!
that! a! longer! eccentric! exercise! intervention!may! be! beneficial! as! this! was! found! to! be! the!





Though! the! studies! in! this! dissertation! represent! significant! advances! in! rehabilitation!
approaches,! this! dissertation! is! not! without! limitations! and! future! research! is! needed! to!
continue!to!elucidate!treatments!capable!of!improving!the!recovery!of!quadriceps!strength.!
The!primary! limitation! to! this! dissertation! is! that! alterations! in!muscle!morphology!were!not!
measured,! and! this! was! due! to! financial! resources.! However,! given! our! results,! it! seems!
pertinent!that!future!research!utilizes!methods!to!detect!these!changes.!At!the!macroDlevel,!it!is!
recommended! that! future!work!measures! changes! in!muscle! crossDsectional! area,! pennation!
angle! and/or! volume.! At! the! microDlevel,! detecting! for! changes! in! muscle! fiber! type! and!
possible!sarcomeres!adaptations!utilizing!muscle!biopsy!and! tissue!staining! techniques! is!also!
recommended.! Moreover,! tracking! changes! in! circulating! biomarkers,! such! as! myostatin!
(atrophyDinducing!signaling!molecule)!could!help!to!explain!changes!in!muscle!fiber!growth!and!
strength.! Taken! together,! a! combination! of! macroD! and! microD! level! measures! as! well! as!
studying! the! cellular! response! of! muscle! should! help! to! more! fully! clarify! the! precise!
adaptations! in!muscle!morphology!that!affect!strength! in!response!to!ACL! injury,!surgery!and!
therapeutic!interventions.!
Along!the!same!lines,!another!limitation!is!that!the!superimposed!burst!technique!was!the!only!
neurological! measure! utilized! to! quantify! alterations! in! quadriceps! activation.! Though! the!
superimposed!burst!technique!is!commonly!employed!in!the!ACL!literature!to!detect!QAF,!this!
measure!does!not!directly!measure!alterations!in!alpha!motorneuron!pool!excitability.!Rather,!
this! technique! accounts! for! an! individual’s! capability! to! volitionally! utilize! their! quadriceps!
muscle! during! an! isometric! contraction.! Accordingly,! going! forward,! future! investigations!
should! consider! utilizing! a! combination! of! neural! measures! to! better! understand! the!
mechanisms! underlying! the! changes! in! quadriceps! neural! activity.! To! accomplish! this,! it! is!
recommended!that!future!work!utilize!methods!such!as!the!Hoffman!reflex!to!track!alterations!
in!spinal! reflexive!activity!as!well!as! the!VDwave,!which!accounts! for!descending!motor! input.!
Furthermore,!the!use!of!methodology!such!as!transcranial!magnetic!stimulation!could!account!
for! cortical! changes.!Together,! these! spinal! reflexive!and!cortical!measures!would!allow! for!a!
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more! precise! determinant! of! quadriceps! activation! failure! in! addition! to! the! superimposed!
burst!technique.!
It!would!also!be!beneficial!for!future!work!to!examine!the!effect!of!graft!type!(patellar!tendon!
v.! semitendinosus! gracilis)! on!quadriceps! activation,! as! it! is! unknown!what! effect! these! graft!
types! have! on! quadriceps! neural! activity.! Given! that! University! of! Michigan! is! primarily! a!
patellar! tendon!graft! center,! combining!data! sets!with!other! institutions! that!primarily!utilize!
hamstring! grafts! may! be! an! approach! that! can! help! determine! if! differences! in! quadriceps!
activation!exists!between!these!two!graft!types.!
Lastly,!going!forward,! it!would!be! ideal! for!our!preliminary! intervention!work!to!be!evaluated!
using! a! randomized! control! trial.! Though! no! group! selection! bias! was! detected! in! the!
intervention! trial,! confirmed! by! the! fact! that! no! preDoperative! differences! in! quadriceps!










A.i)! underwent! pilot! testing.! Paired! tDtests! were! utilized! to! detect! if! a! change! in! quadriceps!
activation!(Table!A.ii)!and!strength!(Table!A.iii)!occurred!in!the!nonDdominant!limb!between!A)!
week!1!and!week!4,!B)!week!1!and!week!8,!and!C)!week!4!and!week!8.!No!change!in!quadriceps!
activation! or! strength! was! found! (P>0.05),! suggesting! that! exposure! to! the! equipment! and!
testing!protocol!did!not!cause!a!change!in!quadriceps!function.!
Table&A.i&Participant&Demographics&
Subjects! Sex! Age!(yrs)! Height!(m)! Mass!(kg)!
Pilot!1! Male! 19! 1.45! 66.68!
Pilot!2! Female! 22! 1.75! 68.04!




Subjects! Wk1! Wk2! Wk3! Wk4! Wk5! Wk6! Wk7! Wk8!
Pilot!1! 90.30! 84.27! 92.22! 84.45! 89.12! 93.24! 89.65! 90.49!
Pilot!2! 95.43! 98.02! 97.35! 97.43! 97.83! 97.47! 98.64! 96.64!
Pilot!3! 90.84! 92.97! 91.98! 98.59! 89.50! 94.88! 88.51! 91.83!
!
Table&A.iii&Quadriceps&Strength&(Nm/kg&[mean])&
Subjects! Mode! Wk1! Wk2! Wk3! Wk4! Wk5! Wk6! Wk7! Wk8!
Pilot!1! CON!30!
deg/sec!
2.00! 1.86! 2.35! 2.10! 2.17! 2.61! 2.18! 2.36!
Pilot!2! 1.75! 1.62! 1.72! 1.63! 1.87! 1.84! 1.75! 1.89!
Pilot!3! 2.11! 2.16! 2.34! 2.26! 2.55! 2.58! 2.61! 2.27!
Pilot!1! CON!60!
deg/sec!
1.73! 1.60! 2.08! 1.76! 1.86! 2.11! 1.93! 1.90!
Pilot!2! 1.27! 1.33! 1.32! 1.57! 1.58! 1.38! 1.46! 1.79!
Pilot!3! 1.78! 1.49! 1.95! 2.04! 2.51! 2.03! 2.03! 1.80!
Pilot!1! ECC!30!
deg/sec!
1.76! 2.25! 2.35! 2.24! 2.06! 1.98! 2.00! 2.08!
Pilot!2! 2.01! 2.18! 1.80! 1.77! 1.72! 1.49! 1.65! 1.61!
Pilot!3! 1.68! 1.89! 1.85! 1.87! 2.53! 2.33! 2.20! 2.25!
Pilot!1! ECC!60!
deg/sec!
2.43! 2.72! 2.73! 2.18! 2.10! 2.17! 1.83! 2.08!
Pilot!2! 1.90! 2.05! 1.81! 1.83! 1.93! 1.57! 1.31! 1.83!



















! ! Week! !
Exercise! 1! 2! 3!
Forward!Run! 10!reps! 10!reps! 10!reps!
Retro!Run! 10!reps! 10!reps! 10!reps!
Side!Shuffles! 10!reps! 10!reps! 10!reps!
Carioca’s! 10!reps! 10!reps! 10!reps!
Forward!Skip! 10!reps! 10!reps! 10!reps!
Retro!Skip! 10!reps! 10!reps! 10!reps!
Quick!Step! ! 5!reps!x!20!seconds! 5!reps!x!20!seconds!
Double!Leg!Line!Hop! ! 5!reps!x!20!seconds! 5!reps!x!20!seconds!
Double!Leg!Square!
Hop! ! 5!reps!x!20!seconds! 5!reps!x!20!seconds!
Cutting! ! ! 10!reps!(1/2!basketball!court)!
Shuttle!Run! ! ! 10!reps!(full!basketball!court)!




















hop! laterally! back! to! box! 1.!Week! 2! of! agilities! perform! this! pattern:! 1,! 2,! 3,! 4.!Week! 3! of!
agilities,!switch!to!this!pattern:!1,!3,!2,!4.+
Cutting:+Run!at! a!45º!angle! for!3X5! steps.! Plant!on! the!outside! leg! and! cut!90º!and! continue!
another!3X5!steps.!Continue!this!zigXzag!pattern!to!halfXcourt!(basketball)!or!about!20!yards.+
Shuttle+ Runs:+Perform!either! on! a! basketball! court! or! outside,! about! 40! yards! total! distance.!
Start!on! the!baseline,! run!and!touch!the! freeXthrow! line,! then!return!and!touch!the!baseline.!
Next,! run! and! touch!halfXcourt,! then!back! and! touch.! Then! run!and! touch! the!opposite! freeX



































74! 127.01! NMonly! 31! 43! 50! 16.90! 16.04! 94.89! 72!
79! 92.98! NMonly! 30! 36! 30! 17.65! 6.78! 38.43! 37!
88! 46.20! NMonly! 40! 40! 55! 9.83! 10.92! 111.08! 65!
92! 58.20! NMonly! 19! 19! 45! 5.27! 1.52! 28.92! 45!
96! 89.81! N&E! 45! 58! 58! 4.62! 6.40! 138.47! 85!
97! 63.50! NMonly! 50! 50! 58! 10.46! 8.45! 80.78! 60!
99! 79.38! NMonly! 47! 50! 60! 10.07! 4.07! 40.38! 65!
102! 84.39! NMonly! 45! 50! 55! 27.81! 6.60! 23.74! 60!
103! 86.18! NMonly! 33! 45! 75! 15.97! 4.34! 27.17! 75!
104! 86.21! N&E! 52! 60! 65! 5.29! 1.78! 33.65! 65!
106! 83.00! N&E! 50! 60! 85! 55.53! 19.75! 35.58! 85!
107! 58.97! N&E! 40! 60! 85! 29.91! 9.66! 32.29! 85!
108! 97.97! NMonly! 46! 50! 70! 10.29! 2.29! 22.22! 70!
109! 59.42! N&E! 50! 50! 60! 16.50! 5.08! 30.79! 60!
111! 80.65! NMonly! 32! 40! 50! 9.66! 7.51! 77.79! 50!
113! 102.51! N&E! 50! 55! 65! 6.92! 2.79! 40.24! 65!
114! 83.46! N&E! 37! 40! 80! 11.87! 3.29! 27.73! 80!










































74! 127.01! NMonly! 92! 27.5! 15.26! 55.49! 100! 95! 45.57! 19.03! 41.75! 100!
79! 92.98! NMonly! 38! 24.78! 8.52! 34.37! 48! 60! 47.22! 11.89! 25.18! 66!
88! 46.20! NMonly! 65! 12.10! 14.25! 117.76! 66! 63! 15.80! 10.03! 63.48! 63!
92! 58.20! NMonly! 70! 27.03! 8.12! 30.04! 70! 85! 57.46! 17.46! 30.39! 85!
96! 89.81! N&E! 85! 15.31! 9.70! 63.32! 85! 100! 44.92! 34.21! 76.16! 95!
97! 63.50! NMonly! 80! 19.74! 5.54! 28.06! 80! 85! 26.17! 11.82! 45.18! 80!
99! 79.38! NMonly! 65! 11.23! 9.95! 88.60! 65! 70! 22.36! 9.89! 44.22! 85!
102! 84.39! NMonly! 65! 40.97! 11.64! 28.40! 60! 68! 45.98! 12.11! 26.34! 68!
103! 86.18! NMonly! 100! 46.87! 11.69! 24.94! 100! 100! 55.97! 4.78! 8.54! 100!
104! 86.21! N&E! 95! 17.84! 9.99! 55.99! 95! 100! 26.84! 6.31! 23.51! 100!
106! 83.00! N&E! 90! 49.43! 28.77! 58.20! 90! 100! 87.01! 62.60! 71.95! 100!
107! 58.97! N&E! 90! 41.67! 15.45! 37.07! 90! 100! 46.43! 27.81! 59.90! 100!
108! 97.97! NMonly! 100! 24.83! 6.11! 24.61! 100! 100! 60.33! 5.86! 9.71! 100!
109! 59.42! N&E! 75! 17.79! 4.77! 26.81! 75! 85! 25.93! 10.57! 40.76! 85!
111! 80.65! NMonly! 50! 20.13! 10.43! 51.81! 50! 65! 26.02! 16.14! 62.04! 65!
113! 102.51! N&E! 85! 44.29! 10.54! 23.80! 85! 100! 48.53! 10.20! 21.01! 100!
114! 83.46! N&E! 80! 18.38! 5.28! 28.72! 80! 100! 25.27! 13.61! 53.85! 100!










































74! 127.01! NMonly! 100! 96.346! 17.15! 17.80! 100! 88! 102.76! 17.40! 16.93! 100!
79! 92.98! NMonly! 90! 62.36! 10.08! 16.16! 96! 91! 60.79! 8.60! 14.15! 100!
88! 46.20! NMonly! 71! 26.89! 8.51! 29.75! 71! 71! 28.97! 10.14! 35.00! 71!
92! 58.20! NMonly! 100! 67.052! 17.19! 25.64! 100! 100! 79.44! 28.65! 36.06! 100!
96! 89.81! N&E! 100! 68.039! 14.70! 21.61! 100! 100! 90.46! 3.89! 4.30! 100!
97! 63.50! NMonly! 90! 43.071! 8.89! 20.64! 90! 100! 69.63! 21.42! 30.76! 100!
99! 79.38! NMonly! 90! 36.792! 9.89! 26.88! 90! 100! 83.92! 36.82! 43.87! 100!
102! 84.39! NMonly! 70! 54.864! 14.88! 27.12! 70! 75! 84.59! 44.52! 52.62! 100!
103! 86.18! NMonly! 100! 92.35! 7.17! 7.76! 100! 100! 118.57! 4.74! 4.00! 100!
104! 86.21! N&E! 100! 29.846! 7.37! 24.69! 100! 100! 40.82! 21.19! 51.90! 100!
106! 83.00! N&E! 100! 96.275! 60.47! 62.81! 100! 100! 110.92! 76.57! 69.03! 100!
107! 58.97! N&E! 100! 49.199! 28.65! 58.23! 100! 100! 57.72! 45.34! 78.55! 100!
108! 97.97! NMonly! 100! 56.686! 3.99! 7.04! 100! 100! 59.08! 2.67! 4.52! 100!
109! 59.42! N&E! 100! 51.211! 12.99! 25.37! 100! 100! 69.41! 36.74! 52.92! 100!
111! 80.65! NMonly! 85! 55.02! 19.25! 34.99! 90! 100! 62.67! 25.24! 40.26! 100!
113! 102.51! N&E! 100! 56.95! 13.47! 23.65! 100! 100! 105.97! 10.77! 10.16! 100!
114! 83.46! N&E! 100! 48.12! 12.45! 25.87! 100! 100! 67.28! 21.71! 32.26! 100!


































96! 89.81! N&E! 234.00! 251.25! 107.37! 234.00! 285.50! 122.01! 321.00! 337.50! 105.14! 321.00! 251.00! 78.19!
104! 86.21! N&E! 126.00! 182.50! 144.84! 126.00! 174.75! 138.69! 205.00! 223.50! 109.02! 205.00! 204.50! 99.76!
106! 83.00! N&E! 221.00! 165.50! 74.89! 221.00! 180.00! 81.45! 287.00! 228.75! 79.70! 287.00! 244.75! 85.28!
107! 58.97! N&E! 138.00! 160.50! 116.30! 138.00! 159.00! 115.22! 179.00! 209.75! 117.18! 179.00! 239.00! 133.52!
109! 59.42! N&E! 191.00! 151.25! 79.19! 191.00! 134.00! 70.16! 257.00! 179.00! 69.65! 257.00! 187.50! 72.96!
113! 102.51! N&E! 252.00! 211.25! 83.83! 252.00! 216.00! 85.71! 277.00! 232.50! 83.94! 277.00! 296.75! 107.13!
114! 83.46! N&E! 217.00! 134.00! 61.75! 217.00! 150.50! 69.35! 253.00! 239.00! 94.47! 253.00! 257.50! 101.78!
121! 97.97! EMonly!! 142.00! 92.75! 65.32! 142.00! 162.00! 114.08! 278.00! 213.90! 76.94! 278.00! 255.75! 92.00!
122! 82.46! EMonly!! 234.00! 147.50! 63.03! 234.00! 198.25! 84.72! 352.00! 277.50! 78.84! 352.00! 296.00! 84.09!
123! 74.84! EMonly!! 334.00! 209.00! 62.57! 334.00! 205.25! 61.45! 374.00! 311.00! 83.16! 374.00! 348.00! 93.05!
124! 66.36! EMonly!! 104.00! 115.50! 111.06! 104.00! 134.25! 129.09! 106.00! 145.75! 137.50! 106.00! 192.25! 181.37!
125! 67.54! EMonly!! 164.00! 126.75! 164.00! 164.00! 98.25! 59.91! 206.00! 160.00! 77.67! 206.00! 173.25! 84.10!
126! 59.37! N&E! 109.00! 110.25! 101.15! 109.00! 137.00! 125.69! 129.00! 146.00! 113.18! 129.00! 163.25! 126.55!


































96! 89.81! N&E! 338.00! 270.50! 80.03! 338.00! 213.25! 63.09! 354.00! 343.25! 96.96! 354.00! 370.25! 104.59!
104! 86.21! N&E! 271.00! 297.50! 109.78! 271.00! 338.00! 124.72! 304.00! 316.75! 104.19! 304.00! 315.25! 103.70!
106! 83.00! N&E! 340.00! 285.00! 83.82! 340.00! 284.25! 83.60! 367.00! 323.50! 88.15! 367.00! 313.50! 85.42!
107! 58.97! N&E! 256.00! 267.00! 104.30! 256.00! 288.75! 112.79! 281.00! 284.75! 101.33! 281.00! 230.50! 82.03!
109! 59.42! N&E! 294.00! 197.50! 67.18! 294.00! 205.50! 69.90! 309.00! 214.00! 69.26! 309.00! 217.00! 70.23!
113! 102.51! N&E! 336.00! 296.75! 88.32! 336.00! 344.75! 102.60! 430.00! 397.50! 92.44! 430.00! 397.50! 92.44!
114! 83.46! N&E! 289.00! 295.25! 102.16! 289.00! 311.50! 107.79! 308.00! 345.00! 112.01! 308.00! 381.00! 123.70!
121! 97.97! EMonly!! 309.00! 269.00! 87.06! 309.00! 333.75! 108.01! 324.00! 338.25! 104.40! 324.00! 335.75! 103.63!
122! 82.46! EMonly!! 392.00! 359.25! 91.65! 392.00! 426.75! 108.86! 395.00! 459.00! 116.20! 395.00! 521.50! 132.03!
123! 74.84! EMonly!! 489.00! 451.75! 92.38! 489.00! 511.00! 104.50! 500.00! 482.80! 96.56! 500.00! 482.80! 96.56!
124! 66.36! EMonly!! 120.00! 202.50! 168.75! 120.00! 238.25! 198.54! 126.00! 247.00! 196.03! 126.00! 247.00! 196.03!
125! 67.54! EMonly!! 245.00! 224.25! 91.53! 245.00! 244.50! 99.80! 297.00! 263.75! 88.80! 297.00! 320.00! 107.74!
126! 59.37! N&E! 143.00! 188.50! 131.82! 143.00! 208.25! 145.63! 156.00! 225.00! 144.23! 156.00! 234.25! 150.16!


































96! 89.81! N&E! 385.00! 378.00! 98.18! 385.00! 359.50! 93.38! 415.00! 487.75! 117.53! 415.00! 526.25! 126.81!
104! 86.21! N&E! 334.00! 318.75! 95.43! 334.00! 303.25! 90.79! 361.00! 320.50! 88.78! 361.00! 320.50! 88.78!
106! 83.00! N&E! 386.00! 319.25! 82.71! 386.00! 360.50! 93.39! 394.00! 400.25! 101.59! 394.00! 413.50! 104.95!
107! 58.97! N&E! 316.00! 236.00! 74.68! 316.00! 255.25! 80.78! 322.00! 283.50! 88.04! 322.00! 325.00! 100.93!
109! 59.42! N&E! 314.00! 220.25! 70.14! 314.00! 228.75! 72.85! 323.00! 244.50! 75.70! 323.00! 280.75! 86.92!
113! 102.51! N&E! 456.00! 468.50! 102.74! 476.00! 461.50! 96.95! 476.00! 502.25! 105.51! 476.00! 563.25! 118.33!
114! 83.46! N&E! 318.00! 440.00! 138.36! 318.00! 438.50! 137.89! 357.00! 437.00! 122.41! 357.00! 500.50! 140.20!
121! 97.97! EMonly!! 358.00! 357.25! 99.79! 377.00! 390.50! 103.58! 377.00! 445.75! 118.24! 377.00! 445.75! 118.24!
122! 82.46! EMonly!! 421.00! 505.75! 120.13! 421.00! 493.75! 117.28! 427.00! 495.75! 116.10! 427.00! 550.25! 128.86!
123! 74.84! EMonly!! 531.00! 547.25! 103.06! 531.00! 593.00! 111.68! 537.00! 567.75! 105.73! 537.00! 591.50! 110.15!
124! 66.36! EMonly!! 150.00! 323.50! 215.67! 150.00! 343.25! 228.83! 159.00! 375.00! 235.85! 159.00! 326.25! 205.19!
125! 67.54! EMonly!! 345.00! 393.25! 113.99! 345.00! 382.25! 110.80! 350.00! 421.50! 120.43! 350.00! 460.00! 131.43!
126! 59.37! N&E! 179.00! 245.25! 137.01! 179.00! 242.25! 135.34! 219.00! 232.00! 105.94! 219.00! 245.75! 112.21!








SUBJECTS! GROUP! SEX! AGE!(YRS)! HEIGHT!(M)! MASS!(KG)!
1! EX! F! 22! 1.63! 65.77!
3! EX! M! 24! 1.83! 86.18!
4! EX! F! 27! 1.57! 47.62!
5! EX! M! 25! 1.68! 68.20!
6! EX! F! 22! 1.65! 54.40!
8! EX! M! 25! 1.83! 81.64!
10! EX! M! 20! 1.78! 74.84!
11! EX! M! 22! 1.85! 90.72!
13! EX! F! 20! 1.78! 65.77!
102! CNTRL! F! 24! 1.73! 58.96!
103! CNTRL! M! 25! 1.75! 84.82!
105! CNTRL! F! 20! 1.70! 58.96!
106! CNTRL! F! 20! 1.65! 61.23!
107! CNTRL! M! 27! 1.80! 68.03!
108! CNTRL! F! 22! 1.70! 65.77!
109! CNTRL! F! 28! 1.60! 54.5!
110! CNTRL! M! 18! 1.80! 79.37!





! ! ! TIME!
SUBJECTS! GROUP! LIMB! PRE! MID! POST!
1! EX!
EXERCISED! .95! .92! .96!






UNIEXERCISED! .95! .95! .95!
4! EX!
EXERCISED! .89! .81! .76!
UNIEXERCISED! .80! .94! .95!
5! EX!
EXERCISED! .88! .92! .91!





UNIEXERCISED! .90! .95! .93!
8! EX!
EXERCISED! .96! .98! .97!
UNIEXERCISED! .94! .97! .95!
10! EX!
EXERCISED! .88! .94! .95!
UNIEXERCISED! .95! .95! .94!
11! EX!
EXERCISED! .90! .94! .95!
UNIEXERCISED! .93! .98! .97!
13! EX!
EXERCISED! .95! .97! .98!
UNIEXERCISED! .95! .93! .97!
102! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! .92! .92! .97!
UNIEXERCISED! .93! .90! .96!
103! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! .98! .97! .95!
UNIEXERCISED! .98! .98! .95!
105! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! .94! .95! .96!
UNIEXERCISED! .88! .96! .94!
106! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! .96! .94! .94!
UNIEXERCISED! .95! .95! .93!
107! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! .97! .98! .97!
UNIEXERCISED! .96! .93! .91!
108! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! .96! .94! .95!
UNIEXERCISED! .96! .95! .92!
109! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! .94! .86! .93!
UNIEXERCISED! .85! .93! .84!
110! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! .97! .95! .93!
UNIEXERCISED! .93! .94! .90!
111! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! .94! .95! .96!






! ! ! TIME!
SUBJECTS! GROUP! LIMB! PRE! MID! POST!
1! EX!
EXERCISED! 1.70! 1.43! 1.83!





UNIEXERCISED! 1.88! 1.74! 1.81!
4! EX!
EXERCISED! 1.23! 1.36! 1.26!
UNIEXERCISED! .69! 1.07! 1.50!
5! EX!
EXERCISED! 2.43! 3.23! 3.95!
UNIEXERCISED! 1.66! 3.28! 3.63!
6! EX!
EXERCISED! 1.58! 2.46! 2.40!
UNIEXERCISED! 1.95! 2.28! 2.64!
8! EX!
EXERCISED! 2.71! 3.25! 3.19!
UNIEXERCISED! 2.47! 3.21! 2.78!
10! EX!
EXERCISED! 2.69! 2.97! 3.61!
UNIEXERCISED! 2.78! 2.33! 3.29!
11! EX!
EXERCISED! 2.27! 2.69! 3.04!
UNIEXERCISED! 2.22! 2.66! 2.99!
13! EX!
EXERCISED! 2.41! 2.61! 2.54!
UNIEXERCISED! 1.75! 2.06! 2.25!
102! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! 1.83! 1.70! 1.76!
UNIEXERCISED! 1.91! 1.66! 2.06!
103! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! 1.95! 2.02! 2.36!
UNIEXERCISED! 1.98! 2.33! 2.47!
105! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! 1.54! 2.33! 2.20!
UNIEXERCISED! 1.83! 1.54! 1.69!
106! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! 2.43! 2.79! 3.20!
UNIEXERCISED! 2.54! 2.75! 3.34!
107! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! 2.46! 2.50! 1.98!
UNIEXERCISED! 2.07! 2.29! 2.17!
108! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! 2.90! 2.78! 2.68!
UNIEXERCISED! 2.45! 2.54! 2.47!
109! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! 2.29! 2.13! 2.67!
UNIEXERCISED! 1.75! 1.80! 1.95!
110! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! 2.86! 2.25! 2.54!
UNIEXERCISED! 2.70! 2.11! 2.65!
111! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! 2.70! 3.03! 3.21!






! ! ! TIME!
SUBJECTS! GROUP! LIMB! PRE! MID! POST!
1! EX!
EXERCISED! 1.32! 1.11! 1.28!
UNIEXERCISED! 0.60! 0.86! 0.98!
3! EX!
EXERCISED! 1.52! 1.76! 1.58!
UNIEXERCISED! 1.64! 1.64! 1.77!
4! EX!
EXERCISED! 0.83! 1.41! 1.02!
UNIEXERCISED! 0.63! 0.91! 1.41!
5! EX!
EXERCISED! 1.92! 2.21! 3.11!
UNIEXERCISED! 1.37! 3.02! 3.33!
6! EX!
EXERCISED! 1.30! 2.46! 1.76!
UNIEXERCISED! 1.52! 1.81! 2.35!
8! EX!
EXERCISED! 2.38! 3.15! 2.77!





UNIEXERCISED! 1.89! 2.20! 3.01!
11! EX!
EXERCISED! 1.48! 2.56! 2.79!
UNIEXERCISED! 2.39! 2.26! 2.75!
13! EX!
EXERCISED! 1.21! 2.15! 2.24!
UNIEXERCISED! 1.32! 1.77! 2.07!
102! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! 1.32! 1.13! 1.59!
UNIEXERCISED! 1.18! 1.15! 1.55!
103! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! 1.65! 1.99! 2.13!
UNIEXERCISED! 1.57! 2.32! 1.98!
105! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! 0.93! 1.52! 1.42!
UNIEXERCISED! 1.18! 1.07! 1.20!
106! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! 1.93! 2.12! 2.91!
UNIEXERCISED! 2.10! 2.61! 2.97!
107! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! 1.81! 1.80! 1.72!
UNIEXERCISED! 2.15! 1.76! 1.73!
108! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! 2.22! 2.05! 2.28!
UNIEXERCISED! 2.04! 2.03! 2.15!
109! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! 1.62! 1.81! 2.34!
UNIEXERCISED! 1.67! 1.82! 1.82!
110! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! 1.70! 1.69! 2.41!
UNIEXERCISED! 2.32! 1.78! 3.43!
111! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! 2.11! 2.50! 2.10!





! ! ! TIME!
SUBJECTS! GROUP! LIMB! PRE! MID! POST!
1! EX!
EXERCISED! 1.73! 1.92! 2.60!





UNIEXERCISED! 3.18! 3.75! 3.35!
4! EX!
EXERCISED! 1.33! 2.09! 1.93!
UNIEXERCISED! 0.83! 1.57! 1.81!
5! EX!
EXERCISED! 2.65! 5.97! 6.81!
UNIEXERCISED! 2.24! 4.92! 6.13!
6! EX!
EXERCISED! 2.24! 2.75! 3.25!
UNIEXERCISED! 2.23! 2.34! 3.04!
8! EX!
EXERCISED! 1.88! 4.27! 4.26!
UNIEXERCISED! 2.38! 3.58! 3.18!
10! EX!
EXERCISED! 2.68! 3.89! 5.14!
UNIEXERCISED! 2.53! 3.04! 4.31!
11! EX!





EXERCISED! 2.36! 3.58! 3.62!
UNIEXERCISED! 2.46! 2.30! 2.52!
102! CNTRL!





EXERCISED! 1.80! 2.01! 2.53!
UNIEXERCISED! 2.22! 2.46! 2.37!
105! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! 2.04! 2.67! 2.37!
UNIEXERCISED! 2.32! 2.93! 2.45!
106! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! 2.32! 2.73! 3.56!
UNIEXERCISED! 2.34! 2.81! 3.57!
107! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! 2.73! 3.19! 3.07!
UNIEXERCISED! 2.95! 2.68! 2.92!
108! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! 3.64! 3.65! 3.56!
UNIEXERCISED! 2.99! 2.50! 2.46!
109! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! 2.25! 1.85! 2.00!
UNIEXERCISED! 1.99! 2.04! 1.78!
110! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! 3.55! 3.09! 3.91!
UNIEXERCISED! 3.26! 3.19! 2.25!
111! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! 3.60! 3.84! 2.96!





! ! ! TIME!
SUBJECTS! GROUP! LIMB! PRE! MID! POST!
1! EX!
EXERCISED! 1.56! 2.25! 2.70!
UNIEXERCISED! 1.65! 1.68! 1.84!
3! EX!
EXERCISED! 2.82! 4.26! 3.40!
UNIEXERCISED! 3.04! 3.32! 3.85!
4! EX!
EXERCISED! 1.45! 2.32! 1.94!
UNIEXERCISED! 1.00! 1.77! 1.83!
5! EX!
EXERCISED! 2.57! 5.27! 6.18!
UNIEXERCISED! 2.33! 5.71! 5.98!
6! EX!
EXERCISED! 1.80! 2.88! 3.36!
UNIEXERCISED! 2.00! 2.43! 3.33!
8! EX!
EXERCISED! 1.38! 4.30! 4.70!
UNIEXERCISED! 1.98! 4.10! 3.38!
10! EX!
EXERCISED! 2.85! 4.53! 5.36!
UNIEXERCISED! 2.99! 2.93! 4.11!
11! EX!
EXERCISED! 2.38! 2.88! 3.34!
UNIEXERCISED! 2.94! 2.92! 2.97!
13! EX!
EXERCISED! 2.51! 3.55! 3.73!





UNIEXERCISED! 2.69! 2.28! 2.59!
103! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! 1.85! 2.41! 2.60!
UNIEXERCISED! 2.34! 2.80! 2.76!
105! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! 2.00! 2.32! 2.77!
UNIEXERCISED! 2.50! 3.05! 2.75!
106! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! 2.43! 3.02! 3.91!
UNIEXERCISED! 2.55! 3.02! 3.63!
107! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! 2.70! 2.99! 2.88!
UNIEXERCISED! 3.09! 2.86! 2.93!
108! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! 3.83! 3.50! 3.28!
UNIEXERCISED! 3.26! 2.86! 2.73!
109! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! 2.45! 2.32! 2.02!
UNIEXERCISED! 2.17! 2.09! 1.79!
110! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! 3.48! 3.15! 3.97!
UNIEXERCISED! 3.57! 3.30! 3.53!
111! CNTRL!
EXERCISED! 3.35! 4.11! 3.48!























12! FEMALE! 15! 1.65! 58.97! 0.73! 7.13! ACLIONLY!
15! FEMALE! 14! 1.74! 61.23! 0.50! 6.97! ACLIONLY!
16! FEMALE! 15! 1.68! 81.65! 0.67! 6.63! ACLIONLY!
18! MALE! 23! 1.80! 86.18! 10.37! 9.00! MENISCAL!REPAIR!
21! FEMALE! 15! 1.85! 61.23! 0.73! 8.40! MENISCAL!REPAIR!
22! MALE! 29! 1.75! 77.11! 1.03! 6.50! ACLIONLY!
24! MALE! 19! 1.84! 84.37! 9.20! 6.87! ACLIONLY!
26! MALE! 15! 1.75! 63.50! 1.43! 8.40! MENISCECTOMY!
31! MALE! 20! 1.85! 81.65! 1.20! 6.47! ACLIONLY!
34! MALE! 17! 1.73! 61.23! 1.43! 6.07! MENISCAL!REPAIR!
36! MALE! 28! 1.65! 88.45! 1.30! 5.23! ACLIONLY!
39! FEMALE! 20! 1.65! 57.61! 0.83! 6.97! ACLIONLY!
40! MALE! 17! 1.80! 74.84! 1.70! 5.87! ACLIONLY!
42! FEMALE! 20! 1.70! 83.91! 1.33! 7.50! ACLIONLY!
45! FEMALE! 17! 1.68! 56.70! 2.13! 6.30! MENISCAL!REPAIR!
48! MALE! 16! 1.80! 70.76! 0.53! 6.40! MENISCECTOMY!
49! FEMALE! 16! 1.65! 93.44! 1.93! 8.63! ACLIONLY!
50! MALE! 19! 1.85! 75.80! 3.77! 8.60! MENISCAL!REPAIR!
51! FEMALE! 19! 1.63! 65.90! 1.60! 7.73! MENISCAL!REPAIR!
53! FEMALE! 16! 1.68! 63.50! 2.23! 7.20! MENISCECTOMY!
55! MALE! 18! 1.61! 54.43! 0.83! 7.83! ACLIONLY!
58! FEMALE! 22! 1.70! 92.98! 0.90! 9.20! ACLIONLY!



















64! FEMALE! 15! 1.68! 62.59! 1.43! 6.63! ACLIONLY!
72! MALE! 38! 1.83! 91.35! 2.33! 7.33! ACLIONLY!
74! MALE! 25! 1.91! 127.01! 1.80! 7.43! ACLIONLY!
77! FEMALE! 24! 1.70! 64.86! 1.13! 8.23! ACLIONLY!
79! MALE! 22! 1.88! 92.98! 1.87! 7.87! ACLIONLY!
81! FEMALE! 24! 1.60! 61.23! 9.40! 6.70! ACLIONLY!
82! FEMALE! 21! 1.78! 71.66! 5.87! 7.60! MENISCAL!REPAIR!
87! MALE! 16! 1.78! 66.04! 2.17! 6.80! ACLIONLY!
88! FEMALE! 23! 1.57! 46.26! 1.97! 6.47! ACLIONLY!
90! FEMALE! 16! 1.75! 73.93! 1.47! 6.47! ACLIONLY!
91! FEMALE! 18! 1.70! 74.39! 2.53! 6.53! MENISCECTOMY!
92! FEMALE! 15! 1.60! 58.20! 1.97! 6.87! ACLIONLY!
94! MALE! 16! 1.75! 86.18! 1.77! 6.10! MENISCAL!REPAIR!
96! MALE! 28! 1.87! 89.81! 4.17! 7.00! ACLIONLY!
97! MALE! 22! 1.70! 63.50! 0.70! 6.73! MENISCAL!REPAIR!
99! MALE! 23! 1.79! 79.38! 1.67! 6.00! MENISCAL!REPAIR!
101! MALE! 17! 1.80! 136.53! 1.17! 9.30! MENISCECTOMY!
102! MALE! 24! 1.83! 84.39! 1.60! 6.80! MENISCAL!REPAIR!
103! MALE! 30! 1.83! 86.18! 1.97! 9.67! MENISCAL!REPAIR!
104! MALE! 22! 1.17! 86.21! 1.03! 8.37! ACLIONLY!
105! FEMALE! 16! 1.80! 75.21! 2.43! 8.97! ACLIONLY!
106! MALE! 18! 0.02! 83.00! 0.80! 6.57! ACLIONLY!



















108! MALE! 17! 1.73! 97.97! 2.20! 7.20! MENISCECTOMY!
109! FEMALE! 25! 1.60! 59.42! 5.83! 6.07! ACLIONLY!
110! MALE! 15! 1.83! 74.84! 2.03! 6.10! MENISCAL!REPAIR!
111! MALE! 17! 1.83! 80.65! 1.43! 6.93! ACLIONLY!
112! FEMALE! 17! 1.68! 58.51! 1.43! 7.93! ACLIONLY!
114! MALE! 33! 1.80! 83.46! 3.37! 6.57! ACLIONLY!
116! MALE! 17! 1.78! 76.66! 1.50! 6.40! ACLIONLY!

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































74! NHonly! M! 1.905! 127.01! PT! ACL!only! 54! 92! 223!
77! STND! F! 1.702! 64.86! PT! ACL!only! 140! 79! 247!
79! NHonly! M! 1.880! 92.98! PT! ACL!only! 56! 84! 236!
88! NHonly! F! 1.575! 46.26! PT! ACL!only! 59! 87! 194!
92! NHonly! F! 1.600! 58.20! PT! ACL!only! 59! 86! 206!
94! STND! M! 1.753! 86.18! PT! Meniscal!repair! 53! 86! 183!
95! STND! F! 1.575! 46.26! STG! Meniscal!repair! 311! 85! 247!
96! N&E! M! 1.867! 89.81! PT! ACL!only! 125! 85! 210!
97! NHonly! M! 1.702! 63.5! PT! Meniscal!repair! 21! 82! 202!
99! NHonly! M! 1.791! 79.38! PT! Meniscal!repair! 50! 84! 180!
101! STND! M! 1.803! 136.53! PT! Meniscectomy! 35! 82! 279!
102! NHonly! M! 1.829! 84.39! PT! Meniscal!repair! 48! 84! 204!
103! NHonly! M! 1.829! 86.18! PT! Meniscal!repair! 59! 85! 290!
104! N&E! M! 1.173! 86.21! PT! ACL!only! 31! 84! 251!
105! STND! F! 1.803! 75.206! PT! ACL!only! 73! 84! 269!
106! N&E! M! 0.018! 83! PT! ACL!only! 24! 86! 197!
107! N&E! F! 1.676! 58.97! PT! ACL!only! 39! 84! 181!
108! NHonly! M! 1.727! 97.97! PT! Meniscectomy! 66! 85! 216!
109! N&E! F! 1.600! 59.421! PT! ACL!only! 175! 83! 182!
110! STND! M! 1.829! 74.844! STG! ACL!only! 61! 93! 183!
111! NHonly! M! 1.829! 80.65! PT! ACL!only! 43! 82! 208!
112! STND! F! 1.676! 58.514! PT! ACL!only! 43! 83! 238!
113! N&E! M! 1.854! 102.510! STG! ACL!only! 44! 94! 205!


























116! STND! M! 1.778! 76.658! PT! ACL!only! 45! 80! 192!
118! STND! M! 1.765! 73.200! PT! Meniscal!repair! 47! 78! 183!
119! STND! F! 1.651! 63.095! PT! Meniscal!repair! 133! 85! 267!
121! EHonly! M! 1.892! 97.977! PT! Meniscal!repair! 55! 160! 273!
122! EHonly! M! 1.753! 82.464! PT! ACL!only! 108! 92! 189!
123! EHonly! M! 1.880! 74.844! PT! ACL!only! 218! 85! 210!
124! EHonly! F! 1.702! 66.361! STG! ACL!only! 131! 89! 244!
125! EHonly! M! 1.727! 67.541! PT! ACL!only! 46! 77! 202!
126! N&E! F! 1.676! 59.376! PT! Meniscal!repair! 47! 85! 245!
128! EHonly! F! 1.626! 74.844! PT! Meniscal!repair! 44! 96! 231!
130! EHonly! M! 1.829! 72.576! PT! ACL!only! 81! 84! 210!
131! EHonly! F! 1.613! 85.639! STG! ACL!only! 83! 87! 202!
132! Healthy! F! 1.740! 71.215! No!surgery! Healthy! H! H! H!
133! Healthy! M! 1.753! 72.574! No!surgery! Healthy! H! H! H!
134! Healthy! M! 1.702! 72.576! No!surgery! Healthy! H! H! H!
135! Healthy! M! 1.829! 78.471! No!surgery! Healthy! H! H! H!
136! Healthy! F! 1.716! 60.238! No!surgery! Healthy! H! H! H!
137! Healthy! F! 1.664! 76.740! No!surgery! Healthy! H! H! H!
138! Healthy! F! 1.540! 55.000! No!surgery! Healthy! H! H! H!
139! Healthy! M! 1.753! 90.537! No!surgery! Healthy! H! H! H!
140! Healthy! M! 1.829! 74.840! No!surgery! Healthy! H! H! H!



















74! N;only! ACL! 96.62! 82.12! 92.11!
! ! Healthy! 93.42! 91.03! 99.4!
77! STND! ACL! 99.89! 96.68! 93.18!
! ! Healthy! 93.73! 86.83! 95.9!
79! N;only! ACL! 92.85! 75.45! 95.28!
! ! Healthy! 90.25! 78.89! 90.94!
88! N;only! ACL! 98.86! 99.65! 98.63!
! ! Healthy! 96.23! 99.7! 98.92!
92! N;only! ACL! 99.94! 99.47! 88.36!
! ! Healthy! 99.2! 96.62! 90.66!
94! STND! ACL! 98.26! 90.6! 83.78!
! ! Healthy! 98.52! 89.68! 99.47!
95! STND! ACL! 96.63! 95.44! 98.98!
! ! Healthy! 97.2! 91.34! 99.29!
96! N&E! ACL! 98.51! 98.13! 99.53!
! ! Healthy! 98.65! 99.58! 99.53!
97! N;only! ACL! 91.19! 86.23! 93.89!
! ! Healthy! 93.31! 93.46! 99.4!
99! N;only! ACL! 99.83! 99.96! 90.91!
! ! Healthy! 96.98! 97.14! 94.56!
101! STND! ACL! 93.46! 95.47! 98.73!
! ! Healthy! 91.82! 95.58! 98.77!
102! N;only! ACL! 99.5! 86.71! 84.03!


















103! N;only! ACL! 98.65! 94.41! 96.95!
! ! Healthy! 98.57! 97.46! 92.61!
104! N&E! ACL! 99.13! 96.87! 91.52!
! ! Healthy! 91.7! 97.13! 94.29!
105! STND! ACL! 81.89! 78.34! 69.85!
! ! Healthy! 84.26! 71.28! 72.91!
106! N&E! ACL! 95.31! 94.65! 95.5!
! ! Healthy! 95.74! 96.09! 94.02!
107! N&E! ACL! 99.67! 89.22! 99.95!
! ! Healthy! 98.6! 98.62! 99.83!
108! N;only! ACL! 98.03! 93.59! 97.48!
! ! Healthy! 99.23! 97.09! 97.54!
109! N&E! ACL! 96.76! 99.14! 98.46!
! ! Healthy! 98.66! 99.2! 98.92!
110! STND! ACL! 94.73! 96.29! 88.92!
! ! Healthy! 85.89! 95.3! 89.54!
111! N;only! ACL! 98.9! 96.74! 90.72!
! ! Healthy! 93.87! 97.15! 96.47!
112! STND! ACL! 99.26! 93.91! 96.63!
! ! Healthy! 97.2! 94.41! 94.17!
113! N&E! ACL! 89.53! 97.7! 97.92!
! ! Healthy! 89.36! 99.15! 95.45!
114! N&E! ACL! 95.06! 87.73! 98.76!


















116! STND! ACL! 92.04! 82.55! 93.45!
! ! Healthy! 96.03! 88.58! 87.75!
118! STND! ACL! 99.32! 97.05! 97.51!
! ! Healthy! 97.06! 95.12! 94.12!
119! STND! ACL! 93.82! 91.36! 97.25!
! ! Healthy! 80.83! 82.14! 90.46!
121! E;only! ACL! 98.61! 96.94! 97.72!
! ! Healthy! 99.16! 98.71! 97.93!
122! E;only! ACL! 99.53! 92.71! 99.5!
! ! Healthy! 99.41! 99.4! 99.85!
123! E;only! ACL! 96.14! 98.57! 99.31!
! ! Healthy! 96.86! 99.88! 99.18!
124! E;only! ACL! 86.37! 99.73! 95.91!
! ! Healthy! 99.04! 92.79! 96.18!
125! E;only! ACL! 99.52! 95.27! 99.32!
! ! Healthy! 94.27! 94.93! 98.84!
126! N&E! ACL! 92.3! 95.34! 99.31!
! ! Healthy! 98.89! 97.95! 99.37!
128! E;only! ACL! 97.3! 90.55! 98.06!
! ! Healthy! 96.47! 96.48! 97.92!
130! E;only! ACL! 98.26! 89.04! 96.83!
! ! Healthy! 98.63! 98.27! 98.48!
131! E;only! ACL! 91.92! 98.4! 98.26!


















132! Healthy! ACL!"R"! ;! ;! 98.35!
! ! Healthy!"L"! ;! ;! 99.46!
133! Healthy! ACL!"R"! ;! ;! 98.64!
! ! Healthy!"L"! ;! ;! 96.25!
134! Healthy! ACL!"R"! ;! ;! 91.47!
! ! Healthy!"L"! ;! ;! 113.35!
135! Healthy! ACL!"R"! ;! ;! 94.66!
! ! Healthy!"L"! ;! ;! 99.24!
136! Healthy! ACL!"R"! ;! ;! 99.01!
! ! Healthy!"L"! ;! ;! 98.5!
137! Healthy! ACL!"R"! ;! ;! 93.02!
! ! Healthy!"L"! ;! ;! 97.32!
138! Healthy! ACL!"R"! ;! ;! 96.92!
! ! Healthy!"L"! ;! ;! 97.52!
139! Healthy! ACL!"R"! ;! ;! 99.94!
! ! Healthy!"L"! ;! ;! 98.18!
140! Healthy! ACL!"R"! ;! ;! 98.69!
! ! Healthy!"L"! ;! ;! 99.25!
141! Healthy! ACL!"R"! ;! ;! 95.44!


















74! N;only! ACL! 2.29! 1.46! 1.68!
! ! Healthy! 2.21! 2.52! 2.79!
77! STND! ACL! 2.82! 1.12! 1.26!
! ! Healthy! 2.62! 1.79! 2.49!
79! N;only! ACL! 1.99! 1.51! 1.43!
! ! Healthy! 2.57! 2.34! 2.29!
88! N;only! ACL! 1.73! 1.77! 1.95!
! ! Healthy! 2.88! 3.46! 3.24!
92! N;only! ACL! 2.65! 1.51! 1.91!
! ! Healthy! 3.29! 2.96! 2.75!
94! STND! ACL! 2.40! 1.02! 1.76!
! ! Healthy! 3.09! 2.43! 3.40!
95! STND! ACL! 2.00! 1.34! 1.65!
! ! Healthy! 2.64! 1.72! 2.05!
96! N&E! ACL! 3.62! 2.12! 3.41!
! ! Healthy! 4.06! 4.13! 4.05!
97! N;only! ACL! 2.71! 1.62! 2.99!
! ! Healthy! 3.91! 3.73! 4.58!
99! N;only! ACL! 3.36! 2.68! 3.00!
! ! Healthy! 4.21! 3.94! 3.99!
101! STND! ACL! 1.80! 1.62! 2.22!
! ! Healthy! 2.08! 2.36! 3.36!
102! N;only! ACL! 3.21! 1.67! 2.07!


















103! N;only! ACL! 3.41! 2.22! 1.50!
! ! Healthy! 3.98! 3.66! 3.48!
104! N&E! ACL! 1.29! 1.91! 2.69!
! ! Healthy! 2.19! 2.82! 2.88!
105! STND! ACL! 1.96! 1.02! 1.40!
! ! Healthy! 2.51! 1.53! 1.74!
106! N&E! ACL! 4.15! 3.76! 4.23!
! ! Healthy! 4.04! 4.08! 3.97!
107! N&E! ACL! 2.03! 1.87! 2.69!
! ! Healthy! 3.14! 2.96! 3.29!
108! N;only! ACL! 1.97! 1.52! 2.16!
! ! Healthy! 3.33! 3.08! 3.49!
109! N&E! ACL! 3.01! 2.25! 3.11!
! ! Healthy! 3.52! 3.19! 3.40!
110! STND! ACL! 3.20! 2.09! 2.80!
! ! Healthy! 3.31! 3.60! 3.49!
111! N;only! ACL! 3.66! 1.97! 2.88!
! ! Healthy! 3.48! 3.43! 3.85!
112! STND! ACL! 3.15! 1.59! 2.89!
! ! Healthy! 4.04! 3.51! 3.35!
113! N&E! ACL! 2.56! 2.84! 2.40!


















114! N&E! ACL! 2.78! 2.28! 2.47!
! ! Healthy! 3.11! 3.75! 3.41!
116! STND! ACL! 3.89! 2.26! 3.19!
! ! Healthy! 4.3! 3.36! 3.76!
118! STND! ACL! 2.98! 2.45! 2.64!
! ! Healthy! 3.72! 3.89! 3.55!
119! STND! ACL! 2.54! 1.47! 1.82!
! ! Healthy! 2.31! 2.39! 2.41!
121! E;only! ACL! 2.30! 2.06! 2.12!
! ! Healthy! 2.25! 2.52! 2.25!
122! E;only! ACL! 4.63! 3.07! 4.39!
! ! Healthy! 4.92! 5.02! 5.30!
123! E;only! ACL! 3.88! 3.05! 4.00!
! ! Healthy! 3.73! 4.20! 4.16!
124! E;only! ACL! 1.80! 1.53! 2.04!
! ! Healthy! 2.57! 2.15! 2.49!
125! E;only! ACL! 2.99! 2.10! 3.04!
! ! Healthy! 3.44! 3.76! 4.75!
126! N&E! ACL! 2.44! 1.79! 2.57!
! ! Healthy! 3.43! 2.65! 3.18!
128! E;only! ACL! 2.72! 1.25! 2.37!
! ! Healthy! 2.81! 2.67! 2.58!
130! E;only! ACL! 3.47! 2.09! 3.12!


















131! E;only! ACL! 1.39! 1.71! 1.75!
! ! Healthy! 2.64! 2.03! 2.06!
132! Healthy! ACL!"R"! ;! ;! 3.04!
! ! Healthy!"L"! ;! ;! 3.35!
133! Healthy! ACL!"R"! ;! ;! 5.09!
! ! Healthy!"L"! ;! ;! 4.99!
134! Healthy! ACL!"R"! ;! ;! 2.70!
! ! Healthy!"L"! ;! ;! 3.09!
135! Healthy! ACL!"R"! ;! ;! 2.54!
! ! Healthy!"L"! ;! ;! 2.82!
136! Healthy! ACL!"R"! ;! ;! 2.19!
! ! Healthy!"L"! ;! ;! 2.46!
137! Healthy! ACL!"R"! ;! ;! 2.11!
! ! Healthy!"L"! ;! ;! 2.49!
138! Healthy! ACL!"R"! ;! ;! 3.05!
! ! Healthy!"L"! ;! ;! 2.90!
139! Healthy! ACL!"R"! ;! ;! 3.35!
! ! Healthy!"L"! ;! ;! 3.43!
140! Healthy! ACL!"R"! ;! ;! 3.41!
! ! Healthy!"L"! ;! ;! 3.34!
141! Healthy! ACL!"R"! ;! ;! 4.29!
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